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Number of
Proposals
TOTAL PROPOSALS SUBMITTED
through the Research Office
2003-2004
TOTAL AWARDS RECEIVED
2003-2004
Type of Awards   2003-2004
Awards received through Research Office $60,214,266
Land Grant (USDA) Funds received   $2,599,215
Research-related awards through
    Development Office and URI Foundation   $2,719,366
Research Office Support        $99,284
Council for Research Proposal/Faculty
    Development Grants        $79,000
Total $65,711,131
Amount of
Proposals
  Proposals Submitted 2003-2004 643 $257,918,054
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AWARDS RECEIVED
through the Research Office
2003-2004
Amount of
Awards
Arts & Sciences 63.81 $ 8,531,990
Business  2 $20,500
Continuing Education 6 $404,454
Engineering 59.14 $4,468,980
Environment & Life Sciences 88.91 $8,910,149
Graduate School 0 $0
HSS 29.56 $3,404,240
Library 0 $0
Nursing 6.12 $1,111,637
Oceanography 145.9 $24,508,711
Pharmacy 23.59 $6,425,473
University College 2.5 $72,873
President's Office 4.82 $1,812,338
Provost 0.25 $173,860
VP Business & Finance 0 $0
VP Student Affairs 2.4 $369,061
Total 435   $60,214,266
2003-2004 Amount
Awards Received  2003-2004
College or Unit
$60,214,266
Number of
Awards
435
Number
  Please Note: Decimal fractions indicate shared percentage of joint awards with other URI colleges.
  Total does not include Land Grant or Development Office/URI Foundation Funds.
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Arts & Science 56.4 51.9 52.2 60.7 59.8 66.7 76.5 63.81
Business 4 9 9.9 5.1 6.9 2.5 1.8 2
Continuing Education 7 3 6 10.6 7.8 6
Engineering 76.8 75 56.9 50.3 64.3 58.4 51.3 59.14
Environment & Life Sciences 91.2 98.8 88.1 103.5 102 84.9 76.5 88.91
Graduate School 2 4 1 1 5 0 0 0
HSS 24.5 27.8 34.9 32.8 48.2 32.4 22.7 29.56
Library 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Nursing 3 4 5.2 5.2 3.8 5.5 5 6.12
Oceanography 164.3 153 153.3 146.9 150.8 150.8 175.4 145.90
Pharmacy 18.8 17 14.2 14.5 12.2 25 18 23.59
University College 0 .8 0 0 1 0 0 2.50
President's Office 0 0 0 0 0 .5 0 4.82
Provost 1 0 .7 4.2 3.2 2.1 0.2 0.25
VP Business & Finance 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 0
VP Student Affairs 2 4.7 5.7 4 7.9 2.6 3.8 2.40
NUMBER OF AWARDS RECEIVED
BY COLLEGE OR UNIT
1996-97 to 2003-04
College or Unit 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00
TOTALS 444
Please Note: Decimal fractions indicate shared percentage of cooperative proposals with other URI colleges.
Formerly called the College of Resource Development.
448 429 431
2000-01
472
2001-02
443
2002-03
440
2003-04
435
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SUMMARY OF AWARDS RECEIVED
BY COLLEGE OR UNIT
1996-97 to 2003-04
$7,451,669 $8,410,175 $5,016,895 $6,537,687 $7,338,303  $8,870,965 $8,593,459 $8,531,990
$69,174 $195,840 $116,466 $129,775 $742,310       $90,813 $49,289 $20,500
$228,697 $80,950 $323,739     $411,382 $236,422 $404,454
$3,879,647 $4,584,224 $4,428,659 $4,498,673 $7,509,823  $5,016,648 $6,595,628 $4,468,980
$4,197,413 $5,296,115 $4,655,604 $5,385,739 $10,121,013  $8,060,958 $7,064,014 $8,910,149
$2,792,807 $2,816,954 $3,441,732 $3,219,135 $2,624,250  $2,658,940 $2,614,895 $2,599,215
$27,500 $75,648 $51,000 $13,000 $47,510               $0 $0 $0
$1,958,908 $3,721,347 $3,653,127 $5,712,784 $6,122,386  $5,257,633 $4,002,412 $3,404,240
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0         $3,033 $0 $0
$679,884 $774,759 $1,013,464 $871,125 $618,855      $842,951 $798,444 $1,111,637
$23,034,733 $19,397,483 $21,717,913 $22,423,129 $21,862,725 $25,346,662 $27,663,446 $24,508,711
$1,165,150 $1,304,676 $1,334,657 $1,552,185 $871,120   $4,184,381 $4,479,630 $6,425,473
$0 $2,738 $0 $0 $1,061                $0 $0 $72,873
$59,978 $0 $136,175 $296,019 $931,730       $88,325 $15,721 $173,860
$0 $23,214 $0 $0 $9,880                $0 $8,020 $0
$111,000 $57,300 $177,131 $148,918 $639,645       $80,973 $520,822 $369,061
      $60,000 $0 $1,812,338
$45,427,863 $46,660,473 $45,971,520 $50,869,119 $59,764,350 $60,973,665 $62,643,200 $62,813,481
Includes funds from Smith-Lever, Hatch, Regional Research, McIntyre, Stennis & Animal Health.
College or Unit
Arts & Sciences
Business
Continuing Education
Engineering
Environment&Life Sciences
Land Grant
Graduate School
HSS
Library
Nursing
Oceanography
Pharmacy
University College
Provost
VP Business & Finance
VP Student  Affairs
President's Office
1
1997-981996-97
TOTALS
1998-99
1
1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04
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AMOUNT OF AWARDS RECEIVED
BY AGENCY
1996-97 to 2003-04
Agency
TOTALS
AID $2,042,785 $3,332,871 $3,324,000 $5,221,110 $4,274,000 $4,826,202 $5,700,000 $1,000,000
Air Force $105,744 $153,583 $159,917 $160,667 $311,718 $92,982 $123,760 $289,482
Army $124,256 $87,028 $109,334 $140,865 $280,439 $736,092 $224,872 $195,000
Coast Guard $1,522
Commerce $7,775,689 $6,136,951 $3,292,203 $3,374,960 $3,883,610 $4,179,612 $4,281,857      $3,706,636
Education $179,993 $48,102 $394,528 $640,890 $2,771,218 $512,986 $685,768 $959,724
Energy $195,000 $0 $50,066 $100,132 $292,843 $70,467 $110,194 $93,585
EPA $684,112 $108,400 $854,625 $394,409 $558,919 $735,573 $1,296,191 $693,209
Fed Subcntrcts $2,846,686 $2,881,209 $4,272,928 $3,225,761 $6,369,166 $6,158,763 $4,823,065 $6,708,682
HHS $7,017,156 $8,313,673 $5,135,690 $6,467,826 $5,222,218 $11,264,746 $8,870,505 $9,660,974
Interior $740,151 $1,052,922 $547,178 $667,044 $1,018,854 $944,513 $1,230,313 $982,553
Miscellaneous $1,000,555 $533,089 $1,069,392 $509,646 $1,159,082 $771,318 $425,337 $497,852
Municipalities $99,683 $143,219 $38,626 $82,802 $83,285 $161,788 $299,160 $338,060
NASA $1,195,209 $1,406,724 $1,743,724 $1,726,919 $1,174,839 $2,065,104 $1,572,666 $2,168,689
NSF $8,523,098 $8,101,655 $10,062,517 $8,164,093 $6,331,944 $8,713,557 $10,511,152 $12,015,068
Navy $4,956,478 $2,973,942 $4,291,662 $5,275,777 $7,584,455 $5,598,277 $6,748,030 $4,681,868
NONPRO $361,955 $1,111,744 $997,207 $1,242,477 $348,918 $366,268 $1,025,555 $2,033,779
Other Fed Agncies $344,790 $1,020,133 $329,946 $1,939,815 $4,407,350 $3,033 $983,244 $105,970
PRIPRO $776,447 $936,933 $621,164 $738,630 $883,297 $559,235 $567,041 $546,560
State $2,944,824 $4,303,800 $4,509,646 $5,906,170 $7,733,244 $7,095,544 $6,787,805 $9,248,947
Transportation $1,790,400 $1,832,600 $1,812,000
USDA $720,447 $1,197,541 $512,677 $1,409,991 $1,049,701 $1,018,265 $1,929,190 $1,824,106
USDACE $212,758 $260,000 $1,401,000 $650,000 $0 $650,000
$42,635,056 $43,843,519 $42,529,788 $47,649,984 $57,140,100 $58,314,725 $60,028,305 $60,214,266
1
1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00
2 2
1 Excludes funds from Smith-Lever, Hatch, Regional Research, McIntyre, Stennis & Animal Health
2 Total includes Coastal Institute Building funds.
3
USDA Cooperative Extension "Special Projects."3
2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04
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$51,432,376 $31,940,959 $39,740,609 $47,673,620 $40,541,162 $44,499,618 $62,616,846 $42,424,283
$201,703 $417,626 $78,175 $447,997 $906,183 $248,477 $15,500 $29,455
$59,885 $99,084 $5,000,555 $908,919 $396,359 $751,852 $335,169 $375,163
$16,497,772 $18,355,583 $16,698,443 $14,738,971 $28,376,099 $13,893,885 $20,283,113 $26,141,695
$14,189,394 $17,841,586 $17,885,102 $26,276,369 $31,945,594 $22,619,304 $30,627,254 $38,416,464
$14,500 $75,648 $223,107 $299,605 $0 $0 $0 $0
$4,931,285 $5,065,986 $7,013,697 $9,308,989 $9,486,437 $7,947,774 $11,783,862 $38,511,367
$55,600 $5,000 $0 $0 $0 $30,718 $50,186 $54,092
$1,722,976 $2,773,816 $2,058,964 $4,253,096 $1,664,055 $3,683,945 $7,955,077 $2,979,534
$40,138,023 $53,563,458 $39,851,037 $57,092,164 $55,138,750 $62,342,430 $747,859,914 $69,133,304
$4,569,677 $7,708,189 $10,301,628 $5,744,390 $17,335,326 $18,959,353 $32,973,306 $30,297,433
$2300 $3,750 $10,733 $0 $214,042 $0 $297,419 $8,000
$34,998 $501,831 $288,533 $481,597 $1,143,327 $105,221 $1,554,315 $4,903,334
$0 $9,755 $35,500 $0 $25,482 $9,126 $0 $0
$118,290 $310,271 $641,336 $1,104,553 $19,950 $469,506 $2,797,159 $2,483,217
$0 $20,000 $0 $149,743 $168,997 $60,000 $0 $2,160,713
AMOUNT OF PROPOSALS SUBMITTED
BY COLLEGE OR UNIT
1996-97  to 2003-04
College or Unit
Arts & Sciences
Business
Continuing Education
Engineering
Environment & Life Sciences
Graduate School
HSS
Library
Nursing
Oceanography
Pharmacy
University College
Provost
VP Business & Finance
VP Student Affairs
President’s Office
TOTALS
1997-98 1998-991996-97 1999-00
$133,968,779 $138,692,542 $139,827,419 $168,480,013
2000-01
$187,361,763
2001-02
$175,621,209
2002-03
1
1Total includes proposal for IODP System Integration Contractor, $679,158,526.
$919,149,120
1
2003-04
$257,918,054
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Arts & Science 100 84.5 86.4 98.5 91.4 108.2 112.50 95.66
Business 4.3 6 3.9 5 4.7 4.3 1 2.33
Continuing Education 1.3 1 9.8 9.5 4.5 12.6 9.83 6
Engineering 107.5 113.8 93.8 65.5 92.1 80.2 86.18 102.80
Environment&Life Sciences 130.6 126.5 141.6 146.2 148.7 115 123.63 137.06
Graduate School 1 3 .5 .5 0 0 0 0
HSS 27.9 33.1 35 30.5 50 32.4 32.16 50.31
Library .1 .5 0 0 0 1.1 2 1.20
Nursing 7 4.6 5.4 8.8 8.4 8 8.2 7.32
Oceanography 183.5 167.7 184.5 168.7 164.1 186 181.51 178.48
Pharmacy 26.3 31.8 31.6 20 33.6 45 39.8 39.12
University College 1 .8 1 0 2.5 0 1 .50
Provost 3 6.2 1.9 4.6 4.5 1.7 2.75 2.70
VP Business & Finance 0 1 .1 0 2 1 0 0
VP Student Affairs 2.6 6.1 8.6 8.9 4 6 11.44 11.70
President’s Office 0 .5 0 .3 .5 .5 0 7.82
NUMBER OF PROPOSALS SUBMITTED
BY COLLEGE OR UNIT
1996-1997 to 2003-2004
TOTALS
College or Unit 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00
596 587 604 567
2000-01
611
2001-02
602
2002-03
612
2003-04
643
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AMOUNT OF PROPOSALS SUBMITTED
BY AGENCY
1996-2004
Agency
AID
Air Force
Army
Commerce
Coast Guard
Education
Energy
EPA
Fed Subcontracts
HHS
Interior
Miscellaneous
Municipalities
NASA
NONPRO
NSF
Navy
Other Fed Agencies
PRIPRO
State of RI
Transportation
USDA
USDACE
1
1996-97 1999-001998-991997-98
$25,834,861
$353,229
$1,226,307
$9,353,185
$5,848,064
$813,678
$4,250,703
$4,335,667
$17,836,265
$1,284,899
$832,718
$137,047
$5,391,098
$3,072,482
$33,566,364
$6,708,507
$1,973,864
$2,371,820
$3,011,704
$5,766,317
$133,968,779 $138,692,542
$0
$606,810
$94,300
$6,257,129
$3,062,415
$451,426
$4,157,548
$8,356,029
$27,721,398
$1,593,761
$1,363,788
$215,734
$6,614,152
$2,424,991
$53,268,115
$7,186,009
$1,880,795
$5,087,664
$5,780,790
$2,569,688
1Excludes funds from Smith-Lever, Hatch, Regional Research, McIntyre, Stennis & Animal Health
2USDA Cooperative Extension "Special Projects."
2
$0
$461,013
$226,489
$7,400,674
$7,733,741
$1,700,494
$4,080,413
$5,277,036
$45,341,189
$761,782
$828,279
$56,045
$2,638,043
$4,001,718
$33,426,538
$6,693,648
$1,613,316
$5,362,626
$7,343,354
$4,558,263
$322,758
$139,827,419
$0
$76,431
$3,023,399
$7,600,930
$4,622,932
$1,475,041
$7,237,352
$11,719,930
$43,138,764
$1,027,265
$347,620
$262,349
$2,656,051
$7,469,300
$45,975,438
$14,219,193
$1,585,426
$1,490,997
$7,077,326
$4,728,910
$2,745,359
$168,480,013
2000-01
$0
$828,222
$476,743
$9,029,170
$5,180,577
$274,246
$2,286,781
$16,411,230
$42,505,444
$733,068
$1,679,484
$33,754
$8,025,198
$7,483,653
$54,119,786
$13,350,544
$6,184,256
$1,252,853
$9,689,868
$7,813,886
$3,000
$187,361,763
2001-02
$0
$450,655
$3,442,433
$17,352,581
$1,129,336
$432,756
$2,656,072
$11,354,377
$52,365,364
$1,286,625
$764,402
$177,162
$1,228,916
$4,353,604
$53,409,918
$5,978,776
$2,930,407
$1,213,007
$7,854,444
$1,790,400
$5,449,974
$0
$175,621,209TOTALS
2002-03
$2,000,000
$49,549
$153,090
$11,008,532
$7,976,368
$403,517
$2,086,338
$14,461,467
$98,921,000
$2,119,094
$599,335
$325,158
$7,470,419
$10,014,281
$737,392,381
$4,081,268
$1,569,030
$2,438,823
$8,424,881
$1,832,600
$5,821,989
$0
3
$919,149,120
3Total includes proposal for IODP System Integration Contractor, $679,158,526.
2003-04
$7,941,277
$706,550
$734,937
$15,906,231
$1,522
$21,472,637
$0
$1,818,710
$13,659,304
$68,903,541
$767,837
$760,783
$338,060
$3,137,630
$9,827,142
$75,631,113
$7,731,321
$1,596,483
$1,473,003
$12,701,008
$1,812,000
$10,996,965
$0
$257,918,054
URI Research Office
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NUMBER OF PROPOSALS SUBMITTED
BY AGENCY
1996-1997 to 2003-2004
Agency
AID
Air Force
Army
Coast Guard
Commerce
Education
Energy
EPA
Fed Subcontracts
HHS
Interior
Miscellaneous
Municipalities
NASA
NONPRO
NSF
Navy
Other Fed Agencies
PRIPRO
Transportation
State of RI
USDA
USDACE*
 TOTALS
1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00
2
2
4
60
13
5
12
56
33
16
10
11
22
34
118
29
16
48
68
37
596 587
0
2
1
35
8
2
19
58
41
21
13
9
14
36
119
33
18
52
74
32
*USDA Cooperative Extension "Special Projects."
0
1
8
45
9
6
19
65
47
13
10
5
18
48
103
36
7
40
75
43
6
604
0
2
7
48
14
3
16
69
33
18
8
8
14
50
109
36
16
22
65
27
2
567
2000-01
0
3
5
43
11
1
13
108
39
13
17
3
23
41
107
30
9
18
94
32
1
611
2001-02
0
3
6
38
4
1
25
96
56
19
7
2
8
40
109
26
16
22
5
94
25
0
602
2002-03
1
1
4
56
7
1
18
94
62
28
11
3
9
38
119
27
10
23
1
73
26
0
612
2003-04
4
4
4
1
57
7
0
17
92
65
18
10
3
11
44
129
30
9
16
1
91
30
0
643
AWARDS RECEIVED
July 1, 2003 to June 30, 2004
The University of Rhode Island - Research Office
Name Project Title Agency
Project*
Amount
Portion*
Amount
URI Research Office
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
ART
HOLLINSHEAD, M. TRANSFORMING TRADITION: HELLENISTIC MONUMENTAL STOPS OFA $40,000 $40,000
Total for Department $40,000ART
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
CARRINGTON, E. A WATER FLUME FOR STUDIES OF ORGANISMAL INTERACTIONS IN... NSF $72,986 $29,194
FORRESTER, G. A WATER FLUME FOR STUDIES OF ORGANISMAL INTERACTIONS IN... NSF $72,986 $7,299
GOLDSMITH, M. BAC LIBRARIES FOR FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES IN LEPIDOPTERA NSF $9,796 $9,796
KILLINGBECK, K. VEGETATION MONITORING AT CAPPED ARTESIAN WELLS, FIRE ISLAND INT $3,431 $3,431
STEELE, M. SOURCE SINK DYNAMICS DENSITY DEPENDENCE AND THE EFFICACY... FEDSUB $26,000 $13,000
WILGA, C. A WATER FLUME FOR STUDIES OF ORGANISMAL INTERACTIONS IN... NSF $72,986 $36,493
WILGA, C. FLUID MECHANICS OF SUCTION AND RAM FEEDING IN ELASMOBRANCHS NSF $394,926 $394,926
Total for Department $494,139BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
CANCER PREVENTION RESEARCH CENTER
COTTRILL, S. AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OFFENDERS FEDSUB $10,940 $10,940
COTTRILL, S. AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OFFENDERS FEDSUB $31,895 $31,895
FAVA, J. AN EXPERT SYSTEM TO REDUCE DEPRESSION IN PRIMARY CARE FEDSUB $123,043 $123,043
FAVA, J. INDIVIDUALIZED EXPERT SYSTEM FOR WEIGHT MANAGEMENT FEDSUB $63,480 $63,480
LAFORGE, R. A STAGE MATCHED ALCOHOL INTERVENTION FOR MANAGED CARE HHS $454,540 $454,540
LAFORGE, R. A STAGE MATCHED ALCOHOL INTERVENTION (BETH SCHLICTING) HHS $49,599 $49,599
LAFORGE, R. AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR ADHERENCE FOR LIPID LOWERING DRUGS FEDSUB $2,016 $2,016
PROCHASKA, J. SCHOOL COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TEENS FOR SIX CANCER RISKS HHS $350,286 $350,286
PROCHASKA, J. SCHOOL COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TEENS FOR SIX CANCER RISKS HHS $475,282 $475,282
REDDING, C. EVALUATING MULTIPLE CANCER RISK BEHAVIOR INTERVENTIONS AMONG HHS $97,534 $97,534
REDDING, C. STAGE MATCHED INTERVENTION TO INCREASE DUAL METHOD USE FEDSUB $24,574 $24,574
ROBBINS, M. INDIVIDUAL AND CAMPUS-WIDE INTERVENTIONS TO INCREASE... FEDSUB $318,465 $318,465
ROSSI, J. TREATMENTS FOR COMPLEX PATIENTS IN NEW SETTINGS FEDSUB $16,608 $16,608
* The "Project Amount" is the total amount of the project. The "Portion Amount" is the amount credited to this investigator. Other investigators receive credit for the remainder of the total amount.
Report Date:  9/22/2004
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Awards 2003-2004Research Office The University of Rhode Island
Name Project Title Agency
Project
Amount
Portion
Amount
ROSSI, J. INTEGRATIVE ANALYSES: ENHANCING OPTIMAL TAILORING FOR CANCER NONPRO $124,000 $ 0
VELICER, W. COMPUTERIZED POPULATION PROGRAMS FOR CANCER RISKS HHS $771,418 $771,418
WOOD, M. LONG TERM CONSEQUENCES OF COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL INVOLVLEMENT FEDSUB $21,545 $21,545
WOOD, M. ALCOHOL EARLY INTERVENTION FOR FRESHMEN HHS $533,543 $533,543
WOOD, M. ENVIRONMENTAL METHODS FOR REDUCING COLLEGIATE DRINKING HHS $698,402 $698,402
Total for Department $4,043,170CANCER PREVENTION RESEARCH CENTER
CHEMISTRY
EULER, W. NER: MICROMECHANICAL ACTUATORS CONSTRUCTED FROM POLYMER/CARB NSF $100,000 $100,000
EULER, W. HIGHLY EFFICIENT SOLAR CELLS BASED ON THE LIQUID CRYSTAL... FEDSUB $10,000 $10,000
EULER, W. DEVELOPMENT OF NAVAL THERMOCHROMIC PIGMENTS FOR PERSONAL... PR IPRO $35,000 $17,500
KAVARNOS, G. INVESTIGATIONS OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE NAVY POLYMERS N A V Y $10,568 $10,568
KAVARNOS, G. ELECTROACTIVE TERPOLYMERS FOR ENERGY-HARVESTING APPLICATIONS N A V Y $12,000 $12,000
KAVARNOS, G. ELECTROACTIVE TERPOLYMERS FOR ENERGY-HARVESTING APPLICATIONS N A V Y $8,000 $8,000
LUCHT, B. INVESTIGATION OF LITHIUM ION BATTERIES FEDSUB $76,000 $76,000
LUCHT, B. DEVELOPMENT OF NAVAL THERMOCHROMIC PIGMENTS FOR PERSONAL... PR IPRO $35,000 $17,500
LUCHT, B. DEVELOPMENT OF THERMALLY STABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES WITH.. FEDSUB $20,000 $20,000
OXLEY, J. A NEW SOURCE OF EVIDENCE: EXPLOSIVE TRACES IN HAIR FEDSUB $144,871 $72,436
OXLEY, J. COMPUTER-SEARCHABLE DATABASE OF EXPLOSIVE PROPERTIES FEDSUB $151,665 $75,833
OXLEY, J. CHARACTERIZING NITROGEN HETEROCYCLES WITH JESSE MORAN N A V Y $24,131 $12,066
OXLEY, J. CHARACTERIZING NITROGEN HETEROCYCLES WITH JESSE MORAN N A V Y $24,000 $12,000
OXLEY, J. POLYMORPH EXAMINATION OF 5 TYPES RDX ARMY $65,000 $32,500
OXLEY, J. DESTRUCTION OF TNT BY IMPACT OF BULLET CONTAINING WITH HYPER FEDSUB $150,000 $75,000
OXLEY, J. ADVANCE INSTITUTIONAL TRANSFORMATION AWARD: A CHANGE IN THE. NSF $695,440 $173,860
SMITH, J. A NEW SOURCE OF EVIDENCE: EXPLOSIVE TRACES IN HAIR FEDSUB $144,871 $72,436
SMITH, J. COMPUTER-SEARCHABLE DATABASE OF EXPLOSIVE PROPERTIES FEDSUB $151,665 $75,833
SMITH, J. CHARACTERIZING NITROGEN HETEROCYCLES WITH JESSE MORAN N A V Y $24,131 $12,066
SMITH, J. CHARACTERIZING NITROGEN HETEROCYCLES WITH JESSE MORAN N A V Y $24,000 $12,000
SMITH, J. POLYMORPH EXAMINATION OF 5 TYPES RDX ARMY $65,000 $32,500
SMITH, J. DESTRUCTION OF TNT BY IMPACT OF BULLET CONTAINING WITH HYPER FEDSUB $150,000 $75,000
Total for Department $1,005,095CHEMISTRY
COMMUNICATION STUDIES
MUNDORF, N. CHANGE STRATEGIES TO PROMOTE SAFE TRANSPORTATION BEHAVIOR STATE $38,701 $38,701
Total for Department $38,701COMMUNICATION STUDIES
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COMPUTER SCIENCE/STATISTICS
DIPIPPO, L. DISTRIBUTED REAL-TIME DATA REPLICATION IN C2 AND COMBAT... N A V Y $10,000 $5,000
DIPIPPO, L. DISTRIBUTED REAL-TIME DATA REPLICATION IN C2 AND COMBAT... N A V Y $250,000 $125,000
DIPIPPO, L. DISTRIBUTED REAL-TIME DATA REPLICATION IN C2 AND COMBAT... N A V Y $90,000 $45,000
DIPIPPO, L. DISTRIBUTED SCHEDULING ASPECTS FOR TIME-CRITICAL TARGETING FEDSUB $174,679 $87,340
DIPIPPO, L. PROVIDING END TO END PREDICTABILITY THROUGH PRIORITIZED... N A V Y $50,000 $25,000
FAY-WOLFE, V. PROVIDING END TO END PREDICTABILITY THROUGH PRIORITIZED... N A V Y $50,000 $25,000
FAY-WOLFE, V. DISTRIBUTED REAL-TIME DATA REPLICATION IN C2 AND COMBAT... N A V Y $10,000 $5,000
FAY-WOLFE, V. DISTRIBUTED REAL-TIME DATA REPLICATION IN C2 AND COMBAT... N A V Y $250,000 $125,000
FAY-WOLFE, V. DISTRIBUTED REAL-TIME DATA REPLICATION IN C2 AND COMBAT... N A V Y $90,000 $45,000
FAY-WOLFE, V. DISTRIBUTED SCHEDULING ASPECTS FOR TIME-CRITICAL TARGETING FEDSUB $174,679 $87,340
HERVE, J. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $10,000 $2,500
HERVE, J. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $12,500 $3,125
HERVE, J. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $171,563 $42,891
PECKHAM, J. RE FOR YOU: AN REU SITE FOR GRAPHICS RESEARCH IN RHODE ISLAN NSF $115,551 $57,776
PECKHAM, J. ADVANCE INSTITUTIONAL TRANSFORMATION AWARD: A CHANGE IN THE. NSF $695,440 $173,860
PECKHAM, J. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $171,563 $42,891
PECKHAM, J. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $10,000 $2,500
PECKHAM, J. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $12,500 $3,125
STEPHENSON, P. RE FOR YOU: AN REU SITE FOR GRAPHICS RESEARCH IN RHODE ISLAN NSF $115,551 $57,776
Total for Department $961,122COMPUTER SCIENCE/STATISTICS
DEAN'S OFFICE
GORMAN, K. FOOD STAMP OUTREACH PROJECT STATE $262,014 $262,014
TOURIGNY, R. PUBLICITY GRANT FOR 2003-2004 SEASON STATE $4,600 $4,600
Total for Department $266,614DEAN'S OFFICE
ECONOMICS
RAMSAY, G. URI/PROVIDENCE JOURNAL INDEX OF LEADING ECONOMIC... PR IPRO $6,000 $6,000
RAMSAY, G. URI/PROVIDENCE JOURNAL INDEX OF LEADING ECONOMIC... PR IPRO $4,000 $4,000
Total for Department $10,000ECONOMICS
HISTORY
JOSEPH, P. WAITING TILL THE MIDNIGHT HOUR NONPRO $2,500 $2,500
MATHER, I. QUEST FOR THE GASPEE: EXPLORING THE MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGICAL DOC $25,000 $25,000
Total for Department $27,500HISTORY
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JOURNALISM
WARD, M. IMPROVING CLIMATE SCIENCE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN SCIENTISTS NSF $36,410 $29,128
WARD, M. IMPROVING CLIMATE SCIENCE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN SCIENTISTS NSF $166,838 $141,812
Total for Department $170,940JOURNALISM
LANGUAGES
GRANDIN, J. SUPPORT FOR A DUAL DEGREE PROGRAM WITH THE TECHNICAL UNIV... MISC $119,440 $119,440
Total for Department $119,440LANGUAGES
MATHEMATICS
BAGLAMA, J. IMPLICITLY RESTARTED BLOCK ARNOLDI (IRBA) METHOD NSF $64,995 $64,995
Total for Department $64,995MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS
KAHN, L. PROGRAM FOR EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE STATE $17,927 $5,916
KAHN, L. PROGRAM FOR EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE STATE $62,342 $20,573
NORTHBY, J. SEDIMENT VELOCIMETER ARMY $20,000 $20,000
STEYERL, A. PHYSICS WITH COLD AND ULTRACOLD NEUTRON BEAMS ENERGY $93,585 $93,585
Total for Department $140,074PHYSICS
PSYCHOLOGY
BOWLEG, L. EVALUATION OF AMERICAN LEGACY FOUNDATION "WORD" PROJECT STATE $231,480 $115,740
CELEBUCKI, C. TOBACCO CONTROL ENHANCEMENT PROJECT STATE $523,294 $261,647
FLORIN, P. EVALUATION OF AMERICAN LEGACY FOUNDATION "WORD" PROJECT STATE $231,480 $115,740
FLORIN, P. TOBACCO CONTROL ENHANCEMENT PROJECT STATE $523,294 $261,647
FLORIN, P. EVALUATION OF RHODE ISLAND STATE INCENTIVE GRANT STATE $175,000 $87,500
HALL, K. INTEGRATIVE ANALYSES: ENHANCING OPTIMAL TAILORING FOR CANCER NONPRO $124,000 $124,000
STEVENSON, J. EVALUATION OF RHODE ISLAND STATE INCENTIVE GRANT STATE $175,000 $87,500
VARNA-GARIS, A. COLLABORATIVE AGREEMENT WITH URI PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSULTATION STATE $46,456 $46,456
Total for Department $1,100,230PSYCHOLOGY
WOMEN'S STUDIES
HUGHES, D. BEST PRACTICES TO ADDRESS THE DEMAND SIDE OF SEX TRAFFICKING OFA $49,970 $49,970
Total for Department $49,970WOMEN'S STUDIES
Total for College or Unit $8,531,990COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
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MANAGEMENT
SINK, C. FBLA (FUTURE BUSINESS LEADERS OF AMERICA) STATE $15,500 $15,500
Total for Department $15,500MANAGEMENT
RESEARCH CENTER FOR BUSINESS ECONOMICS
PAQUIN, J. NINIGRET PARK FUTURE USE AND DEVELOPMENT MUNICI $5,000 $5,000
Total for Department $5,000RESEARCH CENTER FOR BUSINESS ECONOMICS
Total for College or Unit $20,500COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
CONTINUING EDUCATION
FERSZT, E. BIO TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION PROGRAM STATE $100,000 $50,000
FERSZT, E. GEAR UP - GAP AND PREP FEDSUB $41,746 $20,873
FERSZT, E. URI GUARANTEED ADMISSION PROGRAM - HOPE HIGH SCHOOL STATE $75,000 $37,500
MCCRAY, J. URI GUARANTEED ADMISSION PROGRAM - HOPE HIGH SCHOOL STATE $75,000 $37,500
MCCRAY, J. GEAR UP - GAP AND PREP FEDSUB $41,746 $20,873
NARDONE, V. BIO TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION PROGRAM STATE $100,000 $50,000
Total for Department $216,746CONTINUING EDUCATION
LABOR RESEARCH CENTER
BODAH, M. A STUDY OF CHILDCARE RATES IN RHODE ISLAND STATE $13,974 $13,974
BODAH, M. PROJECT LABOR AGREEMENTS NONPRO $138,734 $138,734
Total for Department $152,708LABOR RESEARCH CENTER
URBAN FIELD CENTER
FELD, M. COMMUNITY HIGHER EDUCATION SCHOOL PARTNERSHIP FEDSUB $35,000 $35,000
Total for Department $35,000URBAN FIELD CENTER
Total for College or Unit $404,454COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
BARNETT, S. LEAD PAINT SAFE GRANT STATE $24,975 $6,244
BARNETT, S. POLLUTION PREVENTION TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR RI INDUSTRY E P A $80,000 $ 0
BARNETT, S. POLLUTION PREVENTION ASSESSMENTS IN THE WOONASQUATUCKET... STATE $53,333 $ 0
BOSE, A. CHARACTERIZATION OF ASPHALT ADHESION TO ROCK INFLUENCE OF... STATE $16,752 $16,752
BOSE, A. USING SURFACE ENERGY MEASUREMENTS TO SELECT MATERIAL FOR... FEDSUB $30,000 $30,000
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BOSE, A. NANOSCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY YOUNG SCIENTIST EXCHANGE VISIT... NSF $67,860 $67,860
BOSE, A. A CONTINUOUS MAGNETIC-FIELD REACTOR FOR SCAVENGING METALS... FEDSUB $55,106 $55,106
BOSE, A. URI TRANSPORTATION CENTER DOT $1,812,000 $56,353
BROWN, R. A NEW BONDING PROCESS FOR TITANIUM ALLOYS TO CARBON... N A V Y $30,000 $30,000
BROWN, R. A COMPARISON BETWEEN METALLISING AND GALVANIZING FOR... STATE $103,111 $103,111
BROWN, R. FIBER REINFORCED LIGHTWEIGHT SHOTCRETE FOR PATCHING AND... STATE $120,001 $48,000
CRISMAN, E. IPA TO AFRL AIRFOR $123,695 $123,695
CRISMAN, E. INVESTIGATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIALIZED MATERIALS FOR.. A IRFOR $165,787 $165,787
GREENFIELD, M. MOLECULAR LEVEL EFFECTS OF ADDITIVES IN POLYMERS BY MOLEC... PR IPRO $15,000 $15,000
GREENFIELD, M. DESIGNING MODEL ASPHALT SYSTEMS USING MOLECULAR SIMULATION STATE $35,307 $35,307
GREENFIELD, M. PREDICTING ADDITIVE MIGRATION IN POLYMERS USING MOLECULAR... PR IPRO $40,000 $40,000
GREENFIELD, M. URI TRANSPORTATION CENTER DOT $1,812,000 $26,636
KNICKLE, H. LSAMP: NEW ENGLAND ALLIANCE FOR MINORITY PARTICIPATION FEDSUB $65,000 $65,000
KNICKLE, H. ADVANCED WATER TREATMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LAB... USDA $139,307 $2,786
LUCIA, A. GLOBAL TERRAIN METHODS FOR CHEMICAL PROCESS SIMULATION (REU) NSF $12,000 $12,000
PARK, E. LEAD PAINT SAFE GRANT PROJECT STATE $12,000 $12,000
PARK, E. POLLUTION PREVENTION TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR RI INDUSTRY E P A $80,000 $80,000
PARK, E. POLLUTION PREVENTION ASSESSMENTS IN THE WOONASQUATUCKET... STATE $53,333 $53,333
PARK, E. LEAD PAINT SAFE GRANT STATE $24,975 $18,731
RIVERO-HUDEC, M. DESIGN AND OPERATION OF COMMUNITY BASED RESOURCE RECOVERY... NSF $199,971 $59,991
ROSE, V. ADVANCED WATER TREATMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LAB... USDA $139,307 $25,075
Total for Department $1,148,769CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
HUNTER, C. INCORPORATING TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING BASED INVESTIGATION STATE $28,771 $28,771
LEE, K. DESIGN OF EXISTING SIMPLE SPAN BRIDGES MADE CONTINUOUS STATE $75,120 $30,048
THIEM, L. FIELD PERFORMANCE OF THE HDRODYNAMIC SEPARATOR UNITS STATE $77,250 $77,250
THIEM, L. ADVANCED WATER TREATMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LAB... USDA $139,307 $111,446
THIEM, L. STATE WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH INSTITUTE PROGRAM FY 2004 INT $92,511 $92,511
THOMAS, N. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $171,563 $42,891
THOMAS, N. TRADE OFF BETWEEN CYCLIST SAFETY, BICYCLE LANE SELECTION... STATE $75,000 $75,000
THOMAS, N. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $10,000 $2,500
THOMAS, N. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $12,500 $3,125
TSIATAS, G. DESIGN OF EXISTING SIMPLE SPAN BRIDGES MADE CONTINUOUS STATE $75,120 $45,072
VEYERA, G. LIQUEFACTION POTENTIAL OF INORGANIC AND ORGANIC SILTS STATE $66,374 $33,187
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WRIGHT, R. WATERSHED BASED SAMPLING PROGRAM FOR THE RIVERS OF RI STATE $173,847 $173,847
Total for Department $715,647CIVIL/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
DEAN'S OFFICE
GREGORY, O. STRAIN GAGE DEVELOPMENT FOR SOFC APPLICATIONS FEDSUB $12,000 $12,000
GREGORY, O. FM GLOBAL RESEARCH INTERNSHIPS PRIPRO $13,986 $13,986
GREGORY, O. FM GLOBAL SUMMER INTERNSHIP PRIPRO $8,644 $8,644
KIM, T. STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES N A V Y $382,100 $382,100
Total for Department $416,729DEAN'S OFFICE
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
FISCHER, G. DIGITAL BEAMFORMING USING DELTA-SIGMA MODULATED INPUTS N A V Y $64,000 $64,000
FISCHER, G. CUSTOM INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS FOR ACOUSTICALLY TRANSPARENT N A V Y $20,418 $20,418
FISCHER, G. DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACOUSTIC DATA STORAGE TAG FOR LONG RANGE NSF $145,198 $116,158
FISCHER, G. AN ACOUSTICALLY TRANSPARENT HIGH RESOLUTION SONAR ARRAY... N A V Y $82,828 $82,828
KAY, S. ESTIMATION OF WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE POWER SPECTRAL DENSITIES N A V Y $34,568 $34,568
OWSLEY, N. ACOUSTIC OBSERVATORY SHALLOW WATER EXPLORATORY AND ENGIN... N A V Y $158,600 $158,600
OWSLEY, N. ROBUST DIRECTION FINDING N A V Y $84,480 $16,896
SUN, Y. URI BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING INTERNSHIP AND PATIENT INTERVEN.. STATE $50,850 $25,425
VACCARO, R. ROBUST DIRECTION FINDING N A V Y $84,480 $67,584
VETTER, F. URI BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING INTERNSHIP AND PATIENT INTERVEN.. STATE $50,850 $15,255
YANG, Q. "HELP" A PROFILING TOOL FOR DISK I/O AND NETWORKED STORAGE NSF $149,982 $149,982
Total for Department $751,714ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL/MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
DEWHURST, P. A METHODOLOGY FOR THE DESIGN OF OPTIMUM STRUCTURES NSF $131,785 $79,071
MAIER-SPEREDELOZZI, URI TRANSPORTATION CENTER DOT $1,812,000 $37,508
SODHI, M. DESIGN AND OPERATION OF COMMUNITY BASED RESOURCE RECOVERY... NSF $199,971 $79,988
SODHI, M. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $171,563 $42,891
SODHI, M. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $10,000 $2,500
SODHI, M. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $12,500 $3,125
WANG, J. URI TRANSPORTATION CENTER DOT $1,812,000 $58,890
Total for Department $303,974INDUSTRIAL/MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING/APPLIED MECHANICS
CHELIDZE, D. PHASE 1 STTR: DATA DRIVEN DAMAGE DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS FEDSUB $34,949 $34,949
JOUANEH, M. URI BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING INTERNSHIP AND PATIENT INTERVEN.. STATE $50,850 $10,170
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ROUSSEAU, C. BLAST SHIELDING AND SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION IN LAYERED AND... ARMY $40,000 $40,000
ROUSSEAU, C. BLAST SHIELDING AND SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION IN LAYERED AND... ARMY $50,000 $50,000
ROUSSEAU, C. URI TRANSPORTATION CENTER DOT $1,812,000 $85,164
SHUKLA, A. FIBER REINFORCED LIGHTWEIGHT SHOTCRETE FOR PATCHING AND... STATE $120,001 $72,001
SHUKLA, A. REU: EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL EVALUATION OF DYNAMIC... NSF $5,000 $5,000
SHUKLA, A. EFFECT OF BLAST LOADING ON THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND... N A V Y $30,000 $30,000
TAGGART, D. A METHODOLOGY FOR THE DESIGN OF OPTIMUM STRUCTURES NSF $131,785 $52,714
THOMAS, N. DESIGN AND OPERATION OF COMMUNITY BASED RESOURCE RECOVERY... NSF $199,971 $59,991
ZHANG, Z. HIGH EFFICIENCY DEVICES FOR AEROSOL DRUG DELIVERY PRIPRO $92,570 $61,096
Total for Department $501,085MECHANICAL ENGINEERING/APPLIED MECHANICS
OCEAN ENGINEERING
BAXTER, C. LIQUEFACTION POTENTIAL OF INORGANIC AND ORGANIC SILTS STATE $66,374 $33,187
GRILLI, S. LARGE EDDY SIMULATION OF SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IN THE PRESENCE FEDSUB $13,666 $13,666
GRILLI, S. LARGE EDDY SIMULATION OF SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IN THE PRESENCE FEDSUB $24,002 $24,002
GRILLI, S. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FOR HIGH-SPEED SES FEDSUB $172,506 $172,506
HU, S. IMPROVED MODEL FOR ACCURATE HEIGHT DETERMINATION IN HYPER... N A V Y $14,574 $14,574
MILLER, J. LONG RANGE SEDIMENT TOMOGRAPHY: DEVELOPING ADVANCED EXPERI.. N A V Y $100,000 $50,000
MILLER, J. LONG RANGE SEDIMENT TOMOGRAPHY: DEVELOPING ADVANCED EXPERI.. N A V Y $35,000 $17,500
MILLER, J. GEOACOUSTIC DATABASE DEVELOPMENT FOR THE ESME INITIATIVE N A V Y $25,000 $12,500
MILLER, J. URI TRANSPORTATION CENTER DOT $1,812,000 $56,172
MORAN, K. EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF PISTON CORE GEOTECHNICAL... PR IPRO $3,000 $3,000
POTTY, G. LONG RANGE SEDIMENT TOMOGRAPHY: DEVELOPING ADVANCED EXPERI.. N A V Y $100,000 $50,000
POTTY, G. LONG RANGE SEDIMENT TOMOGRAPHY: DEVELOPING ADVANCED EXPERI.. N A V Y $35,000 $17,500
POTTY, G. GEOACOUSTIC DATABASE DEVELOPMENT FOR THE ESME INITIATIVE N A V Y $25,000 $12,500
RESSLER, J. EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF PISTON CORE GEOTECHNICAL... PR IPRO $3,000 $ 0
SPAULDING, M. HYDRODYNAMIC ASSESSMENT OF ESTUARINE RESTORATION OF PILGRIM INT $100,000 $100,000
SPAULDING, M. TASKS 1.2A WAVES ANALYSIS AND 1.3A BATHYMETRIC SURVEY FOR... STATE $49,954 $49,954
SPAULDING, M. HYDRODYNAMIC SALINITY AND SEDIMENTATION MODELING FOR ESTUAR. INT $4,000 $4,000
Total for Department $631,061OCEAN ENGINEERING
Total for College or Unit $4,468,980COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES
COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS
KAROW, C. ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL SYSTEM DYSPHAGIA TRAINING PROGRAM STATE $108,000 $54,000
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KAROW, C. ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL SYSTEM COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS STATE $71,100 $35,550
KAROW, C. TRAINING AND SERVICE DELIVERY IN COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS STATE $28,728 $14,364
SINGER, J. ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL SYSTEM COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS STATE $71,100 $35,550
SINGER, J. TRAINING AND SERVICE DELIVERY IN COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS STATE $28,728 $14,364
SINGER, J. ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL SYSTEM DYSPHAGIA TRAINING PROGRAM STATE $108,000 $54,000
Total for Department $207,828COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS
DEAN'S OFFICE
BOULMETIS, J. YALE SUBCONTRACT - DATA ANALYTIC MISC $50,000 $25,000
MATHEWS, D. YALE SUBCONTRACT - DATA ANALYTIC MISC $50,000 $25,000
MATHEWS, D. TRAINING FOR STAFF OF THE DCYF STATE $32,823 $16,412
MATHEWS, D. TRAINING FOR STAFF RI/DCYF STATE $270,799 $135,400
Total for Department $201,811DEAN'S OFFICE
EDUCATION
BOULMETIS, J. TRAINING FOR STAFF OF DEPT. OF HUMAN SERVICES STATE $199,853 $99,927
BOULMETIS, J. TRAINING FOR STAFF OF THE DCYF STATE $32,823 $16,412
BOULMETIS, J. TRAINING FOR STAFF RI/DCYF STATE $270,799 $135,400
BYRD, D. PROGRAM FOR EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE STATE $62,342 $20,573
BYRD, D. PROGRAM FOR EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE STATE $17,927 $5,916
DIORIO, R. I-PLAN SUPPORT SERVICES STATE $125,193 $31,298
DOLAN, C. I-PLAN SUPPORT SERVICES STATE $125,193 $62,597
EICHINGER, J. SPECIAL EDUCATION INFUSION FACULTY SUPPORT STATE $17,812 $17,812
GUGLIELMI, K. I-PLAN SUPPORT SERVICES STATE $125,193 $31,298
MATHEWS, D. TRAINING FOR STAFF OF DEPT. OF HUMAN SERVICES STATE $199,853 $99,927
MICHAUD, C. ENHANCING EDUCATION THROUGH TECHNOLOGY - E2T3 MUNICI $309,420 $309,420
ROY, F. FALL RIVER TRUST PROJECT: TEACHERS RESEARCHING STUDENT... MUNICI $23,640 $23,640
Total for Department $854,218EDUCATION
GERONTOLOGY
CLARK, P. STAGE BASED HEALTH PROMOTION WITH THE ELDERLY - DIETARY HHS $157,803 $15,780
CLARK, P. STAGE BASED HEALTH PROMOTION WITH THE ELDERLY - DIETARY HHS $150,108 $15,011
CLARK, P. RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER HHS $431,995 $431,995
CLARK, P. BEHAVIOR CHANGE CONSORTIUM: NUTRITION WORKING GROUP DIETARY HHS $144,768 $14,477
Total for Department $477,263GERONTOLOGY
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HUMAN DEVELOPMENT/COUNSELING/FAMILY STUDIES
ANDERSON, J. NEFE HIGH SCHOOL FINANCIAL PLANNING PROGRAM NONPRO $3,000 $1,500
HORM, D. ENHANCING THE FOCUS ON INCLUSION IN EARLY CHILDHOOD THROUGH STATE $4,689 $4,689
KERBEL, C. NEFE HIGH SCHOOL FINANCIAL PLANNING PROGRAM NONPRO $3,000 $1,500
SCHAFFRAN, J. MEDICAID MATCH FOR EARLY INTERVENTION PROJECT STATE $58,068 $58,068
SCHAFFRAN, J. SAFETY BELT USAGE RATES AT HIGH SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES STATE $25,400 $ 0
Total for Department $65,757HUMAN DEVELOPMENT/COUNSELING/FAMILY STUDIES
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/HEALTH/RECREATION
BALLINGER, D. CAROL M. WHITE PEP GRANT 2003: RI PHYSICAL EDUCATION TRAIN.. EDUC $333,858 $333,858
MANFREDI, T. EXERCISE SCIENCE COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT WITH SLATER HOSPITAL STATE $51,804 $51,804
RIEBE, D. A COLLABORATIVE AGREEMENT WITH ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL STATE $32,897 $32,897
Total for Department $418,559PHYSICAL EDUCATION/HEALTH/RECREATION
PHYSICAL THERAPY
MCLINDEN, J. PT CONSULTANT - ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL MHRH STATE $57,330 $28,665
MCLINDEN, J. PT CONSULTANT - ZAMBARANO/ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL STATE $71,370 $35,685
MCLINDEN, J. URI-MHRH COLLABORATIVE AGREEMENT OF PHYSICAL THERAPY... STATE $485,288 $242,644
MCLINDEN, J. PT REHABILITATION AND TRAINING-OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST STATE $79,300 $39,650
MCLINDEN, J. PT REHABILITATION AND TRAINING-PHYSICAL THERAPIST#3 STATE $79,300 $39,650
ROUSH, S. CHANGING THE CULTURE: ENHANCING THE INCLUSION AND RETENTION EDUC $267,140 $80,142
ROUSH, S. CHANGING THE CULTURE: ENHANCING THE INCLUSION AND RETENTION EDUC $259,376 $77,813
ROWINSKI, M. PT CONSULTANT - ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL MHRH STATE $57,330 $28,665
ROWINSKI, M. GRADUATE ASSISTANTS PT ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL MHRH STATE $130,640 $130,640
ROWINSKI, M. PT CONSULTANT - ZAMBARANO/ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL STATE $71,370 $35,685
ROWINSKI, M. URI-MHRH COLLABORATIVE AGREEMENT OF PHYSICAL THERAPY... STATE $485,288 $242,644
ROWINSKI, M. PT REHABILITATION AND TRAINING-OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST STATE $79,300 $39,650
ROWINSKI, M. PT REHABILITATION AND TRAINING-PHYSICAL THERAPIST#3 STATE $79,300 $39,650
Total for Department $1,061,183PHYSICAL THERAPY
TEXTILES/FASHION MERCHANDISING/DESIGN
BIDE, M. NANOFIBROUS BIOCOMPOSITE SMALL DIAMETER GRAFT FEDSUB $34,918 $34,918
BIDE, M. DEVELOPMENT OF A BIOLOGICALLY-ACTIVE SMALL DIAMETER VASCULAR FEDSUB $32,704 $32,704
BIDE, M. BIOACTIVE TEXTILES: INHERENT ANTIMICROBIAL AND ANTIFUNGAL... ARMY $20,000 $20,000
BIDE, M. DEVELOPMENT OF INFECTION RESISTANT SUTURES FEDSUB $30,000 $30,000
Total for Department $117,622TEXTILES/FASHION MERCHANDISING/DESIGN
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Total for College or Unit $3,404,240COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES
COLLEGE OF NURSING
NURSING
CIRILLO, L. BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS IN BIOTERRORISM AND HOSPITAL PREPARED STATE $118,995 $118,995
FERSZT, G. QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT: PSYCHIATRIC PATIENTS NONPRO $9,000 $9,000
MERCER, J. EFFECTS OF DELAYED CORD CLAMPING IN VLBW INFANTS HHS $128,396 $128,396
MERCER, J. GRADUATE PROGRAM IN NURSE MIDWIFERY HHS $264,400 $264,400
SCHWARTZ, M. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $247,801
SCHWARTZ-BARCOTT, D. ADVANCED EDUCATION NURSING TRAINEESHIP PROGRAM HHS $45,255 $45,255
SULLIVAN, M. LONGITUDINAL TRAJECTORIES OF ADOLESCENTS BORN PRETERM HHS $297,790 $297,790
Total for Department $1,111,637NURSING
Total for College or Unit $1,111,637COLLEGE OF NURSING
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
APPLIED PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
AKHLAGHI, F. PHARMACOKINETICS OF MYCOPHENOLIC ACID IN DIABETES PRIPRO $109,571 $109,571
BEAULIEU, W. RI VETERANS HOME PHARMACY REVIEW STATE $24,000 $21,600
BEAULIEU, W. RI VETERANS HOME CONSULTING STATE $58,000 $52,200
BEAULIEU, W. RI VETERANS HOME PHARMACY REVIEW STATE $24,000 $21,600
BEAULIEU, W. URI PHARMACEUTICAL EVALUATION AND QUALITY ASSESSMENT STATE $75,220 $37,610
BEAULIEU, W. CLINICAL SUPPLIES/SUPPORT FOR NIA PROTOCOL STUDY #2003-307 HHS $66,010 $23,104
KOGUT, S. URI HUMC/RIDOA COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT STATE $270,000 $135,000
LARRAT, E. URI HUMC/RIDOA COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT STATE $270,000 $135,000
LARRAT, E. MEDICAL RECORDS DEMONSTRATION PROJECT STATE $165,000 $82,500
NEEDHAM, T. URI PHARMACEUTICAL EVALUATION AND QUALITY ASSESSMENT STATE $75,220 $37,610
NEEDHAM, T. CLINICAL SUPPLIES/SUPPORT FOR NIA PROTOCOL STUDY #2003-307 HHS $66,010 $33,005
NEEDHAM, T. MANUFACTURING AND TESTING OF TRAZOCLONE HC1 FEDSUB $21,358 $5,340
NEEDHAM, T. RI VETERANS HOME PHARMACY REVIEW STATE $24,000 $2,400
NEEDHAM, T. RI VETERANS HOME CONSULTING STATE $58,000 $5,800
NEEDHAM, T. RI VETERANS HOME PHARMACY REVIEW STATE $24,000 $2,400
ROSENBAUM, S. ACADEMIC AND INDUSTRIAL FELLOWSHIP PRIPRO $106,000 $106,000
ZIA, H. MANUFACTURING AND TESTING OF TRAZOCLONE HC1 FEDSUB $21,358 $16,019
ZIA, H. HIGH EFFICIENCY DEVICES FOR AEROSOL DRUG DELIVERY PRIPRO $92,570 $31,474
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ZIA, H. CLINICAL SUPPLIES/SUPPORT FOR NIA PROTOCOL STUDY #2003-307 HHS $66,010 $9,902
Total for Department $868,133APPLIED PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
CHICHESTER, C. FACILITATING EFFECTIVE USE OF ON-LINE HEALTH INFORMATION HHS $34,913 $11,870
HILLIARD, D. STATE CRIME LAB STATE $425,000 $425,000
HILLIARD, D. LABORATORY ACCREDITATION STATE $130,000 $130,000
KING, R. FACILITATING EFFECTIVE USE OF ON-LINE HEALTH INFORMATION HHS $34,913 $11,521
PARANG, K. NOVEL BIFUNCTIONAL ANTI-HIV-1 AGENTS AS MICROBICIDES WITH... FEDSUB $75,000 $75,000
PARANG, K. MECHANISTIC STUDIES AND INHIBITOR DESIGN FOR PROTEIN TYROSIN NONPRO $715,000 $178,750
SHAIKH, Z. ENHANCEMENT OF BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH IN RHODE ISLAND HHS $309,738 $263,277
SHAIKH, Z. ENHANCEMENT OF BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH IN RHODE ISLAND HHS $2,712,817 $2,305,894
SHIMIZU, Y. NEW ANTICANCER DRUGS FROM CULTURED AND COLLECTED MARINE... FEDSUB $181,208 $181,208
YAN, B. MOLECULAR TOXICOLOGY OF CARBOXYLESTERASES HHS $307,800 $307,800
YAN, B. MOLECULAR TOXICOLOGY OF CARBOXYLESTERASES HHS $307,800 $307,800
ZAWIA, N. FETAL PB EXPOSURE AND NEURODEGENERATION IN AGING BRAINS HHS $144,000 $144,000
ZAWIA, N. ENHANCEMENT OF BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH IN RHODE ISLAND HHS $309,738 $46,461
ZAWIA, N. ENHANCEMENT OF BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH IN RHODE ISLAND HHS $2,712,817 $406,923
Total for Department $4,795,505BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
CRIME LAB
HILLIARD, D. RI FORENSIC SCIENCE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM II STATE $29,805 $29,805
HILLIARD, D. STATE CRIME LABORATORY FY 2005 STATE $575,000 $575,000
Total for Department $604,805CRIME LAB
DEAN'S OFFICE
LETENDRE, D. MEDICAL RECORDS DEMONSTRATION PROJECT STATE $165,000 $82,500
Total for Department $82,500DEAN'S OFFICE
PHARMACY PRACTICE
HUME, A. FACILITATING EFFECTIVE USE OF ON-LINE HEALTH INFORMATION HHS $34,913 $11,521
JOAQUIN, C. MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST STATE $63,009 $63,009
Total for Department $74,530PHARMACY PRACTICE
Total for College or Unit $6,425,473COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES
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CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
CHANDLEE, J. INFRASTRUCTURE FOR PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY AT URI USDA $49,612 $16,868
COHEN, P. CONSTRUCTION OF ATTENUATED SALMONELLA MUTANTS PRIPRO $91,442 $91,442
COHEN, P. GROWTH AND COLONIZATION OF THE INTESTINE BY E. COLI FEDSUB $158,179 $158,179
KAUSCH, A. INFRASTRUCTURE FOR PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY AT URI USDA $49,612 $16,372
LUO, H. INFRASTRUCTURE FOR PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY AT URI USDA $49,612 $16,372
NELSON, D. ROLE OF TICK SALIVA IN LYME DISEASE AND VACCINE STRATEGY HHS $452,955 $226,478
SUN, G. MECHANISTIC STUDIES AND INHIBITOR DESIGN FOR PROTEIN TYROSIN NONPRO $715,000 $536,250
Total for Department $1,061,961CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
COMMUNITY PLANNING/AREA DEVELOPMENT
ABEDON, D. URI PEACE CORPS RECRUITER OFA $16,000 $8,000
FELDMAN, M. PROPERTY TAXES PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT NONPRO $40,490 $40,490
THOMPSON, R. CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN COASTAL SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND FEDSUB $75,000 $22,500
Total for Department $70,990COMMUNITY PLANNING/AREA DEVELOPMENT
DEAN'S OFFICE
GROSSMAN-GARBER, D. TRANSPARENCY IN LEARNING: WEB-BASED ROADMAPS FOR ACHIEVING.. USDA $100,000 $30,000
GROSSMAN-GARBER, D. CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES EDUC $99,350 $24,838
SEEMANN, J. CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES EDUC $99,350 $24,838
SEEMANN, J. DRAWING A ROADMAP TO RESEARCH EXCELLENCE IN RHODE ISLAND NSF $198,835 $198,835
SEEMANN, J. BIOPHARMACEUTICAL TRAINING AND MANUFACTURING CENTER AT THE.. STATE $300,000 $300,000
Total for Department $578,510DEAN'S OFFICE
ENV & NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
ANDERSON, J. AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF AN ALTERNATIVE ATLANTIC SEA SCALLOP DOC $109,894 $109,894
BARAK, B. SOCIAL PUBLIC PRIORITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR ACHIEVING DESIRED DOC $20,000 $20,000
GATES, J. A BIOECONOMIC MODEL FOR THE NEW ENGLAND MULTISPECIES FISHERY DOC $55,322 $55,322
GRIGALUNAS, T. JOINT RESEARCH ON MARINE POLICY ISSUES - YEAR 7 MISC $167,575 $167,575
OPALUCH, J. CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN COASTAL SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND FEDSUB $75,000 $52,500
OPALUCH, J. SOCIAL PUBLIC PRIORITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR ACHIEVING DESIRED DOC $20,000 $ 0
TYRRELL, T. TRAVEL AND TOURISM RESEARCH PROJECT 2004 STATE $25,034 $25,034
Total for Department $430,325ENV & NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
FISHERIES, ANIMAL & VETERINARY SCIENCE
BENGTSON, D. INCREASING HATCHERY EFFICIENCY FOR SUMMER FLOUNDER AND COD FEDSUB $32,276 $16,138
BENGTSON, D. CI - FEASIBILITY OF SAMPLING SURF-ZONE FISHES IN NATIONAL SE INT $58,450 $29,225
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BENGTSON, D. TRANSPARENCY IN LEARNING: WEB-BASED ROADMAPS FOR ACHIEVING.. USDA $100,000 $10,000
BEUTEL, D. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $15,488
BRADLEY, T. DEVELOPMENT OF DIETS AND REARING CONDITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL FEDSUB $80,355 $80,355
BRADLEY, T. THE ROLE OF MYOSTATIN IN DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH OF FISH... USDA $280,000 $280,000
BRADLEY, T. ACOUSTIC CONDITIONING FOR RECAPTURE OF SALMON FEDSUB $55,377 $55,377
BRADLEY, T. DEVELOPMENT OF HADDOCK FOR OFFSHORE AQUACULTURE IN THE US FEDSUB $152,094 $76,047
CASTRO, K. RI SEA GRANT FISHERIES EXTENSION ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM DOC $66,659 $66,659
CASTRO, K. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $263,288
DEALTERIS, J. EFFECT OF WEATHER ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THE NMFS NEFSC... DOC $87,071 $87,071
RECKSIEK, C. CI - FEASIBILITY OF SAMPLING SURF-ZONE FISHES IN NATIONAL SE INT $58,450 $29,225
RECKSIEK, C. DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACOUSTIC DATA STORAGE TAG FOR LONG RANGE NSF $145,198 $14,520
RHODES, R. CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES EDUC $99,350 $24,838
SKROBE, L. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $15,488
SOMERS, B. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $15,488
Total for Department $1,079,205FISHERIES, ANIMAL & VETERINARY SCIENCE
FOOD SCIENCE/NUTRITION
ENGLISH, C. TRANSPARENCY IN LEARNING: WEB-BASED ROADMAPS FOR ACHIEVING.. USDA $100,000 $30,000
FEY-YENSAN, N. USDA/URI FOOD STAMP NUTRITION PROJECT STATE $450,450 $270,270
FEY-YENSAN, N. EVALUATION OF PRE-ENROLLMENT NUTRITION STATUS OF OLDER FOOD FEDSUB $21,177 $21,177
GREENE, G. BEHAVIOR CHANGE CONSORTIUM: NUTRITION WORKING GROUP DIETARY HHS $144,768 $130,291
GREENE, G. IPA FOR GEOFFREY GREENE HHS $49,994 $49,994
GREENE, G. STAGE BASED HEALTH PROMOTION WITH THE ELDERLY - DIETARY HHS $157,803 $142,023
GREENE, G. STAGE BASED HEALTH PROMOTION WITH THE ELDERLY - DIETARY HHS $150,108 $135,097
LEE, C. TEXTURE TENDERIZATION OF CLAM MEAT PRIPRO $21,347 $21,347
PATNOAD, M. FOOD SAFETY TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION FOR UNDER-EDUCATED... FEDSUB $49,394 $49,394
PATNOAD, M. RHODE ISLAND FOOD SAFETY TASK FORCE STATE $3,007 $3,007
PATNOAD, M. GARDEN TO TABLE: FOOD SAFETY PRACTICES OF HOME GARDENERS USDA $384,000 $192,000
PIVARNIK, L. GARDEN TO TABLE: FOOD SAFETY PRACTICES OF HOME GARDENERS USDA $384,000 $192,000
SEBELIA, L. USDA/URI FOOD STAMP NUTRITION PROJECT STATE $450,450 $180,180
Total for Department $1,416,780FOOD SCIENCE/NUTRITION
GEOLOGY (CHANGED FROM A&S 7/1/96)
BOOTHROYD, J. CI - SHORELINE CHANGE MAPS FOR NARRAGANSETT BAY STATE $180,000 $180,000
BOOTHROYD, J. CI - BENTHIC GEOLOGIC MAPPING IN SUPPORT OF THE CRMC GREEN.. STATE $84,242 $84,242
BOOTHROYD, J. ADDENDUM - HARNESSING THE POWER OF RELATIONAL DATABASES FOR STATE $6,000 $1,200
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BOVING, T. MONITORING A STORMWATER BMP AT METTATXUET BEACH, NARRA... STATE $30,000 $30,000
FASTOVSKY, D. NEW X-RAY FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETER FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF... NSF $10,000 $3,000
HAMIDZADA, N. ADDENDUM - HARNESSING THE POWER OF RELATIONAL DATABASES FOR STATE $6,000 $1,200
HERMES, O. NEW X-RAY FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETER FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF... NSF $10,000 $7,000
HERMES, O. ADDENDUM - HARNESSING THE POWER OF RELATIONAL DATABASES FOR STATE $6,000 $1,200
MURRAY, D. THE NATIONAL AEOLIAN DETRITUS PROJECT NSF $134,558 $134,558
MURRAY, D. ON-LINE INQUIRY LEARNING IN GEOLOGY: PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT.. NSF $74,934 $74,934
MURRAY, D. PROGRAM FOR EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE STATE $17,927 $6,095
MURRAY, D. ADDENDUM - HARNESSING THE POWER OF RELATIONAL DATABASES FOR STATE $6,000 $1,200
MURRAY, D. PROGRAM FOR EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE STATE $62,342 $21,196
MURRAY, D. TRANSPARENCY IN LEARNING: WEB-BASED ROADMAPS FOR ACHIEVING.. USDA $100,000 $10,000
VEEGER, A. ADDENDUM - HARNESSING THE POWER OF RELATIONAL DATABASES FOR STATE $6,000 $1,200
Total for Department $557,025GEOLOGY (CHANGED FROM A&S 7/1/96)
MARINE AFFAIRS
MACINKO, S. GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE AND SHIFTING SEA ICE: PLANNING FOR NEW NSF $9,998 $9,998
MACINKO, S. FISHING COMMUNITY IMPACES AND STUDY METHODS (AMENDMENT) MISC $35,000 $35,000
NIXON, D. CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES EDUC $99,350 $24,838
Total for Department $69,836MARINE AFFAIRS
NATURAL RESOURCES SCIENCE
AUGUST, P. INVENTORY AND MONITORING PROGRAM DATA MANAGEMENT AND DATA... INT $1,875 $638
AUGUST, P. CI - NARRAGANSETT BAY COASTAL WETLAND RESTORATION-TREND... STATE $16,260 $5,528
AUGUST, P. CREATION OF A GIS-BASED AUTOMATED COASTAL CHANGE ANALYSIS... INT $39,375 $19,688
AUGUST, P. CI DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAM SUPPORT FOR THE NORTHEAS INT $126,499 $43,010
AUGUST, P. GIS MAP AND DATABASE PROJECT INT $16,043 $4,011
AUGUST, P. CI GIS SUPPORT FOR THE RI HABITAT RESTORATION PORTAL STATE $9,993 $3,398
AUGUST, P. CI GIS TECHNICAL SUPPORT INT $57,000 $14,250
AUGUST, P. CI - GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) SUPPORT FOR RHODE STATE $42,683 $10,671
AUGUST, P. CI - DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAM SUPPORT FOR THE NORTH INT $44,228 $15,038
AUGUST, P. CI CONTINUED GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM SUPPORT FOR MAN.. STATE $29,977 $7,494
AUGUST, P. THE NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL WATER QUALITY PROGRAM USDACE $650,000 $65,000
BELLET, L. CI GIS TECHNICAL SUPPORT INT $57,000 $ 0
BONYNGE, G. IMPACTS OF LAND COVER CHANGE ON THE NATIONAL PARKS OF THE... INT $120,450 $60,225
BRADLEY, M. CI CONTINUED GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM SUPPORT FOR MAN.. STATE $29,977 $7,494
BUCKLEY, F. ASSESSING DECLINES IN NEOTROPICAL MIGRANTS AT FIRE ISLAND... INT $17,000 $17,000
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DAMON, C. CI GIS SUPPORT FOR THE RI HABITAT RESTORATION PORTAL STATE $9,993 $3,298
DAMON, C. CI - GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) SUPPORT FOR RHODE STATE $42,683 $10,671
DUHAIME, R. GIS MAP AND DATABASE PROJECT INT $16,043 $4,011
DUHAIME, R. CI GIS TECHNICAL SUPPORT INT $57,000 $14,250
DUHAIME, R. CI - GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) SUPPORT FOR RHODE STATE $42,683 $10,671
FABRE, L. CI DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAM SUPPORT FOR THE NORTHEAS INT $126,499 $41,745
FORRESTER, G. SOURCE SINK DYNAMICS DENSITY DEPENDENCE AND THE EFFICACY... FEDSUB $26,000 $13,000
GOLD, A. CI RHODE ISLAND BEACH SAMPLING AND MONITORING STATE $1,895 $1,895
GOLD, A. CI RHODE ISLAND BEACH SAMPLING AND MONITORING STATE $133,824 $133,824
GOLD, A. THE NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL WATER QUALITY PROGRAM USDACE $650,000 $292,500
GOLD, A. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $61,950
HAMEL-LEBLANC, A. INVENTORY AND MONITORING PROGRAM DATA MANAGEMENT AND DATA... INT $1,875 $619
HUSBAND, T. ASSESSMENT OF SPATIAL SCALE FOR MAMMALIAN CARNIVORE... INT $41,956 $41,956
HUSBAND, T. TRANSPARENCY IN LEARNING: WEB-BASED ROADMAPS FOR ACHIEVING.. USDA $100,000 $10,000
LABASH, C. INVENTORY AND MONITORING PROGRAM DATA MANAGEMENT AND DATA... INT $1,875 $619
LABASH, C. CREATION OF A GIS-BASED AUTOMATED COASTAL CHANGE ANALYSIS... INT $39,375 $19,688
LABASH, C. CI DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAM SUPPORT FOR THE NORTHEAS INT $126,499 $41,745
LABASH, C. CI GIS TECHNICAL SUPPORT INT $57,000 $14,250
LABASH, C. CI - NARRAGANSETT BAY COASTAL WETLAND RESTORATION-TREND... STATE $16,260 $5,366
LABASH, C. CI GIS SUPPORT FOR THE RI HABITAT RESTORATION PORTAL STATE $9,993 $3,298
LABASH, C. CI - DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAM SUPPORT FOR THE NORTH INT $44,228 $14,595
LABASH, C. GIS MAP AND DATABASE PROJECT INT $16,043 $4,011
LABASH, C. CI - GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) SUPPORT FOR RHODE STATE $42,683 $10,671
LABASH, C. CI CONTINUED GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM SUPPORT FOR MAN.. STATE $29,977 $7,494
MANDEVILLE, A. CI - NARRAGANSETT BAY COASTAL WETLAND RESTORATION-TREND... STATE $16,260 $5,366
MCCANN, A. THE NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL WATER QUALITY PROGRAM USDACE $650,000 $292,500
MCWILLIAMS, S. SHOREBIRDS AND WATERBIRDS AT CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE INT $11,678 $11,678
MCWILLIAMS, S. REU SUPPLEMENT TO NSF CAREER GRANT NSF $6,000 $6,000
MCWILLIAMS, S. SHOREBIRDS AND WATERBIRDS AT CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE INT $21,001 $21,001
PATON, P. TERRESTRIAL HABITAT USE BY POND BREEDING AMPHIBIANS AT LAKE MISC $60,000 $60,000
SKIDDS, D. GIS MAP AND DATABASE PROJECT INT $16,043 $4,011
SKIDDS, D. CI - DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAM SUPPORT FOR THE NORTH INT $44,228 $14,595
SKIDDS, D. CI CONTINUED GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM SUPPORT FOR MAN.. STATE $29,977 $7,494
SKIDDS, D. CI GIS TECHNICAL SUPPORT INT $57,000 $14,250
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STOLT, M. ASSESSING SUBSTRATE CHARACTERISTICS IN SUPPORT OF THE... FEDSUB $11,808 $11,808
TRABER, M. REMOTE SENSING OF TERRESTRIAL AND SUBMERGED AQUATIC VEGETA.. INT $79,190 $ 0
WANG, Y. MULTIPLE INNOVATIVE MODELS IN REGIONAL LAND COVER CHANGE... NASA $100,000 $100,000
WANG, Y. IMPACTS OF LAND COVER CHANGE ON THE NATIONAL PARKS OF THE... INT $120,450 $60,225
WANG, Y. CI DEVELOPMENT OF SALT MARSH CHANGE DETECTION PROTOCOL USING INT $22,500 $22,500
WANG, Y. REMOTE SENSING OF TERRESTRIAL AND SUBMERGED AQUATIC VEGETA.. INT $79,190 $79,190
WANG, Y. MEASURING IMPERVIOUS SURFACE IN RI LAND COVER STATE $18,000 $18,000
Total for Department $1,764,185NATURAL RESOURCES SCIENCE
PLANT SCIENCE
ALM, S. NEW ENGLAND PEST MANAGEMENT INFORMATION NETWORK FEDSUB $16,049 $8,025
ALM, S. RISK MANAGEMENT AND CROP INSURANCE EDUCATION FOR RI GROWERS USDA $171,003 $171,003
ALM, S. ENTOMOPATHOGENIC NEMATODES, MILKY SPORE DISEASE, AND... NONPRO $75,787 $75,787
CASAGRANDE, R. INCREASING SUSTAINABILITY IN THE GREEN INDUSTRY USDA $10,000 $5,000
CASAGRANDE, R. ECOLOGY AND GENOTYPE-SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT OF PHRAGMITIS... DOC $149,968 $149,968
ENGLANDER, L. SYMPTOMATOLOGY AND HOST RANGE OF THE SUDDEN-OAK-DEATH... USDA $63,406 $63,406
ENGLANDER, L. IR4: MINOR USE CROP FUNGICIDE COMPATIBILITY FEDSUB $8,000 $8,000
ENGLANDER, L. THE MICROBIAL ECOGUARD FOR MANAGEMENT OF BOTRYTIS FLOWER... FEDSUB $8,000 $8,000
FAUBERT, H. RI REFINEMENT AND DELIVERY OF BIOBASED APPROACH TO REDUCING FEDSUB $8,000 $8,000
GOLD, M. INCREASING SUSTAINABILITY IN THE GREEN INDUSTRY USDA $10,000 $5,000
LEBRUN, R. CI OPERATING BUDGET FOR THE USGS PATUXENT WILDLIFE RESEARCH INT $12,000 $6,000
LOGAN, P. TRANSPARENCY IN LEARNING: WEB-BASED ROADMAPS FOR ACHIEVING.. USDA $100,000 $10,000
MATHER, T. NORTHEAST AREA-WIDE TICK CONTROL PROJECT FEDSUB $42,951 $42,951
MATHER, T. SPECIAL GRANT PROGRAM: TICK BORNE DISEASE PREVENTION, RI USDA $92,872 $92,872
MATHER, T. BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS IN BIOTERRORISM PREPAREDNESS AND... STATE $100,000 $100,000
MATHER, T. BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS IN BIOTERRORISM PREPAREDNESS AND... STATE $50,000 $50,000
MATHER, T. ASSESSING COMMUNITY BASED TICK CONTROL FOR LD MITIGATION HHS $223,828 $223,828
MATHER, T. ROLE OF TICK SALIVA IN LYME DISEASE AND VACCINE STRATEGY HHS $452,955 $226,478
MATHER, T. SPECIAL GRANT PROGRAM: TICK-BORNE DISEASE PREVENTION, RI USDA $82,649 $82,649
MAYNARD, B. NURSERY PRODUCTION, RI FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION - EXTENSION USDA $238,440 $238,440
MAYNARD, B. NURSERY PRODUCTION, RI FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION - EXTENSION USDA $212,817 $212,817
MAYNARD, B. DEVELOPMENT OF SOIL MIX AND PLANT MATERIALS FOR WASHINGTON.. STATE $40,085 $40,085
MILLER, N. ASSESSING COMMUNITY BASED TICK CONTROL FOR LD MITIGATION HHS $223,828 $ 0
MITKOWSKI, N. BIOLOGY OF XANTHOMONAS TRANSLUCENS PV. POAE AND THE... NONPRO $15,000 $15,000
SILIGATO, M. NEW ENGLAND PEST MANAGEMENT INFORMATION NETWORK FEDSUB $16,049 $8,025
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WALLACE, D. REGIONAL CENTER PLANT DIAGNOSTIC FACILITY FEDSUB $30,000 $30,000
Total for Department $1,881,333PLANT SCIENCE
Total for College or Unit $8,910,149COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY
OCEANOGRAPHY
AUGUST, P. CI OPERATING BUDGET, NORTH ATLANTIC COAST COOPERATIVE ECO... INT $18,975 $9,488
AUGUST, P. NUTRIENT TMDL FOR THE UPPER BAY E P A $60,000 $20,400
AUGUST, P. CI NARRAGANSETT BAY PROGRAM FUNDING FOR 2003-2004 E P A $313,085 $313,085
AUGUST, P. CI - EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANNING FOR RI STATE $82,350 $82,350
AUGUST, P. CI-  A COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT TO ASSESS PROBABILISTIC APPROAC E P A $150,878 $75,439
AUGUST, P. CI OPERATING BUDGET FOR THE USGS PATUXENT WILDLIFE RESEARCH INT $12,000 $6,000
BASH, J. OCEANOGRAPHIC TECHNICAL SERVICE NSF $283,405 $283,405
BASH, J. SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING FOR NOAA AND CREW TRAINING NSF $238,079 $38,093
BELKIN, I. SATELLITE OCEAN FRONT MAPPING SUPPORT OF SALMONID RESOURCES FEDSUB $19,826 $19,826
BELKIN, I. GLOBAL SURVEY OF COASTAL OCEAN SST FRONTS: SEASONAL AND... NASA $64,863 $64,863
BUCKLEY, B. 2003-2004 RIVER NUTRIENT SURVEY STATE $23,500 $11,750
BUCKLEY, B. POPULATION CHANGE, HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS IN... FEDSUB $27,098 $6,775
BUCKLEY, B. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $34,486
BUCKLEY, B. CI NATURAL RESOURCE CONSERVATION SERVICE EELGRASS RESTOR... NONPRO $11,600 $2,900
BUCKLEY, L. DEVELOPMENT OF HADDOCK FOR OFFSHORE AQUACULTURE IN THE US FEDSUB $152,094 $76,047
CALLAHAN, J. JOHN FREITAG IPA N A V Y $157,349 $157,349
CALLAHAN, J. JOHN FREITAG - IPA N A V Y $147,518 $147,518
CAMPBELL, R. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: MESOZOOPLANKTON MICROBIAL FOOD WEB NSF $101,697 $101,697
CAREY, S. INTERNATIONAL: COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH ON THE 1991 EXPLOSIVE NSF $6,000 $6,000
CAREY, S. INTEGRATED PETROLOGIC AND VOLCANOLOGIC STUDIES OF THE 1991 NSF $29,576 $29,576
CAREY, S. EXPLORING EARTH'S VOLCANIC ENVIRONMENTS: DEVELOPMENT OF... NSF $73,117 $36,559
CAREY, S. MARINE GEOLOGICAL SAMPLES LABORATORY: GRADUATE SCHOOL OF... NSF $59,857 $59,857
COLLIE, J. POPULATION DYNAMICS OF THE SHORTFIN MAKO IN THE NORTHWEST... DOC $44,465 $44,465
COLLIE, J. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $41,300
COLT, A. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $196,176
CORNILLON, P. A THEMATIC DATA PORTAL TO SATELLITE-DERIVED OCEAN SURFACE... NASA $685,000 $685,000
CORNILLON, P. REFINEMENTS TO AND APPLICATION OF THE URI/COAST WATCH AVHRR DOC $36,960 $36,960
CORNILLON, P. MULTIPLE STEADY STATES AND HYSTERESIS OFF A BOUNDARY CURRENT NSF $586,673 $29,334
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CORNILLON, P. WIND FORCING OF PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN THE... FEDSUB $201,000 $201,000
CORNILLON, P. WIND FORCING OF PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN THE... FEDSUB $126,720 $126,720
COSTA-PIERCE, B. SEA GRANT INDUSTRY FELLOWSHIP: K. LAVALLEY & H. SAFFERT DOC $39,064 $39,064
COSTA-PIERCE, B. RI SEA GRANT 2003 SHIPTIME SUPPORT DOC $4,800 $2,400
COSTA-PIERCE, B. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $392,351
COSTA-PIERCE, B. RI SEA GRANT INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM DOC $53,030 $26,515
DE LA HARPE, J. IMPROVING CLIMATE SCIENCE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN SCIENTISTS NSF $36,410 $7,282
DE LA HARPE, J. IMPROVING CLIMATE SCIENCE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN SCIENTISTS NSF $166,838 $25,026
DE LORENZO, A. HABITAT AND NUTRITION OF NORTH ATLANTIC RIGHT WHALES FEDSUB $10,000 $5,000
DESILVA, A. UNOLS OFFICE STAFF SUPPORT FEDSUB $137,382 $137,382
DHONDT, S. SUBSURFACE BIOSPHERES NASA $402,353 $136,800
DHONDT, S. SUBSURFACE BIOSPHERES NASA $418,411 $142,260
DHONDT, S. SPACE GRANT VETLESEN GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP FEDSUB $23,684 $23,684
DICKSON, M. OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENTATION 2004 NSF $33,028 $33,028
DICKSON, M. SHIP AND MARINE TECHNICIAN SUPPORT OF ONR FUNDED CRUISES FOR N A V Y $550,440 $93,575
DICKSON, M. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $72,275
DONAGHAY, P. LAYERED ORGANIZATION IN THE COASTAL OCEAN: 4-D ASSESSMENT... N A V Y $375,000 $375,000
DONAGHAY, P. LAYERED ORGANIZATION IN THE COASTAL OCEAN: 4-D ASSESSMENT... N A V Y $35,000 $35,000
DONOHUE, K. PIES SUPPORT FOR POSAR, GULF OF MEXICO FEDSUB $290,459 $217,844
DONOHUE, K. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: KUROSHIO EXTENSION SYSTEM STUDY NSF $466,501 $233,251
DONOHUE, K. THE OLEANDER PROJECT: SUSTAINED OBSERVATIONS OF OCEAN... NSF $176,549 $88,275
DURBIN, E. GLOBEC-01: ZOOPLANKTON POPULATION DYNAMICS ON GEORGES BANK DOC $153,650 $153,650
DURBIN, E. HABITAT AND NUTRITION OF NORTH ATLANTIC RIGHT WHALES FEDSUB $10,000 $5,000
DURBIN, E. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $61,950
FARMER, D. LARGE AMPLITUDE BREAKING INTERNAL SOLITARY WAVES - THEIR... N A V Y $44,176 $44,176
FARMER, D. OCEAN ACOUSTICS MONOGRAPH: THE ACOUSTICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF.. N A V Y $14,541 $14,541
GIFFORD, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: TROPHIC ECOLOGY OF SMALL HYDRO... NSF $480,343 $480,343
GINIS, I. GFDL/URI COUPLED HURRICANE-OCEAN MODEL FOR TRANSITION TO... DOC $135,718 $135,718
GINIS, I. TRANSFER OF COUPLED HURRICANE WAVE OCEAN MODEL TO... FEDSUB $10,430 $1,043
GINIS, I. TRANSFER OF COUPLED HURRICANE WAVE OCEAN MODEL TO... FEDSUB $20,860 $2,086
GINIS, I. MODELING OF COUPLING THE UPPER AND DEEP OCEAN OVER TOPOGRA.. N A V Y $140,773 $42,232
GINIS, I. IMPACT OF SURFACE WAVE DEPENDENT AIR SEA FLUXES ON TROPICAL NSF $134,923 $26,985
GINIS, I. PROJECT: TRANSFER OF COUPLED HURRICANE WAVE OCEAN MODEL TO.. FEDSUB $52,151 $5,215
GRANGER, S. POPULATION CHANGE, HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS IN... FEDSUB $27,098 $6,775
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GRANGER, S. FIELD PLOT DEMONSTRATION PROJECT FOR LARGE SCALE RESTORATION FEDSUB $115,108 $46,043
GRANGER, S. CI NATURAL RESOURCE CONSERVATION SERVICE EELGRASS RESTOR... NONPRO $11,600 $2,900
GRANGER, S. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $34,279
HAHN, W. SHIP OPERATIONS NSF $850,730 $850,730
HAHN, W. SHIPBOARD SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT EQUIPMENT NSF $60,264 $60,264
HAHN, W. SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING FOR NOAA AND CREW TRAINING NSF $238,079 $199,986
HAHN, W. SHIP OPERATIONS NSF $1,404,145 $1,404,145
HAHN, W. SHIP AND MARINE TECHNICIAN SUPPORT OF ONR FUNDED CRUISES FOR N A V Y $550,440 $456,865
HAHN, W. NOAA SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING FOR THE R/V ENDEAVOR NSF $389,245 $389,245
HANSON, A. AUTONOMOUS UNDERWATER SENSING OF WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION FEDSUB $150,000 $150,000
HARA, T. PARAMETERIZATION OF CO2 TRANSFER VELOCITY USING SEA SURFACE DOC $77,226 $77,226
HARA, T. PHYSICS-BASED PARAMETERIZATIONS OF AIR-SEA FLUXES AT HIGH... N A V Y $32,335 $32,335
HARA, T. TRANSFER OF COUPLED HURRICANE WAVE OCEAN MODEL TO... FEDSUB $10,430 $1,043
HARA, T. TRANSFER OF COUPLED HURRICANE WAVE OCEAN MODEL TO... FEDSUB $20,860 $2,086
HARA, T. IMPACT OF SURFACE WAVE DEPENDENT AIR SEA FLUXES ON TROPICAL NSF $134,923 $26,985
HARA, T. PROJECT: TRANSFER OF COUPLED HURRICANE WAVE OCEAN MODEL TO.. FEDSUB $52,151 $5,215
HEBERT, D. LIDEX: LAGRANGIAN ISOPYCNAL DISPERSION EXPERIMENT NSF $192,780 $96,390
HEBERT, D. LIDEX: LAGRANGIAN ISOPYCNAL DISPERSION EXPERIMENT NSF $35,579 $17,790
HEBERT, D. LIDEX: LAGRANGIAN ISOPYCNAL DISPERSION EXPERIMENT NSF $184,132 $92,066
HEBERT, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: LABORATORY STUDIES OF STIRRING BY... NSF $273,769 $273,769
HEBERT, D. DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEXT GENERATION OF RAFOS FLOATS NSF $170,480 $17,048
HEIKES, B. EVALUATION, IMPROVEMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN IN SITU... NASA $116,822 $116,822
HEIKES, B. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: GAS CLOUDWATER AND RAIN HYDROGEN... NSF $142,764 $142,764
HEIKES, B. EVALUATION, IMPROVEMENT, AND IMPLEMENTATION OF IN SITU... NASA $151,088 $151,088
HICKOX, S. RHODE ISLAND JASON PROJECT SUPPORT STATE $4,500 $4,500
HICKOX, S. STRATEGIC APPROACH TO EDUCATION AND OUTREACH FOR THE CENSUS NONPRO $525,000 $262,500
HICKOX, S. SUPPLEMENTAL AWARD ASSOCIATED WITH 2004 CENSUS OF MARINE... NONPRO $45,000 $22,500
HICKOX, S. RHODE ISLAND MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL GRADUATE TEACHING... NSF $499,953 $164,984
HICKOX, S. RHODE ISLAND MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL GRADUATE TEACHING... NSF $102,000 $33,660
HICKOX, S. CONFERENCE ON TEACHER RESEARCH EXPERIENCES, A SUPPLEMENT TO NSF $241,897 $48,379
HICKOX, S. IMPROVING CLIMATE SCIENCE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN SCIENTISTS NSF $36,410 $ 0
HICKOX, S. IMPROVING CLIMATE SCIENCE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN SCIENTISTS NSF $166,838 $ 0
JAMES-PIRRI, M. ECOSYSTEM RESPONSE OF SALT MARSHES TO OMWM: COASTAL REFUGES INT $36,321 $36,321
JAMES-PIRRI, M. ECOSYSTEM RESPONSE OF SALT MARSHES TO OMWM: COASTAL REFUGES INT $7,500 $7,500
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JAMES-PIRRI, M. CI OPERATING BUDGET, NORTH ATLANTIC COAST COOPERATIVE ECO... INT $18,975 $9,488
KENNEY, R. MAINTENANCE ARCHIVAL AND ANALYSIS OF WESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC DOC $117,815 $117,815
KENNEY, R. MASTER CONSULTING AGREEMENT #0977MCN03-E FEDSUB $50,000 $50,000
KENNEY, R. PROCESSING AND QUALITY CONTROL OF 2003 SOUTHEAST AERIAL DOC $9,569 $9,569
KENNEY, R. AERIAL SURVEYS FOR BOTTLENOSE DOLPHINS IN JAMAICAN WATERS MISC $7,003 $7,003
KENNEY, R. A REVIEW OF ASPECTS OF DIVING BEHAVIOR IN RIGHT WHALES AND N A V Y $9,632 $9,632
KINCAID, C. SURFO: SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS IN OCEAN... NSF $82,630 $20,658
KINCAID, C. NUTRIENT TMDL FOR THE UPPER BAY E P A $60,000 $19,800
KING, J. CI RELATIONSHIPS AMONG BARRIER ISLAND PROCESSES, SEA LEVEL R INT $45,000 $45,000
KING, J. COLLAB. RESEARCH: UNDERSTANDING SENSITIVITY OF GREAT LAKES.. NSF $294,954 $147,477
KING, J. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: HIGH RESOLUTION LOW LATITUDE PALEO.. NSF $126,474 $126,474
KING, J. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: SCIENTIFIC DRILLING IN LAKE MALAWI. NSF $22,100 $22,100
KING, J. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $123,900
KINGSLEY, R. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF MANTLE WATER.. NSF $52,025 $26,013
KLEIN-MACPHEE, G. IN SITU EFFECTS OF SUSPENDED PARTICULATE LOADS PRODUCED BY.. NONPRO $16,000 $8,000
KLEIN-MACPHEE, G. MONITORING AND IDENTIFICATION OF ICHTHYOPLANKTON ABUNDANCE STATE $150,000 $150,000
LARSON, R. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: TESTS OF MODELS OF CRUSTAL ACCRETION NSF $104,750 $10,475
LEE, V. GUIDE TO THE CRMC DESIGNATED RIGHTS-OF-WAY TO THE SHORE OF.. STATE $75,000 $75,000
LEE, V. PROVIDENCE SPECIAL AREA MANAGEMENT PLAN STATE $200,000 $180,000
LEE, V. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $134,225
LEWIS, M. COLLAB. RESEARCH: UNDERSTANDING SENSITIVITY OF GREAT LAKES.. NSF $294,954 $117,982
MACY, W. IN SITU EFFECTS OF SUSPENDED PARTICULATE LOADS PRODUCED BY.. NONPRO $16,000 $8,000
MACY, W. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $61,950
MCCANN, J. RECOMMENDATIONS TO PROVIDENCE HARBOR SAMP: DEVELOP COASTAL STATE $50,000 $50,000
MCCANN, J. PROVIDENCE SPECIAL AREA MANAGEMENT PLAN STATE $200,000 $20,000
MCNEIL, C. MCNEIL SUBCONTRACT TO LAMONT-DOHERTY EARTH OBSERVATORY FEDSUB $26,589 $26,589
MERRILL, J. RHODE ISLAND MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL GRADUATE TEACHING... NSF $499,953 $169,984
MERRILL, J. RHODE ISLAND MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL GRADUATE TEACHING... NSF $102,000 $34,680
MERRILL, J. NARRAGANSETT OZONESONDE CAMPAIGN DOC $10,000 $10,000
MOON, I. TRANSFER OF COUPLED HURRICANE WAVE OCEAN MODEL TO... FEDSUB $10,430 $8,344
MOON, I. TRANSFER OF COUPLED HURRICANE WAVE OCEAN MODEL TO... FEDSUB $20,860 $16,688
MOON, I. IMPACT OF SURFACE WAVE DEPENDENT AIR SEA FLUXES ON TROPICAL NSF $134,923 $80,954
MOON, I. PROJECT: TRANSFER OF COUPLED HURRICANE WAVE OCEAN MODEL TO.. FEDSUB $52,151 $41,721
MORAN, K. ODP LEG 207 POST-CRUISE SUPPORT: MATTHEW O'REGAN FEDSUB $20,090 $10,045
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MORAN, K. LAKE MALAWI SCIENTIFIC DRILLING SERVICES, PHASE I FEDSUB $493,500 $493,500
MORAN, K. LAKE MALAWI SCIENTIFIC DRILLING SERVICES, PHASE I FEDSUB $6,500 $6,500
MORAN, K. LATERAL FLUID FLOW IN THE NANKAI TROUGH STUDY AREA FEDSUB $23,000 $11,500
MORAN, K. LAKE MALAWI SCIENTIFIC DRILLING SERVICES, PHASE II FEDSUB $660,000 $660,000
MORAN, K. LAKE MALAWI SCIENTIFIC DRILLING SERVICES, PHASE II FEDSUB $475,000 $475,000
MORAN, K. COLLAB. RESEARCH: UNDERSTANDING SENSITIVITY OF GREAT LAKES.. NSF $294,954 $29,495
MORAN, S. SUPPLEMENT TO COLLABORATIVE SBI RESEARCH: CARBON CYCLING IN NSF $138,223 $138,223
MORAN, S. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: FIELD AND MODELING STUDIES OF THE... NSF $494,644 $494,644
MORAN, S. COLLAB RESEARCH: CONSTRAINING WATER MASS AGE AND PARTICLE NSF $12,874 $12,874
MORAN, S. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $51,625
MURRAY, C. A PROPOSAL FOR THE SUPPORT OF CONTINUING AND NEW ACTIVITIES DOC $157,200 $157,200
MURRAY, C. A PROPOSAL FOR THE SUPPORT OF CONTINUING AND NEW ACTIVITIES DOC $209,587 $209,587
NIXON, S. POPULATION CHANGE, HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS IN... FEDSUB $27,098 $6,775
NIXON, S. FIELD PLOT DEMONSTRATION PROJECT FOR LARGE SCALE RESTORATION FEDSUB $115,108 $23,022
NIXON, S. CI NATURAL RESOURCE CONSERVATION SERVICE EELGRASS RESTOR... NONPRO $11,600 $2,900
NIXON, S. 2003-2004 RIVER NUTRIENT SURVEY STATE $23,500 $11,750
NIXON, S. URBANIZATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT IN COASTAL GHANA MISC $5,000 $5,000
NIXON, S. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $34,486
O'REGAN, M. ODP LEG 207 POST-CRUISE SUPPORT: MATTHEW O'REGAN FEDSUB $20,090 $10,045
O'REGAN, M. LATERAL FLUID FLOW IN THE NANKAI TROUGH STUDY AREA FEDSUB $23,000 $11,500
OLSEN, S. TANZANIA COASTAL MANAGEMENT PARTNERSHIP PHASE III A ID $1,000,000 $1,000,000
OLSEN, S. RI SEA GRANT INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM DOC $53,030 $26,515
OLSEN, S. IMPACTS OF ALTERED FRESHWATER FLOWS TO ESTUARIES: ... FEDSUB $143,529 $143,529
OLSEN, S. KENYA COASTAL WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PILOT PROGRAM FEDSUB $41,020 $41,020
OLSEN, S. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $134,225
OVIATT, C. MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY MONITORING TASKS FEDSUB $7,343 $7,343
OVIATT, C. MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY MONITORING TASKS FEDSUB $124,835 $124,835
OVIATT, C. CI-  A COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT TO ASSESS PROBABILISTIC APPROAC E P A $150,878 $75,439
OVIATT, C. MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF MARINE WATER TEMPERATURE STATE $392,713 $392,713
OVIATT, C. COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE SURROGATES FOR BALLAST WATER TREAT... CGD $1,522 $1,522
OVIATT, C. INVENTORY AND MONITORING AT THE CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE:N INT $5,570 $ 0
OVIATT, C. BENTHIC COMMUNITIES OF THE EAST BRANCH OF THE WESTPORT RIVER E P A $9,963 $ 0
OVIATT, C. NUTRIENT TMDL FOR THE UPPER BAY E P A $60,000 $19,800
POCKALNY, R. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: TESTS OF MODELS OF CRUSTAL ACCRETION NSF $104,750 $94,275
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POCKALNY, R. SURFO: SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS IN OCEAN... NSF $82,630 $61,973
PRATER, M. DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEXT GENERATION OF RAFOS FLOATS NSF $170,480 $136,384
PRATER, M. PRECISION RAFOS FLOAT BALLASTING MISC $21,359 $21,359
PRATER, M. A LAGRANGIAN STUDY OF THE ICELAND-FAROE FRONT, A MAJOR LINK. NSF $122,652 $61,326
PRATT, S. INVENTORY AND MONITORING AT THE CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE:N INT $5,570 $5,570
PRATT, S. BENTHIC COMMUNITIES OF THE EAST BRANCH OF THE WESTPORT RIVER E P A $9,963 $9,963
RINES, J. LOCO: CHARACTERIZATION OF PHYTOPLANKTON IN THIN OPTICAL... N A V Y $100,000 $100,000
ROSSBY, H. A LAGRANGIAN STUDY OF THE ICELAND-FAROE FRONT, A MAJOR LINK. NSF $122,652 $61,326
ROSSBY, H. THE OLEANDER PROJECT: SUSTAINED OBSERVATIONS OF OCEAN... NSF $176,549 $88,275
ROSSBY, H. SOUND SOURCE PROJECT FOR US NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL N A V Y $22,537 $22,537
ROSSBY, H. LIDEX: LAGRANGIAN ISOPYCNAL DISPERSION EXPERIMENT NSF $192,780 $38,556
ROSSBY, H. LIDEX: LAGRANGIAN ISOPYCNAL DISPERSION EXPERIMENT NSF $35,579 $7,116
ROSSBY, H. LIDEX: LAGRANGIAN ISOPYCNAL DISPERSION EXPERIMENT NSF $184,132 $36,826
ROSSBY, H. DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACOUSTIC DATA STORAGE TAG FOR LONG RANGE NSF $145,198 $14,520
ROSSBY, H. DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEXT GENERATION OF RAFOS FLOATS NSF $170,480 $17,048
ROTHSTEIN, L. A STUDY OF THE CIRCULATIONS THAT CONNECT THE TROPICAL... NASA $134,774 $134,774
ROTHSTEIN, L. THE PARTNERSHIP FOR ADVANCING INTERDISCIPLINARY GLOBAL... N A V Y $865,000 $832,995
ROTHSTEIN, L. THE PARTNERSHIP FOR ADVANCING INTERDISCIPLINARY GLOBAL... N A V Y $200,000 $192,600
RUBINOFF, P. ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE TRAINING FOR NATURAL RESOURCES PLANNING FEDSUB $25,177 $25,177
SCHILLING, J. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF MANTLE WATER.. NSF $52,025 $26,013
SCHWARTZ, M. THE RI COASTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT COUNCIL: A 30 YR. REPORT STATE $74,895 $74,895
SCOWCROFT, G. CONFERENCE ON TEACHER RESEARCH EXPERIENCES, A SUPPLEMENT TO NSF $241,897 $193,518
SCOWCROFT, G. DISCOVERY OF SOUND IN THE SEA N A V Y $105,456 $105,456
SCOWCROFT, G. STRATEGIC APPROACH TO EDUCATION AND OUTREACH FOR THE CENSUS NONPRO $525,000 $262,500
SCOWCROFT, G. SUPPLEMENTAL AWARD ASSOCIATED WITH 2004 CENSUS OF MARINE... NONPRO $45,000 $22,500
SCOWCROFT, G. RHODE ISLAND MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL GRADUATE TEACHING... NSF $499,953 $164,984
SCOWCROFT, G. RHODE ISLAND MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL GRADUATE TEACHING... NSF $102,000 $33,660
SHEREMET, V. TRANSFER OF FUNDS FOR V. SHEREMET FROM WHOI TO URI FEDSUB $124,963 $124,963
SHEREMET, V. TRANSFER OF ONR FUNDS FROM WHOI TO URI FEDSUB $47,821 $47,821
SHEREMET, V. MULTIPLE STEADY STATES AND HYSTERESIS OFF A BOUNDARY CURRENT NSF $586,673 $557,339
SIGURDSSON, H. EXPLORING EARTH'S VOLCANIC ENVIRONMENTS: DEVELOPMENT OF... NSF $73,117 $36,559
SMAYDA, T. DYNAMICS VARIABILITY AND PATTERNS OF HARMFUL AND RED TIDE... E P A $79,283 $79,283
SMITH, D. CI MICROBIAL SOURCE TRACKING USING F-SPECIFIC COLIPHAGE AND. FEDSUB $173,441 $173,441
SMITH, D. SUBSURFACE BIOSPHERES NASA $402,353 $132,776
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SMITH, D. SUBSURFACE BIOSPHERES NASA $418,411 $138,076
SMITH, D. POPULATION CHANGE, HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS IN... FEDSUB $27,098 $6,775
SPECKER, J. ENDOCRINE REGULATION OF STOMACH ORGANOGENESIS NSF $116,000 $116,000
SPECKER, J. INCREASING HATCHERY EFFICIENCY FOR SUMMER FLOUNDER AND COD FEDSUB $32,276 $16,138
SPIVACK, A. SUBSURFACE BIOSPHERES NASA $402,353 $132,776
SPIVACK, A. SUBSURFACE BIOSPHERES NASA $418,411 $138,076
SULLIVAN, J. AN INTEGRATED OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR SYNOPTIC REMOTE SENSING... FEDSUB $52,422 $52,422
SUTYRIN, G. MODELING OF COUPLING THE UPPER AND DEEP OCEAN OVER TOPOGRA.. N A V Y $140,773 $98,541
TOBEY, J. HUMAN HEALTH IMPACTS AND AQUACULTURE: INTERNATIONAL EXTEN... FEDSUB $16,151 $16,151
TORELL, E. COASTAL HABITATS AND RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROGRAM THAILAND MISC $9,730 $9,730
TRABER, M. FIELD PLOT DEMONSTRATION PROJECT FOR LARGE SCALE RESTORATION FEDSUB $115,108 $46,043
TRABER, M. CI NATURAL RESOURCE CONSERVATION SERVICE EELGRASS RESTOR... NONPRO $11,600 $2,900
ULLMAN, D. RI SEA GRANT 2003 SHIPTIME SUPPORT DOC $4,800 $2,400
ULLMAN, D. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $2,065,007 $72,275
WATTS, D. SHALLOW AND DEEP CURRENT VARIABILITY IN THE SOUTHWESTERN... N A V Y $40,000 $20,000
WATTS, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: AGHULAS-SOUTH ATLANTIC THERMOHALINE NSF $56,725 $56,725
WATTS, D. PIES SUPPORT FOR POSAR, GULF OF MEXICO FEDSUB $290,459 $72,615
WATTS, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: KUROSHIO EXTENSION SYSTEM STUDY NSF $466,501 $233,251
WATTS, D. MODEL 6.1 INVERTED ECHO SOUNDER MISC $22,745 $22,745
WATTS, D. VARIABILITY IN THE JAPAN/EAST SEA: PROCESSES GOVERNING... N A V Y $99,096 $49,548
WATTS, D. MODEL 6.1E INVERTED ECHO SOUNDER WITH PRESSURE (PIES) NONPRO $55,285 $55,285
WATTS, D. MODEL 6.1E INVERTED ECHO SOUNDER WITH PRESSURE (PIES) NONPRO $192,510 $192,510
WATTS, D. INVERTED ECHO SOUNDER DOC $78,631 $78,631
WATTS, D. KUROSHIO VARIABILITY ON THE SHELF OF THE EAST CHINA SEA N A V Y $50,000 $25,000
WATTS, D. VARIABILITY OF THE KUROSHIO IN THE EAST CHINA SEA AND ITS... N A V Y $152,748 $76,374
WIMBUSH, M. KUROSHIO VARIABILITY ON THE SHELF OF THE EAST CHINA SEA N A V Y $50,000 $25,000
WIMBUSH, M. VARIABILITY OF THE KUROSHIO IN THE EAST CHINA SEA AND ITS... N A V Y $152,748 $76,374
WIMBUSH, M. SHALLOW AND DEEP CURRENT VARIABILITY IN THE SOUTHWESTERN... N A V Y $40,000 $20,000
WIMBUSH, M. VARIABILITY IN THE JAPAN/EAST SEA: PROCESSES GOVERNING... N A V Y $99,096 $49,548
WISHNER, K. ADVANCE INSTITUTIONAL TRANSFORMATION AWARD: A CHANGE IN THE. NSF $695,440 $173,860
YODER, J. IPA TO NSF NSF $176,405 $176,405
YODER, J. SATELLITE STUDIES OF COUPLED BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL.. NASA $95,378 $95,378
YODER, J. THE PARTNERSHIP FOR ADVANCING INTERDISCIPLINARY GLOBAL... N A V Y $865,000 $32,005
YODER, J. THE PARTNERSHIP FOR ADVANCING INTERDISCIPLINARY GLOBAL... N A V Y $200,000 $7,400
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ZHANG, H. LIDEX: LAGRANGIAN ISOPYCNAL DISPERSION EXPERIMENT NSF $192,780 $57,834
ZHANG, H. LIDEX: LAGRANGIAN ISOPYCNAL DISPERSION EXPERIMENT NSF $35,579 $10,674
ZHANG, H. LIDEX: LAGRANGIAN ISOPYCNAL DISPERSION EXPERIMENT NSF $184,132 $55,240
Total for Department $24,508,711OCEANOGRAPHY
Total for College or Unit $24,508,711GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
TRANSPORTATION CENTER
AMADOR, M. SUMMER TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE FEDSUB $38,979 $38,979
BERMAN, D. SAFETY BELT USAGE RATES AT HIGH SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES STATE $25,400 $25,400
CATHCART, J. SUMMER TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE FEDSUB $38,979 $ 0
HORN, R. RIDOT/URITC TRANSPORTATION TECHNICAL TRANSFER PROGRAM STATE $246,358 $246,358
HORN, R. URI TRANSPORTATION CENTER DOT $1,812,000 $1,491,276
HORN, R. DEVELOPMENT OF STATE HIGHWAY SAFETY PLAN FOR 2005 STATE $10,325 $10,325
Total for Department $1,812,338TRANSPORTATION CENTER
Total for College or Unit $1,812,338PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
PROVOST
THE RESEARCH OFFICE
TRUBATCH, J. ADVANCE INSTITUTIONAL TRANSFORMATION AWARD: A CHANGE IN THE. NSF $695,440 $173,860
Total for Department $173,860THE RESEARCH OFFICE
Total for College or Unit $173,860PROVOST
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
BRANDFORD-CALVO, D. URI PEACE CORPS RECRUITER OFA $16,000 $8,000
WEISMAN-ROSS, M. URI JUMPSTART NONPRO $7,000 $7,000
WEISMAN-ROSS, M. URI JUMPSTART NONPRO $57,873 $57,873
Total for Department $72,873UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Total for College or Unit $72,873UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS
MULTICULTURAL CENTER
ESPINOSA, R. OUR VOICES: MINORITY YOUTH IN RHODE ISLAND STATE $500 $500
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Total for Department $500MULTICULTURAL CENTER
STUDENT LIFE
ROHLAND, P. CHANGING THE CULTURE: ENHANCING THE INCLUSION AND RETENTION EDUC $267,140 $186,998
ROHLAND, P. CHANGING THE CULTURE: ENHANCING THE INCLUSION AND RETENTION EDUC $259,376 $181,563
Total for Department $368,561STUDENT LIFE
Total for College or Unit $369,061VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS
Grand Total $60,214,266
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The Research Office, University of Rhode Island
Awards by Department, July 2003 through June 2004
College Department Amount
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES DEAN'S OFFICE $266,614
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES ART $40,000
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES $494,139
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES CHEMISTRY $1,005,095
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES COMMUNICATION STUDIES $38,701
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES CANCER PREVENTION RESEARCH CENTER $4,043,170
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES COMPUTER SCIENCE/STATISTICS $961,122
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES ECONOMICS $10,000
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES HISTORY $27,500
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES JOURNALISM $170,940
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES LANGUAGES $119,440
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES MATHEMATICS $64,995
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES PHYSICS $140,074
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES PSYCHOLOGY $1,100,230
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES WOMEN'S STUDIES $49,970
TOTAL $8,531,990
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MANAGEMENT $15,500
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION RESEARCH CENTER FOR BUSINESS ECONOMICS $5,000
TOTAL $20,500
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION CONTINUING EDUCATION $216,746
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION LABOR RESEARCH CENTER $152,708
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION URBAN FIELD CENTER                                           $35,000
TOTAL $404,454
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING CHEMICAL ENGINEERING $1,148,769
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING CIVIL/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING $715,647
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING DEAN'S OFFICE $416,729
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING $751,714
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING INDUSTRIAL/MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING $303,974
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING MECHANICAL ENGINEERING/APPLIED MECHANICS $501,085
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING OCEAN ENGINEERING $631,061
TOTAL $4,468,979
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY $1,061,960
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES COMMUNITY PLANNING/AREA DEVELOPMENT $70,990
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES DEAN'S OFFICE $578,510
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES FISHERIES, ANIMAL & VETERINARY SCIENCE $1,079,205
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES FOOD SCIENCE/NUTRITION $1,416,780
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES GEOLOGY (CHANGED FROM A&S 7/1/96) $557,025
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES MARINE AFFAIRS $69,835
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES NATURAL RESOURCES SCIENCE $1,764,185
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES PLANT SCIENCE $1,881,332
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES ENV & NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS $430,325
TOTAL $8,910,147
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY OCEANOGRAPHY $24,508,711
TOTAL $24,508,711
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS $207,828
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE EDUCATION $854,218
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE GERONTOLOGY $477,263
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE HUMAN DEVELOPMENT/COUNSELING/FAMILY STUDIES $65,757
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE DEAN'S OFFICE $201,811
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE PHYSICAL EDUCATION/HEALTH/RECREATION $418,559
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE PHYSICAL THERAPY $1,061,183
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE TEXTILES/FASHION MERCHANDISING/DESIGN $117,622
TOTAL $3,404,241
COLLEGE OF NURSING NURSING $1,111,637
TOTAL $1,111,637
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY APPLIED PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES $868,134
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES $4,795,506
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY CRIME LAB $604,805
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY DEAN'S OFFICE $82,500
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY PHARMACY PRACTICE $74,530
TOTAL $6,425,475
PROVOST THE RESEARCH OFFICE $173,860
TOTAL $173,860
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE TRANSPORTATION CENTER $1,812,338
TOTAL $1,812,338
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE $72,873
TOTAL $72,873
VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS MULTICULTURAL CENTER $500
VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS STUDENT LIFE $368,561
TOTAL $369,061
ALL DEPARTMENTS TOTAL $60,214,266
PROPOSALS SUBMITTED
July 1, 2003 to June 30, 2004
The University of Rhode Island - Research Office
Name Project Title Agency
Project*
Amount
Portion*
Amount
URI Research Office
Annual Report 2003-2004
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
ART
HOLLINSHEAD, M. TRANSFORMING TRADITION: HELLENISTIC MONUMENTAL STOPS OFA $40,000 $40,000
Total for Department $40,000ART
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
GOLDSMITH, M. BAC LIBRARIES FOR FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES IN LEPIDOPTERA NSF $9,796 $9,796
HILL, R. PHYSIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTER ENGINEERING HHS $144,000 $86,400
IRVINE, S. GENOMIC REGULATION OF THE DLX BI-GENE CLUSTER IN A SIMPLE... HHS $216,000 $216,000
SEIBEL, B. INVESTIGATION OF A REPRODUCTIVE HOT SPOT ON THE GORDA ESCARP FEDSUB $34,486 $34,486
SEIBEL, B. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: PHYSIOLOGICAL LIMITS TO VERTICAL... NSF $255,698 $255,698
SEIBEL, B. POST RELEASE STRESS AND FISHING INDUCED MORTALITY OF BLUE... DOC $151,126 $ 0
SEIBEL, B. BIOLOGY OF HYDROTHERMAL VENT FAUNA ON A CARIBBEAN SUBMARINE NSF $295,284 $147,642
WETHERBEE, B. POST RELEASE STRESS AND FISHING INDUCED MORTALITY OF BLUE... DOC $151,126 $151,126
WETHERBEE, B. ASSESSMENT OF THE STATUS OF SHARK POPULATIONS IN THE US... DOC $20,563 $15,422
WETHERBEE, B. DELINEATION OF ESSENTIAL NURSERY HABITAT FOR SANDBAR SHARKS NONPRO $24,400 $18,300
WILGA, C. FLUID MECHANICS OF SUCTION AND RAM FEEDING IN ELASMOBRANCHS NSF $394,926 $394,926
Total for Department $1,329,796BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
CANCER PREVENTION RESEARCH CENTER
COTTRILL, S. AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OFFENDERS FEDSUB $10,940 $10,940
COTTRILL, S. AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OFFENDERS FEDSUB $31,895 $31,895
FAVA, J. TWO EXPERT SYSTEMS TO PREVENT PERINATAL DEPRESSION FEDSUB $89,996 $89,996
FAVA, J. AN EXPERT SYSTEM TO REDUCE DEPRESSION IN PRIMARY CARE FEDSUB $123,043 $123,043
FAVA, J. INDIVIDUALIZED EXPERT SYSTEM FOR WEIGHT MANAGEMENT FEDSUB $63,480 $63,480
HOEPPNER, B. LONGITUDINAL METHODS FOR SMOKING CESSATION RESEARCH HHS $67,747 $67,747
LAFORGE, R. A STAGE MATCHED ALCOHOL INTERVENTION FOR MANAGED CARE HHS $454,450 $454,450
LAFORGE, R. A STAGE MATCHED ALCOHOL INTERVENTION (BETH SCHLICTING) HHS $49,599 $49,599
LAFORGE, R. AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR ADHERENCE FOR LIPID LOWERING DRUGS FEDSUB $2,016 $2,016
* The "Project Amount" is the total amount of the project. The "Portion Amount" is the amount credited to this investigator. Other investigators receive credit for the remainder of the total amount.
Report Date:  9/22/2004
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PROCHASKA, J. MAINTENANCE IN MULTIPLE BEHAVIORS WITH EMPHASIS ON AGING HHS $1,529,472 $1,529,472
PROCHASKA, J. MULTIPLE BEHAVIORS AND LEVELS FOR POPULATION CESSATION HHS $2,814,326 $2,814,326
PROCHASKA, J. MULTIPLE BEHAVIORS AND LEVELS FOR POPULATION CESSATION NONPRO $1,766,797 $1,766,797
PROCHASKA, J. MOTIVATION, NRT AND/OR TAILORING IN POPULATION CESSATION HHS $2,691,424 $2,691,424
PROCHASKA, J. SCHOOL COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR TEENS FOR SIX CANCER RISKS HHS $475,282 $475,282
PROCHASKA, J. HIGH IMPACT INTERVENTIONS FOR EMPLOYEE HEALTH PROMOTION FEDSUB $368,277 $368,277
PROCHASKA, J. MAINTENANCE IN MULTIPLE BEHAVIORS WITH EMPHASIS ON AGING HHS $1,260,000 $1,260,000
PROCHASKA, J. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $357,012
PROCHASKA, J. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $357,012
REDDING, C. EVALUATING MULTIPLE CANCER RISK BEHAVIOR INTERVENTIONS AMONG HHS $97,534 $97,534
REDDING, C. STAGE MATCHED INTERVENTION TO INCREASE DUAL METHOD USE FEDSUB $52,188 $52,188
REDDING, C. EFFICACY OF A HOME-BASED WEIGHT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM HHS $3,478,156 $173,908
ROBBINS, M. INDIVIDUAL AND CAMPUS-WIDE INTERVENTIONS TO INCREASE... FEDSUB $223,039 $223,039
ROBBINS, M. APPLICATION OF THE TRANSTHEORETICAL MODEL TO INCREASING... NONPRO $1,255,791 $1,255,791
ROBBINS, M. COMMUNITY AND INDIVIDUAL INTERVENTIONS TO INCREASE ORGAN AND FEDSUB $689,882 $689,882
ROBBINS, M. APPLICATION OF THE TRANSTHEORETICAL MODEL TO INCREASING... PR IPRO $227,621 $227,621
ROBBINS, M. EFFICACY OF A HOME-BASED WEIGHT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM HHS $3,478,156 $173,908
ROSSI, J. TREATMENTS FOR COMPLEX PATIENTS IN NEW SETTINGS FEDSUB $16,608 $16,608
ROSSI, J. INTEGRATIVE ANALYSES: ENHANCING OPTIMAL TAILORING FOR CANCER NONPRO $124,000 $ 0
ROSSI, J. URI TRAINING PROGRAM IN CANCER PEVENTION RESEARCH HHS $2,616,706 $2,616,706
ROSSI, J. URI TRAINING PROGRAM IN CANCER EDUCATION AND CAREER DEVELOP. HHS $2,613,049 $2,613,049
ROSSI, J. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $357,012
ROSSI, J. BEHAVIOR CHANGE FOR OBESITY PREVENTION IN YOUNG ADULTS USDA $1,127,707 $ 0
ROSSI, J. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $357,012
ROSSI, J. EFFICACY OF A HOME-BASED WEIGHT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM HHS $3,478,156 $347,816
VELICER, W. COMPUTERIZED POPULATION PROGRAM FOR THREE CANCER RISKS HHS $172,512 $172,512
VELICER, W. COMPARING COMMUNICATION CHANNELS TO CHANGE DIET BEHAVIOR HHS $1,213,269 $1,213,269
VELICER, W. MATCHING BEHAVIOR COMMUNICATION CHANNEL TO PERSON HHS $1,360,907 $1,360,907
VELICER, W. LONGITUDINAL METHODS FOR SMOKING CESSATION RESEARCH HHS $67,747 $ 0
VELICER, W. COMPUTERIZED POPULATION PROGRAMS FOR CANCER RISKS HHS $493,752 $493,752
VELICER, W. COMPUTERIZED POPULATION PROGRAMS FOR THREE CANCER RISKS... HHS $192,069 $192,069
WOOD, M. ENVIRONMENTAL METHODS TO REDUCE COLLEGIATE DRINKING HHS $697,980 $697,980
WOOD, M. ALCOHOL EARLY INTERVENTION FOR FRESHMEN HHS $583,330 $583,330
Total for Department $26,428,661CANCER PREVENTION RESEARCH CENTER
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CHEMISTRY
EULER, W. NER: MICROMECHANICAL ACTUATORS CONSTRUCTED FROM POLYMER/CARB NSF $129,999 $129,999
EULER, W. HIGHLY EFFICIENT SOLAR CELLS BASED ON THE LIQUID CRYSTAL... FEDSUB $10,000 $10,000
EULER, W. INVESTIGATION OF NOVEL THERMOCHROMIC COLORANTS FOR PERSONAL PRIPRO $99,152 $49,576
EULER, W. RFG: THERMOCHROMISM OF POLY(3-ALKYLTHIOPHENE)S NSF $638,291 $210,636
EULER, W. DEVELOPMENT OF CONJUGATED MATERIALS CONTAINING PHOSPHORUS NSF $440,264 $145,287
EULER, W. DEVELOPMENT OF THERMOCHROMIC PIGMENTS FOR IMPROVED FOOD... USDA $398,412 $199,206
EULER, W. DEVELOPMENT OF NAVAL THERMOCHROMIC PIGMENTS FOR PERSONAL... PR IPRO $35,000 $17,500
EULER, W. THERMOCHROMIC AND THERMOFLUORESCENT PIGMENTS FOR ANTI-... FEDSUB $59,906 $29,953
FREEMAN, D. CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM SIMULATIONS OF THE STRUCTURE, SPEC... FEDSUB $238,669 $238,669
KAVARNOS, G. ELECTROACTIVE TERPOLYMERS FOR ENERGY-HARVESTING APPLICATIONS N A V Y $20,000 $20,000
LUCHT, B. INVESTIGATION OF LITHIUM ION BATTERIES FEDSUB $119,360 $119,360
LUCHT, B. DEVELOPMENT OF PHOSPHORUS BASED CONJUGATED MATERIALS NONPRO $120,000 $120,000
LUCHT, B. INVESTIGATION OF NOVEL THERMOCHROMIC COLORANTS FOR PERSONAL PRIPRO $99,152 $49,576
LUCHT, B. RFG: THERMOCHROMISM OF POLY(3-ALKYLTHIOPHENE)S NSF $638,291 $217,019
LUCHT, B. DEVELOPMENT OF CONJUGATED MATERIALS CONTAINING PHOSPHORUS NSF $440,264 $294,977
LUCHT, B. DEVELOPMENT OF THERMOCHROMIC PIGMENTS FOR IMPROVED FOOD... USDA $398,412 $199,206
LUCHT, B. DEVELOPMENT OF NAVAL THERMOCHROMIC PIGMENTS FOR PERSONAL... PR IPRO $35,000 $17,500
LUCHT, B. THERMOCHROMIC AND THERMOFLUORESCENT PIGMENTS FOR ANTI-... FEDSUB $59,906 $29,953
LUCHT, B. THERMALLY STABILIZED ELECTROLYTES FOR LITHIUM ION BATTERIES NSF $186,672 $186,672
LUCHT, B. DEVELOPMENT OF THERMALLY STABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES WITH.. FEDSUB $20,000 $20,000
OXLEY, J. POLYMORPH EXAMINATION OF 5 TYPES RDX ARMY $65,000 $32,500
OXLEY, J. DESTRUCTION OF TNT BY IMPACT OF BULLET CONTAINING WITH HYPER FEDSUB $150,000 $75,000
SMITH, J. POLYMORPH EXAMINATION OF 5 TYPES RDX ARMY $65,000 $32,500
SMITH, J. DESTRUCTION OF TNT BY IMPACT OF BULLET CONTAINING WITH HYPER FEDSUB $150,000 $75,000
Total for Department $2,520,089CHEMISTRY
COMMUNICATION STUDIES
MUNDORF, N. CHANGE STRATEGIES TO PROMOTE SAFE TRANSPORTATION BEHAVIOR STATE $46,974 $46,974
Total for Department $46,974COMMUNICATION STUDIES
COMPUTER SCIENCE/STATISTICS
DIPIPPO, L. REAL TIME DATA DISTRIBUTION ASYNCHRONOUS NETWORK COMMUNICA.. NSF $738,507 $332,328
DIPIPPO, L. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND SCHEDULING FOR DYNAMIC DISTRIBUTED.. NSF $799,780 $399,890
DIPIPPO, L. NMI DEVELOPMENT: COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: MIDDLEWARE SERVICES NSF $499,319 $299,591
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DIPIPPO, L. REU SITE: COMPUTER FORENSICS NSF $477,581 $95,516
DIPIPPO, L. COMPUTER AND NETWORK FORENSICS CAPACITY BUILDING NSF $299,946 $59,989
FAY-WOLFE, V. REU SITE: COMPUTER FORENSICS NSF $477,581 $191,032
FAY-WOLFE, V. COMPUTER AND NETWORK FORENSICS CAPACITY BUILDING NSF $299,946 $119,978
FAY-WOLFE, V. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND SCHEDULING FOR DYNAMIC DISTRIBUTED.. NSF $799,780 $399,890
FAY-WOLFE, V. NMI DEVELOPMENT: COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: MIDDLEWARE SERVICES NSF $499,319 $199,728
FAY-WOLFE, V. REAL TIME DATA DISTRIBUTION ASYNCHRONOUS NETWORK COMMUNICA.. NSF $738,507 $73,851
GONZALEZ, L. AGRIN, AMYLOID AND ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE FEDSUB $55,770 $55,770
GONZALEZ, L. FGF-2 RESTORATION OF A DEFECTIVE BLOOD-BRAIN BARRIER FEDSUB $41,827 $41,827
GONZALEZ, L. CI - EVALUATE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN WATER QUALITY, SEAGRASS. INT $99,500 $47,760
HAMEL, L. EXPLORATION OF NOVEL METHODS TO VISUALIZE GENOME EVOLUTION FEDSUB $95,803 $95,803
HANUMARA, R. DETERMINE OSTEOLYSIS THRESHOLD IN TOTAL KNEE REPLACEMENT HHS $1,611,052 $64,442
HENRY, T. REAL TIME DATA DISTRIBUTION ASYNCHRONOUS NETWORK COMMUNICA.. NSF $738,507 $332,328
HENRY, T. REU SITE: COMPUTER FORENSICS NSF $477,581 $95,516
HENRY, T. COMPUTER AND NETWORK FORENSICS CAPACITY BUILDING NSF $299,946 $59,989
HERVE, J. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $22,500 $5,625
HERVE, J. A NOVEL METHOD FOR IN SITU EYE MOVEMENT DATA COLLECTION AND NSF $996,431 $249,108
KOWALSKI, J. REU SITE: COMPUTER FORENSICS NSF $477,581 $95,516
KOWALSKI, J. COMPUTER AND NETWORK FORENSICS CAPACITY BUILDING NSF $299,946 $59,989
PECKHAM, J. RE FOR YOU: AN REU SITE FOR GRAPHICS RESEARCH IN RHODE ISLAN NSF $348,948 $174,474
PECKHAM, J. INTERNATIONAL TRAINING CENTER FOR HEALTH INFORMATICS HHS $1,247,473 $623,737
PECKHAM, J. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $22,500 $5,625
PECKHAM, J. USING REAL-TIME TRAFFIC DATA TO IMPROVE TRAFFIC FLOW FEDSUB $50,826 $12,707
PECKHAM, J. SCHOLARSHIPS TO PROMOTE MULTIDISCIPLINARY PARTNERSHIPS IN... NSF $400,000 $48,000
STEPHENSON, P. RE FOR YOU: AN REU SITE FOR GRAPHICS RESEARCH IN RHODE ISLAN NSF $348,948 $174,474
Total for Department $4,414,484COMPUTER SCIENCE/STATISTICS
DEAN'S OFFICE
GORMAN, K. FOOD STAMP OUTREACH PROJECT STATE $262,014 $262,014
GORMAN, K. FOOD STAMP OUTREACH PROJECT STATE $262,014 $262,014
GORMAN, K. EFFECTS OF FOOD STAMP PARTICIPATION ON LOW-INCOME CHILDREN.. USDA $25,347 $25,347
TOURIGNY, R. GREAT PERFORMANCES 2004-2005 SERIES SEASON SUPPORT GRANT STATE $12,000 $12,000
Total for Department $561,375DEAN'S OFFICE
ECONOMICS
BURKETT, J. THE ECONOMICS OF ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE HHS $396,000 $396,000
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Total for Department $396,000ECONOMICS
ENGLISH
STEIN, K. PROJECT CECILS: CREATING EDUCATED COMMUNITIES OF INFORMATION OFA $245,553 $49,111
Total for Department $49,111ENGLISH
HISTORY
JENSEN, J. THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF WORLD WAR II.. DOC $345,642 $27,651
JENSEN, J. CI - SENSING SHIPWRECKS: CHEMICAL SENSORS MARINE MAGNETOMETE DOC $186,528 $27,979
JOSEPH, P. WAITING TILL THE MIDNIGHT HOUR NONPRO $2,500 $2,500
MATHER, I. CI - SENSING SHIPWRECKS: CHEMICAL SENSORS MARINE MAGNETOMETE DOC $186,528 $65,285
MATHER, I. THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF WORLD WAR II.. DOC $345,642 $27,651
Total for Department $151,067HISTORY
JOURNALISM
WARD, M. IMPROVING CLIMATE SCIENCE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN SCIENTISTS NSF $166,838 $141,812
Total for Department $141,812JOURNALISM
LANGUAGES
GRANDIN, J. STRENGTHENING UNDERGRADUATE ENGINEERING THROUGH INTERNAL... NSF $411,226 $411,226
GRANDIN, J. SUPPORT FOR A DUAL DEGREE PROGRAM WITH THE TECHNICAL UNIV... MISC $327,128 $327,128
GRANDIN, J. IGERT-INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS IN MULTISCALE MATERIALS... NSF $3,399,750 $373,973
Total for Department $1,112,327LANGUAGES
LIBRARY AND INFORMATION STUDIES
CARSON, C. THE YANKEE CONSORTIUM: A STUDY OF THE NEW ENGLAND LIBRARY MISC $47,198 $47,198
HAVENER, W. PROJECT CECILS: CREATING EDUCATED COMMUNITIES OF INFORMATION OFA $245,553 $49,111
MCCARTHY, C. PROJECT CECILS: CREATING EDUCATED COMMUNITIES OF INFORMATION OFA $245,553 $98,221
Total for Department $194,530LIBRARY AND INFORMATION STUDIES
MATHEMATICS
DOBRUSHKIN, V. SIMULATION OF STRESS EVOLUTION AND TRANSPORT PROCESSES IN... NSF $221,510 $210,435
GROVE, E. DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS FOR UNDERSTANDING THE DYNAMICS OF BIO.. FEDSUB $405,132 $202,566
LADAS, G. DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS FOR UNDERSTANDING THE DYNAMICS OF BIO.. FEDSUB $405,132 $202,566
PAKULA, L. SIMULATION OF STRESS EVOLUTION AND TRANSPORT PROCESSES IN... NSF $221,510 $11,076
WU, L. APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELING TO INVESTIGATIONS OF... NSF $300,220 $150,110
WU, L. SCHOLARSHIPS TO PROMOTE MULTIDISCIPLINARY PARTNERSHIPS IN... NSF $400,000 $48,000
Total for Department $824,752MATHEMATICS
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PHYSICS
KAHN, L. PROGRAM FOR EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE STATE $17,927 $5,916
KAHN, L. PROGRAM FOR EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE STATE $75,280 $24,842
MEYEROVICH, A. TAILORING THE HAMILTONIAN AND PROPERTIES OF A NANOSYSTEM VIA FEDSUB $324,460 $324,460
MULLER, G. DYNAMICS OF INTEGRABLE QUANTUM MANY-BODY SYSTEMS NSF $235,668 $235,668
Total for Department $590,886PHYSICS
POLITICAL SCIENCE
HENNESSEY, T. SUBURBAN SPRAWL AND DISTURBED LANDSCAPE: DECISION MAKING... NSF $1,998,825 $99,941
Total for Department $99,941POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
BOWLEG, L. COMING OUT IN CULTURAL CONTEXT: BLACK LGBS AND THE PSYCHO.. NONPRO $40,000 $40,000
BRADY, S. LITERACY, LANGUAGE AND CULTURE EDUC $3,476,820 $1,738,410
COLLYER, C. INDIVIDUAL PERCEPTIONS OF VIOLENCE NSF $209,791 $209,791
DEMESQUITA, P. CHANGE ASSOCIATED WITH READINESS, EDUCATION, AND EFFICACY... NSF $2,080,446 $520,112
FLORIN, P. EVALUATION OF RHODE ISLAND STATE INCENTIVE GRANT STATE $175,000 $87,500
HALL, K. INTEGRATIVE ANALYSES FOR OPTIMAL TAILORING HHS $100,000 $100,000
HALL, K. INTEGRATIVE ANALYSES: ENHANCING OPTIMAL TAILORING FOR CANCER NONPRO $124,000 $124,000
STEVENSON, J. EVALUATION OF RHODE ISLAND STATE INCENTIVE GRANT STATE $175,000 $87,500
VARNA-GARIS, A. COLLABORATIVE AGREEMENT WITH URI PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSULTATION STATE $46,456 $46,456
WALLS, T. IGERT: DEVELOPMENTAL SCIENCE NSF $2,629,454 $394,418
Total for Department $3,348,187PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY
VAN WYK, J. ORGANIZATIONS INDIVIDUALS AND SCIENTIFIC MISCONDUCT HHS $124,322 $124,322
Total for Department $124,322SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY
WOMEN'S STUDIES
HUGHES, D. BEST PRACTICES TO ADDRESS THE DEMAND SIDE OF SEX TRAFFICKING OFA $49,969 $49,969
Total for Department $49,969WOMEN'S STUDIES
Total for College or Unit $42,424,283COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MANAGEMENT
COMERFORD, R. ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY "HELPING HANDLE" NONPRO $20,000 $6,800
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COMERFORD, R. LIGHT GUIDED ENVIRONMENTAL DEVICE NONPRO $16,500 $5,445
COMERFORD, R. WEB BROWSER SOFTWARE WITH SINGLE SWITCH INTERFACE FOR PDA... NONPRO $20,000 $6,600
COMERFORD, R. AUTOMATED PAGE TURNER NONPRO $17,000 $5,610
Total for Department $24,455MANAGEMENT
RESEARCH CENTER FOR BUSINESS ECONOMICS
PAQUIN, J. NINIGRET PARK FUTURE USE AND DEVELOPMENT MUNICI $5,000 $5,000
Total for Department $5,000RESEARCH CENTER FOR BUSINESS ECONOMICS
Total for College or Unit $29,455COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
CONTINUING EDUCATION
FERSZT, E. BIO TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION PROGRAM STATE $100,000 $50,000
FERSZT, E. GEAR UP - GAP AND PREP FEDSUB $41,746 $20,873
FERSZT, E. URI GUARANTEED ADMISSION PROGRAM - HOPE HIGH SCHOOL STATE $75,000 $37,500
MCCRAY, J. URI GUARANTEED ADMISSION PROGRAM - HOPE HIGH SCHOOL STATE $75,000 $37,500
MCCRAY, J. GAP/SPTD MISC $5,000 $5,000
MCCRAY, J. GEAR UP - GAP AND PREP FEDSUB $41,746 $20,873
NARDONE, V. BIO TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION PROGRAM STATE $100,000 $50,000
Total for Department $221,746CONTINUING EDUCATION
LABOR RESEARCH CENTER
BODAH, M. A STUDY OF CHILDCARE RATES IN RHODE ISLAND STATE $14,683 $14,683
BODAH, M. PROJECT LABOR AGREEMENTS NONPRO $138,734 $138,734
Total for Department $153,417LABOR RESEARCH CENTER
Total for College or Unit $375,163COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
BARNETT, S. FLAME RETARDANTS AS PERSISTANT BIOACCUMULATIVE TOXICS E P A $10,000 $10,000
BARNETT, S. ERP METRICS IN THE RI AUTOBODY INDUSTRY E P A $80,000 $20,000
BARNETT, S. LEAD PAINT SAFE GRANT STATE $24,975 $6,244
BARNETT, S. POLLUTION PREVENTION ASSESSMENTS IN THE WOONASQUATUCKET... STATE $53,333 $ 0
BOSE, A. NANOSCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY YOUNG SCIENTIST EXCHANGE VISIT... NSF $67,860 $67,860
BOSE, A. A CONTINUOUS MAGNETIC-FIELD REACTOR FOR SCAVENGING METALS... FEDSUB $99,985 $99,985
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BOSE, A. SBIR/STTR PHASE 1: A CONTINUOUS MAGNETIC FIELD DEVICE FOR... FEDSUB $33,064 $33,064
BOSE, A. AN INTEGRATED BIOSENSOR USING RESONANCE ENERGY TRANSFER IN.. NSF $330,416 $330,416
BOSE, A. URI TRANSPORTATION CENTER DOT $1,812,000 $56,353
BROWN, R. A NEW BONDING PROCESS FOR TITANIUM ALLOYS TO CARBON... N A V Y $30,000 $30,000
BROWN, R. A COMPARISON BETWEEN METALLISING AND GALVANIZING FOR... STATE $103,111 $103,111
BROWN, R. COATING OF STEEL STRUCTURES - METALLIZING VERSUS GALVANIZING OFA $450,000 $450,000
BROWN, R. HIGH MAST POLES - SAFETY HAZARD? OFA $400,000 $400,000
BROWN, R. FIELD STUDIES OF CONCRETE CONTAINING SALTS OF AN ALKENYL... NONPRO $140,000 $70,000
BROWN, R. FIBER REINFORCED LIGHTWEIGHT SHOTCRETE FOR PATCHING AND... STATE $120,001 $48,000
BROWN, R. MODEL BASED SELECTIVE MICRO MELTING: A PROCESS FOR SURFACE.. NSF $326,673 $32,667
CRISMAN, E. IPA TO AFRL AIRFOR $123,695 $123,695
CRISMAN, E. INVESTIGATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIALIZED MATERIAL FOR... A IRFOR $161,251 $161,251
CRISMAN, E. INVESTIGATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIALIZED MATERIALS FOR.. A IRFOR $161,251 $161,251
GREENFIELD, M. PREDICTING ADDITIVE MIGRATION IN POLYMERS USING MOLECULAR... PR IPRO $40,000 $40,000
GREENFIELD, M. TESTING MODELS OF ASPHALT SYSTEM MODIFICATION USING... STATE $27,560 $27,560
GREENFIELD, M. IGERT-INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS IN MULTISCALE MATERIALS... NSF $3,399,750 $373,973
GREENFIELD, M. RFG: THERMOCHROMISM OF POLY(3-ALKYLTHIOPHENE)S NSF $638,291 $210,636
GREENFIELD, M. URI TRANSPORTATION CENTER DOT $1,812,000 $26,636
GREGORY, O. IGERT-INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS IN MULTISCALE MATERIALS... NSF $3,399,750 $407,970
GREGORY, O. HEAT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF GASEOUS FLOW IN MICRO... NSF $243,401 $121,701
GREGORY, O. SCHOLARSHIPS TO PROMOTE MULTIDISCIPLINARY PARTNERSHIPS IN... NSF $400,000 $104,000
KNICKLE, H. ADVANCED WATER TREATMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LAB... USDA $139,307 $2,786
LUCIA, A. FUNNELING ALGORITHMS AND MULTI-SCALE CHEMICAL PROCESS OPTIM. NSF $246,900 $246,900
LUCIA, A. GLOBAL TERRAIN METHODS FOR CHEMICAL PROCESS SIMULATION (REU) NSF $12,000 $12,000
PARK, E. POLLUTION PREVENTION ASSESSMENTS IN THE WOONASQUATUCKET... STATE $53,333 $53,333
PARK, E. ERP METRICS IN THE RI AUTOBODY INDUSTRY E P A $80,000 $60,000
PARK, E. LEAD PAINT SAFE GRANT STATE $24,975 $18,731
RIVERO-HUDEC, M. EXPERIMENTAL STRESS-STRAIN SYSTEM FOR TESTING BIOLOGICAL... NSF $163,296 $32,659
ROSE, V. ADVANCED WATER TREATMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LAB... USDA $139,307 $25,075
Total for Department $3,967,858CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
HUNTER, C. INCORPORATING TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING BASED INVESTIGATION STATE $29,363 $29,363
HUNTER, C. GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP IN TRANSPORTATION FEDSUB $26,078 $13,039
HUNTER, C. SCHOLARSHIPS TO PROMOTE MULTIDISCIPLINARY PARTNERSHIPS IN... NSF $400,000 $48,000
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HUNTER, C. USING REAL-TIME TRAFFIC DATA TO IMPROVE TRAFFIC FLOW FEDSUB $50,826 $12,707
LEE, K. US-KOREA JOINT WORKSHOP ON ADVANCED COMPOSITE INFRASTRUCTURE NSF $20,000 $10,000
LEE, K. DEVELOPMENT OF A PERFORMANCE BASED MIX DESIGN FOR RHODE... STATE $122,699 $122,699
LEE, K. DETERMINING THE EFFECTIVE PG GRADE OF BINDER IN RAP MIXES FEDSUB $130,000 $97,500
LEE, K. GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP IN TRANSPORTATION FEDSUB $26,078 $13,039
LEE, K. DESIGN OF EXISTING SIMPLE SPAN BRIDGES MADE CONTINUOUS STATE $75,120 $30,048
LEE, K. FIELD STUDIES OF CONCRETE CONTAINING SALTS OF AN ALKENYL... NONPRO $140,000 $70,000
LEE, K. IGERT-INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS IN MULTISCALE MATERIALS... NSF $3,399,750 $373,973
RODRIGUEZ, W. THE INFLUENCE OF TIDE INDUCED HYDRO-DYNAMICS ON THE BIO... NSF $1,632,879 $408,220
THIEM, L. ADVANCED WATER TREATMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LAB... USDA $139,307 $111,446
THIEM, L. STATE WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH INSTITUTE PROGRAM FY 2004 INT $92,524 $92,524
THOMAS, N. TRADE OFF BETWEEN CYCLIST SAFETY, BICYCLE LANE SELECTION... STATE $75,000 $75,000
THOMAS, N. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $22,500 $5,625
THOMAS, N. USING REAL-TIME TRAFFIC DATA TO IMPROVE TRAFFIC FLOW FEDSUB $50,826 $12,707
TSIATAS, G. DESIGN OF EXISTING SIMPLE SPAN BRIDGES MADE CONTINUOUS STATE $75,120 $45,072
TSIATAS, G. US-KOREA JOINT WORKSHOP ON ADVANCED COMPOSITE INFRASTRUCTURE NSF $20,000 $10,000
URISH, D. THE INFLUENCE OF TIDE INDUCED HYDRO-DYNAMICS ON THE BIO... NSF $1,632,879 $408,220
VEYERA, G. LIQUEFACTION POTENTIAL OF INORGANIC AND ORGANIC SILTS STATE $66,374 $33,187
VIATOR, O. THE INFLUENCE OF TIDE INDUCED HYDRO-DYNAMICS ON THE BIO... NSF $1,632,879 $408,220
WRIGHT, R. THE INFLUENCE OF TIDE INDUCED HYDRO-DYNAMICS ON THE BIO... NSF $1,632,879 $408,220
WRIGHT, R. WATERSHED BASED SAMPLING PROGRAM FOR THE RIVERS OF RI STATE $173,847 $173,847
Total for Department $3,012,653CIVIL/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
DEAN'S OFFICE
GREGORY, O. STRAIN GAGE DEVELOPMENT FOR SOFC APPLICATIONS FEDSUB $12,000 $12,000
GREGORY, O. FM GLOBAL RESEARCH INTERNSHIPS PRIPRO $13,886 $13,886
GREGORY, O. CERAMIC TEMPERATURE SENSORS FOR ACTIVE COMBUSTOR CONTROL NASA $634,774 $634,774
GREGORY, O. CERAMIC STRAIN GAGES FOR USE AT TEMPERATURES UP TO 1500... NASA $15,540 $15,540
GREGORY, O. FLAME SPRAYED STRAIN GAGES WITH IMPROVED DURABILITY AND LIFE NASA $14,885 $14,885
GREGORY, O. FM GLOBAL SUMMER INTERNSHIP PRIPRO $8,644 $8,644
NASSERSHARIF, B. PARTNERSHIPS RENEWING INNOVATION IN MANUFACTURING AND ENG... NSF $597,493 $298,747
Total for Department $998,475DEAN'S OFFICE
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
BOUDREAUX-BARTELS, G ITR-(NHS+ASE)-(DMC) COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: AN INTEGRATED... NSF $249,240 $249,240
BOUDREAUX-BARTELS, G RADAR WAVEFORM DESIGN, PROCESSING AND MANAGEMENT FEDSUB $30,985 $30,985
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BOUDREAUX-BARTELS, G COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: CCLI-EMD DEVELOPMENT OF ON-LINE LAB FEDSUB $34,651 $34,651
FISCHER, G. AN ACOUSTICALLY TRANSPARENT HIGH RESOLUTION SONAR ARRAY... N A V Y $108,292 $108,292
KUMARESAN, R. PERCEPTION BASED SOUND SEPARATION FOR SPEECH RECOGNITION NSF $462,460 $462,460
KUMARESAN, R. SIGNAL PROCESSING ALGORITHMS FOR ROBUST FEATURE EXTRACTION.. NSF $484,060 $484,060
LO, J. DIRECT ON-CHIP MEASUREMENT OF TIMING INFORMATION PRIPRO $391,402 $391,402
LO, J. ETR: ENHANCED NETWORK OPERATIONS VIA HIGH PERFORMANCE ADAP.. NSF $845,981 $211,495
OHLEY, W. HIGH EFFICIENCY HYPO-HYPERTHERMIA HHS $224,965 $224,965
OHLEY, W. PORTABLE WHOLE BODY RE-WARMING SYSTEM HHS $576,000 $576,000
OHLEY, W. IGERT-INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS IN MULTISCALE MATERIALS... NSF $3,399,750 $373,973
OWSLEY, N. ACOUSTIC OBSERVATORY SHALLOW WATER EXPLORATORY AND ENGIN... N A V Y $158,598 $158,598
OWSLEY, N. ROBUST DIRECTION FINDING N A V Y $84,480 $16,896
SENDAG, R. ETR: ENHANCED NETWORK OPERATIONS VIA HIGH PERFORMANCE ADAP.. NSF $845,981 $211,495
SUN, Y. UNIVERSAL CLAMP: A DIGITAL FEEDBACK CONTROL INSTRUMENT FOR.. HHS $33,333 $33,333
SUN, Y. WEB BROWSER SOFTWARE WITH SINGLE SWITCH INTERFACE FOR PDA... NONPRO $20,000 $6,800
SUN, Y. LIGHT GUIDED ENVIRONMENTAL DEVICE NONPRO $16,500 $5,610
SUN, Y. UNIVERSAL CLAMP: A DIGITAL FEEDBACK CONTROL INSTRUMENT FOR.. HHS $33,333 $33,333
SUN, Y. URI BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING INTERNSHIP AND PATIENT INTERVEN.. STATE $50,850 $25,425
SUN, Y. AUTOMATED PAGE-TURNER NONPRO $10,000 $10,000
SUN, Y. AUTOMATED PAGE TURNER NONPRO $17,000 $5,610
SUN, Y. EXPERIMENTAL STRESS-STRAIN SYSTEM FOR TESTING BIOLOGICAL... NSF $163,296 $32,659
SUN, Y. SCHOLARSHIPS TO PROMOTE MULTIDISCIPLINARY PARTNERSHIPS IN... NSF $400,000 $48,000
SUN, Y. PHYSIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTER ENGINEERING HHS $144,000 $57,600
SUN, Y. APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELING TO INVESTIGATIONS OF... NSF $300,220 $75,055
SUN, Y. ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY "HELPING HANDLE" NONPRO $20,000 $6,600
SWASZEK, P. A NOVEL METHOD FOR IN SITU EYE MOVEMENT DATA COLLECTION AND NSF $996,431 $249,108
SWASZEK, P. USING REAL-TIME TRAFFIC DATA TO IMPROVE TRAFFIC FLOW FEDSUB $50,826 $12,707
UHT, A. ETR: ENHANCED NETWORK OPERATIONS VIA HIGH PERFORMANCE ADAP.. NSF $845,981 $211,495
UHT, A. SCALABLE HIGH INSTRUCTIONS PER CYCLE MICROARCHITECTURE NSF $348,994 $348,994
VACCARO, R. ROBUST DIRECTION FINDING N A V Y $84,480 $67,584
VETTER, F. CAREER: ENGINEERING ANALYSIS OF CARDIOVASCULAR PHYSIOLOGY IN NSF $400,007 $400,007
VETTER, F. SCHOLARSHIPS TO PROMOTE MULTIDISCIPLINARY PARTNERSHIPS IN... NSF $400,000 $104,000
VETTER, F. URI BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING INTERNSHIP AND PATIENT INTERVEN.. STATE $50,850 $20,340
VETTER, F. EXPERIMENTAL STRESS-STRAIN SYSTEM FOR TESTING BIOLOGICAL... NSF $163,296 $32,659
YANG, Q. ETR: ENHANCED NETWORK OPERATIONS VIA HIGH PERFORMANCE ADAP.. NSF $845,981 $211,495
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Total for Department $5,532,926ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL/MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
DEWHURST, P. REU: A METHODOLOGY FOR THE DESIGN OF OPTIMUM STRUCTURES NSF $11,745 $11,745
MAIER-SPEREDELOZZI, MANUFACTURING BIOMEDICAL IMPLANTS USING LASER ENGINEERING... NONPRO $15,000 $15,000
MAIER-SPEREDELOZZI, EVALUATION OF THE GRADATION OF OSSEOUS AND DENTAL TISSUE HHS $1,000,000 $250,000
MAIER-SPEREDELOZZI, LEARNING COMPANION MODULES FOR ENGINEERING STATISTICS AND... NSF $99,998 $49,999
MAIER-SPEREDELOZZI, MODEL BASED SELECTIVE MICRO MELTING: A PROCESS FOR SURFACE.. NSF $326,673 $49,001
MAIER-SPEREDELOZZI, URI TRANSPORTATION CENTER DOT $1,812,000 $37,508
MAIER-SPEREDELOZZI, IGERT-INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS IN MULTISCALE MATERIALS... NSF $3,399,750 $373,973
SODHI, M. MODEL BASED SELECTIVE MICRO MELTING: A PROCESS FOR SURFACE.. NSF $326,673 $196,004
SODHI, M. DESIGN AND OPERATION OF COMMUNITY BASED RESOURCE RECOVERY... NSF $1,656 $1,656
SODHI, M. A NOVEL METHOD FOR IN SITU EYE MOVEMENT DATA COLLECTION AND NSF $996,431 $498,216
SODHI, M. BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF PEDESTRIAN DYNAMICS UNDER EMERGENCY AND NSF $22,500 $5,625
WANG, J. LEARNING COMPANION MODULES FOR ENGINEERING STATISTICS AND... NSF $99,998 $49,999
WANG, J. URI TRANSPORTATION CENTER DOT $1,812,000 $58,890
Total for Department $1,597,615INDUSTRIAL/MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING/APPLIED MECHANICS
CHELIDZE, D. PHASE II STTR: DATA DRIVEN DAMAGE DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS FEDSUB $375,000 $375,000
CHELIDZE, D. TRACKING FATIGUE-RELATED CHANGES IN MOTOR COORDINATION FEDSUB $104,445 $104,445
FAGHRI, M. HEAT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF GASEOUS FLOW IN MICRO... NSF $243,401 $121,701
FAGHRI, M. INVESTIGATION OF PHASE CHANGE IN LOW AND JITTERING GRAVITY NASA $541,763 $541,763
FAGHRI, M. IGERT-INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS IN MULTISCALE MATERIALS... NSF $3,399,750 $373,973
GHONEM, H. FATIGUE DEFORMATION AND DAMAGE MECHANISMS OF ULTRAFINE... A IRFOR $260,353 $260,353
GHONEM, H. IGERT-INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS IN MULTISCALE MATERIALS... NSF $3,399,750 $373,973
JOUANEH, M. AUTOMATED PAGE TURNER NONPRO $17,000 $5,780
JOUANEH, M. WEB BROWSER SOFTWARE WITH SINGLE SWITCH INTERFACE FOR PDA... NONPRO $20,000 $6,600
JOUANEH, M. ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY "HELPING HANDLE" NONPRO $20,000 $6,600
JOUANEH, M. LIGHT GUIDED ENVIRONMENTAL DEVICE NONPRO $16,500 $5,445
JOUANEH, M. URI BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING INTERNSHIP AND PATIENT INTERVEN.. STATE $50,850 $5,085
MEYER, D. DETERMINE OSTEOLYSIS THRESHOLD IN TOTAL KNEE REPLACEMENT HHS $1,611,052 $1,546,610
MEYER, D. EXPERIMENTAL STRESS-STRAIN SYSTEM FOR TESTING BIOLOGICAL... NSF $163,296 $32,659
MEYER, D. NEW SHAPE OPTIMIZED TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT MODEL WITH... NONPRO $100,000 $100,000
MEYER, D. NEW MICROFLUIDIC LOC TECHNIQUES USING FLOW STREAMING HHS $396,000 $131,868
ROUSSEAU, C. CAREER: PREDICTION AND MITIGATION OF SHEARING INTERFACIAL... NSF $400,275 $400,275
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ROUSSEAU, C. BLAST SHIELDING AND SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION IN LAYERED AND... ARMY $499,937 $499,937
ROUSSEAU, C. BLAST SHIELDING AND SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION IN LAYERED AND... ARMY $150,000 $150,000
ROUSSEAU, C. FUNDAMENTALS OF WAVE PROPAGATION IN COMPOSITES AND FOAM... N A V Y $299,971 $299,971
ROUSSEAU, C. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF FRACTURE AND FRICTIONAL SLIDING PER... NSF $298,088 $298,088
ROUSSEAU, C. EVALUATION OF THE GRADATION OF OSSEOUS AND DENTAL TISSUE HHS $1,000,000 $750,000
ROUSSEAU, C. CAREER: UNDERSTANDING THE BEHAVIOR OF HARD TISSUES OF THE... NSF $402,340 $402,340
ROUSSEAU, C. URI TRANSPORTATION CENTER DOT $1,812,000 $85,164
SHUKLA, A. FIBER REINFORCED LIGHTWEIGHT SHOTCRETE FOR PATCHING AND... STATE $120,001 $72,001
SHUKLA, A. REU: EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL EVALUATION OF DYNAMIC... NSF $5,000 $5,000
SHUKLA, A. EFFECT OF BLAST LOADING ON THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND... N A V Y $170,000 $170,000
SHUKLA, A. DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTERIZATION OF POLYMER PARTICULATE NANO NSF $30,700 $30,700
SHUKLA, A. DETERMINING THE EFFECTIVE PG GRADE OF BINDER IN RAP MIXES FEDSUB $130,000 $32,500
ZHANG, Z. HIGH EFFICIENCY DEVICES FOR AEROSOL DRUG DELIVERY PRIPRO $175,245 $115,662
ZHANG, Z. NEW MICROFLUIDIC LOC TECHNIQUES USING FLOW STREAMING HHS $396,000 $264,132
ZHANG, Z. MODEL BASED SELECTIVE MICRO MELTING: A PROCESS FOR SURFACE.. NSF $326,673 $49,001
ZHANG, Z. EXPERIMENTAL STRESS-STRAIN SYSTEM FOR TESTING BIOLOGICAL... NSF $163,296 $32,659
Total for Department $7,649,283MECHANICAL ENGINEERING/APPLIED MECHANICS
OCEAN ENGINEERING
BAXTER, C. LIQUEFACTION POTENTIAL OF INORGANIC AND ORGANIC SILTS STATE $66,374 $33,187
BAXTER, C. NEESR II: MECHANISMS AND IMPLICATIONS OF TIME DEPENDENT... FEDSUB $128,619 $128,619
BAXTER, C. INVESTIGATION OF THE 1929 GRAND BANKS TSUNAMOGENIC LANDSLIDE NSF $304,012 $76,003
BAXTER, C. ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR CHARACTERIZING DEEP... PR IPRO $91,865 $22,966
GRILLI, S. DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH SPEED METHODS FOR THE COMPUTATION OF 3D N A V Y $387,767 $387,767
GRILLI, S. NSF GC PROPOSAL: LANDSLIDE EXPERIMENTS AND SOURCE MODELING FEDSUB $376,694 $376,694
GRILLI, S. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: A WEB ACCESSIBLE TSUNAMI SIMULATOR.. NSF $751,539 $601,231
GRILLI, S. INVESTIGATION OF THE 1929 GRAND BANKS TSUNAMOGENIC LANDSLIDE NSF $304,012 $76,003
HU, S. IMPROVED MODEL FOR ACCURATE HEIGHT DETERMINATION IN HYPER... N A V Y $14,574 $14,574
HU, S. MODELING OF HYDRO-ACOUSTIC GENERATION, TRANSMISSION AND... N A V Y $162,914 $81,457
MILLER, J. LONG RANGE SEDIMENT TOMOGRAPHY: DEVELOPING ADVANCED EXPERI.. N A V Y $405,000 $202,500
MILLER, J. GEOACOUSTIC DATABASE DEVELOPMENT FOR THE ESME INITIATIVE N A V Y $25,000 $12,500
MILLER, J. DETECTION OF NEKTON WITH A BOTTOM MOUNTED ACOUSTIC CURTAIN FEDSUB $258,955 $51,791
MILLER, J. URI TRANSPORTATION CENTER DOT $1,812,000 $56,172
MORAN, K. INVESTIGATION OF THE 1929 GRAND BANKS TSUNAMOGENIC LANDSLIDE NSF $304,012 $152,006
MORAN, K. EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF PISTON CORE GEOTECHNICAL... PR IPRO $5,411 $5,411
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MORAN, K. ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR CHARACTERIZING DEEP... PR IPRO $91,865 $68,899
MORAN, K. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: A WEB ACCESSIBLE TSUNAMI SIMULATOR.. NSF $751,539 $150,308
POTTY, G. LONG RANGE SEDIMENT TOMOGRAPHY: DEVELOPING ADVANCED EXPERI.. N A V Y $405,000 $202,500
POTTY, G. GEOACOUSTIC DATABASE DEVELOPMENT FOR THE ESME INITIATIVE N A V Y $25,000 $12,500
RESSLER, J. EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF PISTON CORE GEOTECHNICAL... PR IPRO $5,411 $ 0
SPAULDING, M. ESTIMATING OIL RELEASE RATES FROM SUNKEN VESSELS IN DEEP... DOC $164,413 $164,413
SPAULDING, M. TASKS 1.2A WAVES ANALYSIS AND 1.3A BATHYMETRIC SURVEY FOR... STATE $49,954 $49,954
STEPANISHEN, P. MODELING OF HYDRO-ACOUSTIC GENERATION, TRANSMISSION AND... N A V Y $162,914 $81,457
TYCE, R. IGERT-INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS IN MULTISCALE MATERIALS... NSF $3,399,750 $373,973
Total for Department $3,382,884OCEAN ENGINEERING
Total for College or Unit $26,141,695COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES
COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS
KAROW, C. ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL SYSTEM DYSPHAGIA TRAINING PROGRAM STATE $108,000 $54,000
KAROW, C. ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL SYSTEM COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS STATE $71,100 $35,550
KAROW, C. TRAINING AND SERVICE DELIVERY IN COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS STATE $28,728 $14,364
KIM, M. SEMANTICALLY ENHANCED VERB RETRIEVAL TREATMENT HHS $187,500 $187,500
KOVARSKY, D. LITERACY, LANGUAGE AND CULTURE EDUC $3,476,820 $695,364
KOVARSKY, D. IGERT: DEVELOPMENTAL SCIENCE NSF $2,629,454 $394,418
SINGER, J. ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL SYSTEM COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS STATE $71,100 $35,550
SINGER, J. TRAINING AND SERVICE DELIVERY IN COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS STATE $28,728 $14,364
SINGER, J. ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL SYSTEM DYSPHAGIA TRAINING PROGRAM STATE $108,000 $54,000
Total for Department $1,485,110COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS
DEAN'S OFFICE
MATHEWS, D. RECERTIFICATION PROGRAM EVALUATOR - RIDE STATE $94,932 $47,466
MATHEWS, D. TRAINING FOR STAFF OF THE DCYF STATE $32,823 $16,412
MATHEWS, D. TRAINING FOR STAFF RI/DCYF STATE $270,799 $135,400
MICHAUD, C. RECERTIFICATION PROGRAM EVALUATOR - RIDE STATE $94,932 $47,466
Total for Department $246,743DEAN'S OFFICE
EDUCATION
ADAMY, P. RI TEACHER EDUCATION RENEWAL (RITER) EDUC $7,556,404 $3,778,202
ADAMY, P. RI TEACHER EDUCATION RENEWAL (RITER) EDUC $7,645,000 $3,822,500
BOULMETIS, J. TRAINING FOR STAFF OF DEPT. OF HUMAN SERVICES STATE $199,853 $99,927
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BOULMETIS, J. TRAINING FOR STAFF OF THE DCYF STATE $32,823 $16,412
BOULMETIS, J. TRAINING FOR STAFF RI/DCYF STATE $270,799 $135,400
BRAND, S. RI DEPT. OF EDUCATION (RIDE) URI/NCPE STATE $810,000 $202,500
BRAND, S. RHODE ISLAND DEPT. OF EDUCATION (RIDE)/URI/NCPE STATE $838,380 $209,595
BYRD, D. PROGRAM FOR EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE STATE $75,280 $24,842
BYRD, D. RI TEACHER EDUCATION RENEWAL (RITER) EDUC $7,645,000 $3,822,500
BYRD, D. RI TEACHER EDUCATION RENEWAL (RITER) EDUC $7,556,404 $3,778,202
BYRD, D. PROGRAM FOR EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE STATE $17,927 $5,916
DEENEY, T. LITERACY, LANGUAGE AND CULTURE EDUC $3,476,820 $1,043,046
DIORIO, R. I-PLAN SUPPORT SERVICES STATE $1,964,519 $491,130
DOLAN, C. I-PLAN SUPPORT SERVICES STATE $1,964,519 $982,260
DUMAS, T. RHODE ISLAND DEPT. OF EDUCATION (RIDE)/URI/NCPE STATE $838,380 $209,595
DUMAS, T. RI DEPT. OF EDUCATION (RIDE) URI/NCPE STATE $810,000 $202,500
EICHINGER, J. SPECIAL EDUCATION INFUSION FACULTY SUPPORT STATE $17,812 $17,812
EICHINGER, J. PREPARING GENERAL EDUCATION TEACHERS TO WORK SUCCESSFULLY... STATE $79,002 $79,002
FELNER, R. RI DEPT. OF EDUCATION (RIDE) URI/NCPE STATE $810,000 $202,500
FELNER, R. RHODE ISLAND DEPT. OF EDUCATION (RIDE)/URI/NCPE STATE $838,380 $209,595
GUGLIELMI, K. I-PLAN SUPPORT SERVICES STATE $1,964,519 $491,130
GUGLIELMI, K. CHANGE ASSOCIATED WITH READINESS, EDUCATION, AND EFFICACY... NSF $2,080,446 $520,112
MATHEWS, D. TRAINING FOR STAFF OF DEPT. OF HUMAN SERVICES STATE $199,853 $99,927
MICHAUD, C. ENHANCING EDUCATION THROUGH TECHNOLOGY - E2T3 MUNICI $309,420 $309,420
ROY, F. THE TRUST PROJECT: TEACHERS RESEARCHING UNDERSTANDING AND... NSF $1,566,024 $783,012
ROY, F. FALL RIVER TRUST PROJECT: TEACHERS RESEARCHING STUDENT... MUNICI $23,640 $23,640
ROY, F. FALL RIVER ALGEBRA PROJECT EDUC $968,100 $580,860
SEITSINGER, A. THE TRUST PROJECT: TEACHERS RESEARCHING UNDERSTANDING AND... NSF $1,566,024 $313,205
SEITSINGER, A. RI DEPT. OF EDUCATION (RIDE) URI/NCPE STATE $810,000 $202,500
SEITSINGER, A. RHODE ISLAND DEPT. OF EDUCATION (RIDE)/URI/NCPE STATE $838,380 $209,595
SHIM, M. FALL RIVER ALGEBRA PROJECT EDUC $968,100 $387,240
SHIM, M. THE TRUST PROJECT: TEACHERS RESEARCHING UNDERSTANDING AND... NSF $1,566,024 $469,807
YOUNG, B. CHANGE ASSOCIATED WITH READINESS, EDUCATION, AND EFFICACY... NSF $2,080,446 $520,112
Total for Department $24,243,992EDUCATION
GERONTOLOGY
CLARK, P. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $714,025
CLARK, P. RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER HHS $432,000 $432,000
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CLARK, P. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $714,025
CLARK, P. BEHAVIOR CHANGE CONSORTIUM: NUTRITION WORKING GROUP DIETARY HHS $290,348 $29,035
Total for Department $1,889,084GERONTOLOGY
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT/COUNSELING/FAMILY STUDIES
ANDERSON, J. SAVING PAYS! PR IPRO $140,299 $140,299
ANDERSON, J. MONEY TALKS, ARE YOU LISTENING? NONPRO $73,611 $73,611
CLARK, P. IGERT: DEVELOPMENTAL SCIENCE NSF $2,629,454 $394,418
HORM, D. ENHANCING THE FOCUS ON INCLUSION IN EARLY CHILDHOOD THROUGH STATE $4,689 $4,689
HORM, D. IGERT: DEVELOPMENTAL SCIENCE NSF $2,629,454 $394,418
KERBEL, C. SAVING PAYS! PR IPRO $140,299 $ 0
KERBEL, C. MONEY TALKS, ARE YOU LISTENING? NONPRO $73,611 $ 0
NEWMAN, B. IGERT: DEVELOPMENTAL SCIENCE NSF $2,629,454 $1,051,782
SAUNDERS, S. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $357,012
SAUNDERS, S. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $357,012
SCHAFFRAN, J. MEDICAID MATCH FOR EARLY INTERVENTION PROJECT STATE $58,068 $58,068
SCHAFFRAN, J. RI EARLY INTERVENTION TRAINING CENTER PROJECT STATE $234,494 $234,494
SCHAFFRAN, J. SAFETY BELT USAGE RATES AT HIGH SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES STATE $25,400 $ 0
Total for Department $3,065,803HUMAN DEVELOPMENT/COUNSELING/FAMILY STUDIES
KINNESIOLOGY (FORMERLY PHYSICAL ED. & EXERCISE SCI
BLISSMER, B. EFFICACY OF A HOME-BASED WEIGHT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM HHS $3,478,156 $347,816
RIEBE, D. EFFICACY OF A HOME-BASED WEIGHT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM HHS $3,478,156 $1,739,078
Total for Department $2,086,894KINNESIOLOGY (FORMERLY PHYSICAL ED. & EXERCISE SCI
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/HEALTH/RECREATION
BALLINGER, D. NUTRITION AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY OF K-12 RI YOUTH EDUC $1,449,504 $1,449,504
BLISSMER, B. MULTIPLE BEHAVIOR CHANGE FOR CANCER PREVENTION HHS $579,249 $579,249
BLISSMER, B. MULTIPLE BEHAVIOR CHANGE FOR CANCER PREVENTION NONPRO $602,178 $602,178
BLISSMER, B. MULTIPLE BEHAVIOR CHANGE FOR CANCER PREVENTION NONPRO $589,397 $589,397
BLISSMER, B. BEHAVIOR CHANGE FOR OBESITY PREVENTION IN YOUNG ADULTS USDA $1,127,707 $ 0
MANFREDI, T. EXERCISE SCIENCE COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT WITH SLATER HOSPITAL STATE $51,804 $51,804
RIEBE, D. A COLLABORATIVE AGREEMENT WITH ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL STATE $32,302 $32,302
RIEBE, D. BEHAVIOR CHANGE FOR OBESITY PREVENTION IN YOUNG ADULTS USDA $1,127,707 $ 0
RIEBE, D. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $357,012
RIEBE, D. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $357,012
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Total for Department $4,018,459PHYSICAL EDUCATION/HEALTH/RECREATION
PHYSICAL THERAPY
MCLINDEN, J. PT CONSULTANT - ZAMBARANO/ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL STATE $71,370 $35,685
MCLINDEN, J. URI-MHRH COLLABORATIVE AGREEMENT OF PHYSICAL THERAPY... STATE $485,288 $242,644
MCLINDEN, J. PT REHABILITATION AND TRAINING-OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST STATE $79,300 $39,650
MCLINDEN, J. PT REHABILITATION AND TRAINING-PHYSICAL THERAPIST#3 STATE $79,300 $39,650
ROUSH, S. CHANGING THE CULTURE: ENHANCING THE INCLUSION AND RETENTION EDUC $277,459 $83,238
ROWINSKI, M. PT CONSULTANT - ZAMBARANO/ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL STATE $71,370 $35,685
ROWINSKI, M. URI-MHRH COLLABORATIVE AGREEMENT OF PHYSICAL THERAPY... STATE $485,288 $242,644
ROWINSKI, M. PT REHABILITATION AND TRAINING-OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST STATE $79,300 $39,650
ROWINSKI, M. PT REHABILITATION AND TRAINING-PHYSICAL THERAPIST#3 STATE $79,300 $39,650
ROWINSKI, M. GRADUATE ASSISTANTS AT ELEANOR SLATER HOSPITAL STATE $130,640 $130,640
ROWINSKI, M. OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AT ESH 1 STATE $79,300 $79,300
ROWINSKI, M. PHYSICAL THERAPY CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AT ESH - 3 PT STATE $208,000 $208,000
Total for Department $1,216,436PHYSICAL THERAPY
TEXTILES/FASHION MERCHANDISING/DESIGN
BIDE, M. DEVELOPMENT OF A BIOLOGICALLY-ACTIVE SMALL DIAMETER VASCULAR FEDSUB $32,704 $32,704
BIDE, M. NANOFIBER TECHNOLOGY IN SMALL DIAMETER GRAFTS PHASE II FEDSUB $97,918 $97,918
BIDE, M. QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF TEXTILE PRINT IMAGE QUALITY FEDSUB $40,463 $40,463
BIDE, M. BIOACTIVE TEXTILES: INHERENT ANTIMICROBIAL AND ANTIFUNGAL... ARMY $20,000 $20,000
BIDE, M. AATCC TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION PROGRAM PRIPRO $5,970 $5,970
BIDE, M. DEVELOPMENT OF INFECTION RESISTANT SUTURES FEDSUB $30,000 $30,000
BIDE, M. CELLULAR ENCAPSULATION INTO POROUS ALGINATE FIBERS FEDSUB $28,716 $28,716
ORDONEZ, M. AT THE CROSSING: MIDWESTERN CRIB QUILTS AND THE INTERSECTION NONPRO $3,075 $3,075
Total for Department $258,846TEXTILES/FASHION MERCHANDISING/DESIGN
Total for College or Unit $38,511,367COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES
COLLEGE OF NURSING
NURSING
BURBANK, P. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $178,506
BURBANK, P. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $178,506
CIRILLO, L. BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS IN BIOTERRORISM AND HOSPITAL PREPARED STATE $118,995 $118,995
FERSZT, G. QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT: PSYCHIATRIC PATIENTS NONPRO $9,000 $9,000
JOSEPH, D. A DECADE COMPARISON: PRETERM MOTOR AND SCHOOL PERFORMANCE HHS $350,980 $350,980
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MERCER, J. EFFECTS OF DELAYED CORD CLAMPING IN VLBW INFANTS HHS $121,733 $121,733
MERCER, J. GRADUATE PROGRAM IN NURSE MIDWIFERY HHS $264,400 $264,400
PADULA, C. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $178,506
PADULA, C. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $178,506
SCHWARTZ, M. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $495,002
SCHWARTZ-BARCOTT, D. ADVANCED EDUCATION NURSING TRAINEESHIP PROGRAM HHS $607,610 $607,610
SULLIVAN, M. LONGITUDINAL TRAJECTORIES OF ADOLESCENTS BORN PRETERM HHS $297,790 $297,790
Total for Department $2,979,534NURSING
Total for College or Unit $2,979,534COLLEGE OF NURSING
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
APPLIED PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
AKHLAGHI, F. MONITORING OF MYCOPHENOLIC ACID IN SALIVA PRIPRO $101,343 $101,343
BEAULIEU, W. RI VETERANS HOME PHARMACY REVIEW STATE $24,000 $21,600
BEAULIEU, W. URI PHARAMACEUTICAL EVALUATION AND QUALITY ASSESSMENT STATE $75,059 $37,530
BEAULIEU, W. RI VETERANS HOME CONSULTING STATE $58,000 $52,200
BEAULIEU, W. RI VETERANS HOME PHARMACY REVIEW STATE $24,000 $21,600
BEAULIEU, W. URI PHARMACEUTICAL EVALUATION AND QUALITY ASSESSMENT STATE $75,220 $37,610
BEAULIEU, W. CLINICAL SUPPLIES/SUPPORT FOR NIA PROTOCOL STUDY #2003-307 HHS $66,011 $23,104
GOLDSTEIN, E. RHODE TO INDEPENDENCE - MEDICAID INFRASTRUCTURE GRANT HHS $500,000 $450,000
KOGUT, S. VALIDATION OF A TOOL TO MEASURE DRUG KNOWLEDGE: EVALUATING.. HHS $32,031 $ 0
KOGUT, S. URI HUMC/RIDOA COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT STATE $245,454 $122,727
LARRAT, E. RHODE TO INDEPENDENCE - MEDICAID INFRASTRUCTURE GRANT HHS $500,000 $50,000
LARRAT, E. REAL CHOICES SYSTEMS CHANGE COORDINATION HHS $70,000 $7,000
LARRAT, E. URI HUMC/RIDOA COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT STATE $245,454 $122,727
LARRAT, E. MEDICAL RECORDS DEMONSTRATION PROJECT STATE $165,000 $82,500
LOW, G. VALIDATION OF A TOOL TO MEASURE DRUG KNOWLEDGE: EVALUATING.. HHS $32,031 $32,031
NEEDHAM, T. URI PHARMACEUTICAL EVALUATION AND QUALITY ASSESSMENT STATE $75,220 $37,610
NEEDHAM, T. CLINICAL SUPPLIES/SUPPORT FOR NIA PROTOCOL STUDY #2003-307 HHS $66,011 $33,006
NEEDHAM, T. RI VETERANS HOME PHARMACY REVIEW STATE $24,000 $2,400
NEEDHAM, T. URI PHARAMACEUTICAL EVALUATION AND QUALITY ASSESSMENT STATE $75,059 $37,530
NEEDHAM, T. RI VETERANS HOME CONSULTING STATE $58,000 $5,800
NEEDHAM, T. RI VETERANS HOME PHARMACY REVIEW STATE $24,000 $2,400
ROSENBAUM, S. ACADEMIC AND INDUSTRIAL FELLOWSHIP PRIPRO $106,000 $106,000
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ZIA, H. HIGH EFFICIENCY DEVICES FOR AEROSOL DRUG DELIVERY PRIPRO $175,245 $59,583
ZIA, H. CLINICAL SUPPLIES/SUPPORT FOR NIA PROTOCOL STUDY #2003-307 HHS $66,011 $9,902
Total for Department $1,456,201APPLIED PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
CHICHESTER, C. INTERNATIONAL TRAINING CENTER FOR HEALTH INFORMATICS HHS $1,247,473 $623,737
CHO, B. SEQUENCE EFFECTS OF AF-MODIFIED DNA STRUCTURES HHS $278,435 $278,435
HILLIARD, D. LABORATORY ACCREDITATION STATE $130,000 $130,000
KING, R. ESTROGEN SULFOTRANSFERASE MODULATORS AND ENDOCRINE FUNCTION NONPRO $80,000 $80,000
PARANG, K. THE MECHANISTIC STUDY OF BISUBSTRATE ANALOGS AS INHIBITORS NSF $690,827 $552,662
PARANG, K. SOLID PHASE SYNTHETIC STRATEGIES FOR THE PHOSPHORYLATION AND NSF $594,055 $594,055
PARANG, K. BISUBSTRATE INHIBITORS OF PROTEIN TYROSINE KINASES NONPRO $450,000 $450,000
PARANG, K. NOVEL BIFUNCTIONAL ANTI-HIV-1 AGENTS AS MICROBICIDES WITH... FEDSUB $75,000 $75,000
PARANG, K. SOLID PHASE REAGENTS FOR SELECTIVE MONOPHOSPHORYLATION AND.. NSF $693,405 $554,724
PARANG, K. MECHANISTIC AND RATIONAL DESIGN OF INHIBITORS FOR SRC... HHS $1,008,000 $1,008,000
PARANG, K. MECHANISTIC STUDIES AND INHIBITOR DESIGN FOR PROTEIN TYROSIN NONPRO $714,543 $178,636
PARANG, K. MECHANISM OF PTK SUBSTRATE RECOGNITION AND SPECIFICITY HHS $864,000 $172,800
PARANG, K. MECHANISTIC STUDIES AND INHIBITOR DESIGN FOR PROTEIN... NONPRO $714,543 $214,363
RODGERS, R. APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELING TO INVESTIGATIONS OF... NSF $300,220 $75,055
ROWLEY, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: ANTAGONISTIC BACTERIAL INTERACTIONS NSF $249,868 $249,868
ROWLEY, D. EXPLORATION OF THE MARINE SUBSURFACE ENVIRONMENT FOR NOVEL.. DOC $599,118 $299,559
ROWLEY, D. ACQUISITION OF FIELD LABORATORY FOR STUDY OF SUBSEAFLOOR... NSF $355,670 $35,567
ROWLEY, D. THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF WORLD WAR II.. DOC $345,642 $27,651
SHAIKH, Z. RI NETWORK FOR MOLECULAR TOXICOLOGY HHS $16,653,121 $16,653,121
SHIMIZU, Y. NEW ANTICANCER DRUGS FROM CULTURED AND COLLECTED MARINE... FEDSUB $181,208 $181,208
YAN, B. FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF DEC1 TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR HHS $1,800,000 $1,800,000
YAN, B. MOLECULAR TOXICOLOGY OF CARBOXYLESTERASES HHS $307,800 $307,800
ZAWIA, N. FETAL PB EXPOSURE AND NEURODEGENERATION IN AGING BRAINS HHS $432,000 $432,000
ZAWIA, N. NEONATAL BASIS FOR AMYLOIDOGENESIS NONPRO $300,000 $300,000
ZAWIA, N. PROMOTION OF NEURODEGENERATION BY ENVIRONMENTAL AGENTS HHS $1,260,000 $1,260,000
ZAWIA, N. ENVIRONMENTAL RISK FACTORS FOR ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE HHS $1,260,000 $1,260,000
ZAWIA, N. NEONATAL EXPOSURE AND NEURODEGENERATION OF THE AGED BRAIN HHS $144,000 $144,000
ZAWIA, N. SUPPLEMENT -  FETAL PB-EXPOSURE AND NEURODEGENERATION IN... HHS $61,940 $61,940
Total for Department $28,000,180BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
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CRIME LAB
HILLIARD, D. RI FORENSIC SCIENCE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM II STATE $29,805 $29,805
HILLIARD, D. STATE CRIME LABORATORY FY 2005 STATE $598,628 $598,628
HILLIARD, D. PROJECT SAFE NEIGHBORHOODS - NIBIN DATABASE FEDSUB $4,110 $4,110
Total for Department $632,543CRIME LAB
DEAN'S OFFICE
GOLDSTEIN, E. REAL CHOICES SYSTEMS CHANGE COORDINATION HHS $70,000 $63,000
LETENDRE, D. MEDICAL RECORDS DEMONSTRATION PROJECT STATE $165,000 $82,500
Total for Department $145,500DEAN'S OFFICE
PHARMACY PRACTICE
JOAQUIN, C. MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST STATE $63,009 $63,009
Total for Department $63,009PHARMACY PRACTICE
Total for College or Unit $30,297,433COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES
BIOCHEMISTRY/MICROBIOLOGY, MOLECULAR GENETICS
SPERRY, J. USE OF CETYLPYRIDINIUM CHLORIDE (CPC) TO INHIBIT LISTERIA... DOC $96,448 $24,112
Total for Department $24,112BIOCHEMISTRY/MICROBIOLOGY, MOLECULAR GENETICS
CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
CHANDLEE, J. INFRASTRUCTURE FOR PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY AT URI USDA $49,613 $16,868
CHANDLEE, J. BIOTECHNOLOGY EDUCATION INITIATIVE AT URI NSF $200,000 $66,000
CHANDLEE, J. FLP MEDIATED SITE SPECIFIC GENE INTEGRATION IN RICE USDA $433,552 $143,072
CHANDLEE, J. ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF MALE REPRODUCTIVE BIOCONTAIN. USDA $398,116 $119,435
CHANDLEE, J. DEVELOPMENT OF CONTROLLED TOTAL VEGETATIVE GROWTH FOR USE... USDA $379,532 $113,860
COHEN, P. GROWTH AND COLONIZATION OF THE INTESTINE BY E. COLI FEDSUB $848,858 $848,858
COHEN, P. ENVIRONMENTAL BIOTECHNOLOGY AT URI USDA $596,100 $89,415
KAUSCH, A. BIOTECHNOLOGY EDUCATION INITIATIVE AT URI NSF $200,000 $68,000
KAUSCH, A. ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF MALE REPRODUCTIVE BIOCONTAIN. USDA $398,116 $139,341
KAUSCH, A. INFRASTRUCTURE FOR PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY AT URI USDA $49,613 $16,372
KAUSCH, A. FLP MEDIATED SITE SPECIFIC GENE INTEGRATION IN RICE USDA $433,552 $143,072
KAUSCH, A. DEVELOPMENT OF CONTROLLED TOTAL VEGETATIVE GROWTH FOR USE... USDA $379,532 $132,836
LUO, H. FLP MEDIATED SITE SPECIFIC GENE INTEGRATION IN RICE USDA $433,552 $147,408
LUO, H. DEVELOPMENT OF CONTROLLED TOTAL VEGETATIVE GROWTH FOR USE... USDA $379,532 $132,836
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LUO, H. ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF MALE REPRODUCTIVE BIOCONTAIN. USDA $398,116 $139,341
LUO, H. BIOTECHNOLOGY EDUCATION INITIATIVE AT URI NSF $200,000 $66,000
LUO, H. INFRASTRUCTURE FOR PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY AT URI USDA $49,613 $16,372
MARTIN, L. COMBINATORIAL INVESTIGATION OF GYRASE INHIBITORS HHS $864,000 $691,200
MARTIN, L. DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL ANTIMICROBIAL MATERIALS FEDSUB $35,000 $35,000
MARTIN, L. COMBINATORIAL INVESTIGATION OF GYRASE INHIBITORS HHS $864,000 $777,600
NELSON, D. ROLE OF TICK SALIVA IN LYME DISEASE AND VACCINE STRATEGY HHS $452,955 $226,478
NELSON, D. ENVIRONMENTAL BIOTECHNOLOGY AT URI USDA $596,100 $89,415
SEEMANN, J. DEVELOPMENT OF INBRED MAIZE TRANSFORMATION FOR PRODUCTION... USDA $99,997 $49,999
SEEMANN, J. ENVIRONMENTAL BIOTECHNOLOGY AT URI USDA $596,100 $29,805
SPERRY, J. COMBINATORIAL INVESTIGATION OF GYRASE INHIBITORS HHS $864,000 $172,800
SPERRY, J. COMBINATORIAL INVESTIGATION OF GYRASE INHIBITORS HHS $864,000 $86,400
SUN, G. DISSECTION OF THE CATALYTIC MECHANISM OF A PTK NSF $521,437 $521,437
SUN, G. MECHANISTIC STUDIES AND INHIBITOR DESIGN FOR PROTEIN TYROSIN NONPRO $714,543 $535,907
SUN, G. MECHANISM OF PTK SUBSTRATE RECOGNITION AND SPECIFICITY HHS $864,000 $691,200
SUN, G. MECHANISTIC STUDIES AND INHIBITOR DESIGN FOR PROTEIN... NONPRO $714,543 $500,180
SUN, G. THE MECHANISTIC STUDY OF BISUBSTRATE ANALOGS AS INHIBITORS NSF $690,827 $138,165
SUN, G. SOLID PHASE REAGENTS FOR SELECTIVE MONOPHOSPHORYLATION AND.. NSF $693,405 $138,681
ZENG, P. DEVELOPMENT OF INBRED MAIZE TRANSFORMATION FOR PRODUCTION... USDA $99,997 $49,999
Total for Department $7,133,351CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
COMMUNITY PLANNING/AREA DEVELOPMENT
ABEDON, D. URI PEACE CORPS RECRUITER OFA $16,000 $8,000
FELD, M. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT WORK STUDY PROGRAM AT URI OFA $90,000 $90,000
LAMIDI, P. FACE IT PROVIDENCE USDA $150,000 $75,000
LAMIDI, P. FACE IT (FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES ENGAGED IN ISSUES TOGETHER USDA $135,000 $67,500
MARTIN, M. FACE IT (FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES ENGAGED IN ISSUES TOGETHER USDA $135,000 $67,500
MARTIN, M. FACE IT PROVIDENCE USDA $150,000 $75,000
Total for Department $383,000COMMUNITY PLANNING/AREA DEVELOPMENT
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
MORREIRA, E. URI COOPERATIVE EXTENSION PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.. USDA $14,926 $14,926
Total for Department $14,926COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
DEAN'S OFFICE
GROSSMAN-GARBER, D. PATHWAYS THROUGH SCIENCE: ACADEMIC ROADMAPS IN THE... NSF $99,997 $39,999
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GROSSMAN-GARBER, D. CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES EDUC $99,350 $24,838
GROSSMAN-GARBER, D. SUBURBAN SPRAWL AND DISTURBED LANDSCAPE: DECISION MAKING... NSF $1,998,825 $199,883
KEENEY, L. TEACHING SUSTAINABLE LIVING E P A $35,275 $35,275
SEEMANN, J. CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES EDUC $99,350 $24,838
SEEMANN, J. DRAWING A ROADMAP TO RESEARCH EXCELLENCE IN RHODE ISLAND NSF $198,835 $198,835
SEEMANN, J. BIOPHARMACEUTICAL TRAINING AND MANUFACTURING CENTER AT THE.. STATE $300,000 $300,000
SEEMANN, J. ACADEMIC PARTNERSHIP FOR TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION AND DEVELOP.. NSF $69,835 $69,835
Total for Department $893,501DEAN'S OFFICE
ENV & NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
ANDERSON, C. PUBLIC GOODS WITH HETEROGENEOUS TYPES AND ENDOGENOUS CHOICE. FEDSUB $33,265 $33,265
ANDERSON, C. MARKET-BASED MECHANISMS FOR ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT: LABORATORY FEDSUB $144,802 $144,802
ANDERSON, C. ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF TRANSFERABLE DAYS-AT-SEA IN THE NORTH... DOC $61,266 $30,633
ANDERSON, C. EXPERIMENTAL ECONOMICS IN THE DESIGN OF LEASE/TRADE RULES DOC $82,990 $82,990
ANDERSON, C. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SUPPORT TO MEASURE BENEFITS OF RIGHT WHALE DOC $199,172 $79,669
ANDERSON, C. USING ECONOMIC VALUES FOR LAND CONSERVATION IN REGIONAL OR.. E P A $58,067 $14,517
ANDERSON, C. VALIDATING BEST FOREST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AROUND VERNAL... USDA $800,000 $160,000
ANDERSON, J. MARKET INTERACTIONS BETWEEN EMERGING AQUACULTURE SPECIES AND DOC $197,920 $197,920
ANDERSON, J. RECENT TRENDS IN THE US SEAFOOD MARKET AND IMPLICATIONS FOR USDA $424,761 $424,761
ANDERSON, J. A RISK-BASED APPROACH TO MANAGE INTENTIONAL INTRODUCTION OF USDA $249,970 $82,490
BARAK, B. SOCIAL PUBLIC PRIORITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR ACHIEVING DESIRED DOC $20,000 $20,000
GRIGALUNAS, T. JOINT RESEARCH ON MARINE POLICY ISSUES - YEAR 7 MISC $167,575 $167,575
GRIGALUNAS, T. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SUPPORT TO MEASURE BENEFITS OF RIGHT WHALE DOC $199,172 $19,917
OPALUCH, J. A RISK-BASED APPROACH TO MANAGE INTENTIONAL INTRODUCTION OF USDA $249,970 $84,990
OPALUCH, J. CI OVERCOMING BARRIERS TO UTILIZING CLIMATE DATA IN MANAGING DOC $401,125 $120,338
OPALUCH, J. ASSESSING RISK COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES IN A TICK-BORNE... DOC $707,749 $256,913
OPALUCH, J. TICK WARNING SYSTEM FOR IMPROVING LYME DISEASE PREVENTION... HHS $783,005 $391,503
OPALUCH, J. SOCIAL PUBLIC PRIORITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR ACHIEVING DESIRED DOC $20,000 $ 0
OPALUCH, J. SUBURBAN SPRAWL AND DISTURBED LANDSCAPE: DECISION MAKING... NSF $1,998,825 $199,883
OPALUCH, J. USING ECONOMIC VALUES FOR LAND CONSERVATION IN REGIONAL OR.. E P A $58,067 $14,517
OPALUCH, J. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SUPPORT TO MEASURE BENEFITS OF RIGHT WHALE DOC $199,172 $19,917
OPALUCH, J. CI - IGERT: ASSESSING CHANGE IN COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS NSF $2,924,714 $584,943
ROHEIM, C. DEMAND IMPACTS AND IMPLEMENTATION OF ECOLABELS FOR FOOD... FEDSUB $101,582 $101,582
ROHEIM, C. CONSUMER PREFERENCES FOR MARINE AQUACULTURED SEAFOOD... DOC $267,743 $267,743
ROHEIM, C. POTENTIAL US MARKET DEMAND AND PRICE STRUCTURE FOR ORGANIC.. FEDSUB $186,145 $186,145
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SCHNIER, K. A RISK-BASED APPROACH TO MANAGE INTENTIONAL INTRODUCTION OF USDA $249,970 $82,490
SCHNIER, K. VALIDATING BEST FOREST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AROUND VERNAL... USDA $800,000 $160,000
SCHNIER, K. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SUPPORT TO MEASURE BENEFITS OF RIGHT WHALE DOC $199,172 $29,876
SUTINEN, J. ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF TRANSFERABLE DAYS-AT-SEA IN THE NORTH... DOC $61,266 $30,633
SWALLOW, S. VALIDATING BEST FOREST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AROUND VERNAL... USDA $800,000 $280,000
SWALLOW, S. USING ECONOMIC VALUES FOR LAND CONSERVATION IN REGIONAL OR.. E P A $58,067 $14,517
SWALLOW, S. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SUPPORT TO MEASURE BENEFITS OF RIGHT WHALE DOC $199,172 $29,876
TYRRELL, T. TRAVEL AND TOURISM RESEARCH PROJECT 2004 STATE $25,034 $25,034
TYRRELL, T. USING ECONOMIC VALUES FOR LAND CONSERVATION IN REGIONAL OR.. E P A $58,067 $14,517
TYRRELL, T. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SUPPORT TO MEASURE BENEFITS OF RIGHT WHALE DOC $199,172 $19,917
Total for Department $4,373,870ENV & NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
FISHERIES, ANIMAL & VETERINARY SCIENCE
BENGTSON, D. METABOLISM AND GROWTH OF LARVAL AND EARLY JUVENILE HADDOCK DOC $70,000 $70,000
BENGTSON, D. DEVELOPMENT OF SQUID HYDROLYSATE-BASED MICRODIETS FOR LARVAL DOC $135,623 $33,906
BEUTEL, D. REDUCTION OF COD IN THE DIRECTED HADDOCK BOTTOM TRAWL FISH.. DOC $437,926 $188,308
BEUTEL, D. BYCATCH REDUCTION IN THE DIRECTED HADDOCK BOTTOM TRAWL FISH. DOC $477,794 $191,118
BEUTEL, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH IN FISHERIES - WHERE TO NEXT? DOC $82,458 $20,615
BEUTEL, D. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $30,938
BRADLEY, T. ACOUSTIC CONDITIONING FOR RECAPTURE OF SALMON FEDSUB $62,019 $62,019
BRADLEY, T. DEVELOPMENT OF HADDOCK FOR OFFSHORE AQUACULTURE IN THE US FEDSUB $296,815 $148,408
BRADLEY, T. DEVELOPMENT OF HADDOCK FOR OFFSHORE AQUACULTURE IN THE US FEDSUB $144,721 $72,361
BRADLEY, T. ENVIRONMENTAL BIOTECHNOLOGY AT URI USDA $596,100 $119,220
CASTRO, K. DEVELOPMENT OF AN EAST COAST TRAINING CENTER FOR OBSERVERS DOC $1,577,076 $788,538
CASTRO, K. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH IN FISHERIES - WHERE TO NEXT? DOC $82,458 $41,229
CASTRO, K. RI SEA GRANT FISHERIES EXTENSION ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM DOC $66,659 $66,659
CASTRO, K. REDUCTION OF COD IN THE DIRECTED HADDOCK BOTTOM TRAWL FISH.. DOC $437,926 $61,310
CASTRO, K. BYCATCH REDUCTION IN THE DIRECTED HADDOCK BOTTOM TRAWL FISH. DOC $477,794 $95,559
CASTRO, K. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $525,939
COSTA-PIERCE, B. DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMICALLY AND ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE DOC $177,182 $177,182
DEALTERIS, J. EFFECT OF WEATHER ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THE NMFS NEFSC... DOC $87,071 $87,071
DEALTERIS, J. EVALUATING THE REPRESENTATIVENESS AND PRECISION OF THE NMFS DOC $248,190 $248,190
GOMEZ-CHIARRI, M. ROLE OF HOST AND PATHOGEN PROTEASES IN DERMO INFECTIONS OF.. USDA $497,574 $497,574
GOMEZ-CHIARRI, M. SOIL AND MICROBIAL ASSESSMENTS OF SUBTIDAL WETLANDS FOR... USDA $306,235 $76,559
GOMEZ-CHIARRI, M. ENVIRONMENTAL BIOTECHNOLOGY AT URI USDA $596,100 $89,415
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MCLEAN, A. THE NORTHERN DISPERSAL OF WARM WATER FISHES INTO NARRAGAN... DOC $19,998 $9,999
RECKSIEK, C. THE NORTHERN DISPERSAL OF WARM WATER FISHES INTO NARRAGAN... DOC $19,998 $9,999
RECKSIEK, C. ASSESSMENT OF THE SPRING AND SUMMER BLUEFISH COHORT IN... FEDSUB $85,957 $85,957
RECKSIEK, C. ASSESSMENT OF THE STATUS OF SHARK POPULATIONS IN THE US... DOC $20,563 $5,141
RECKSIEK, C. DELINEATION OF ESSENTIAL NURSERY HABITAT FOR SANDBAR SHARKS NONPRO $24,400 $6,100
RHODES, R. CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES EDUC $99,350 $24,838
SKROBE, L. REDUCTION OF COD IN THE DIRECTED HADDOCK BOTTOM TRAWL FISH.. DOC $437,926 $188,308
SKROBE, L. BYCATCH REDUCTION IN THE DIRECTED HADDOCK BOTTOM TRAWL FISH. DOC $477,794 $191,118
SKROBE, L. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH IN FISHERIES - WHERE TO NEXT? DOC $82,458 $20,615
SKROBE, L. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $30,938
SOMERS, B. ASSESSMENT OF SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL PATTERNS OF SHELL DISEASE DOC $4,290 $4,290
SOMERS, B. DEVELOPMENT OF AN EAST COAST TRAINING CENTER FOR OBSERVERS DOC $1,577,076 $788,538
SOMERS, B. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $30,938
Total for Department $5,088,892FISHERIES, ANIMAL & VETERINARY SCIENCE
FOOD SCIENCE/NUTRITION
CALDWELL, M. EFFICACY OF A HOME-BASED WEIGHT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM HHS $3,478,156 $173,908
ENGLISH, C. PATHWAYS THROUGH SCIENCE: ACADEMIC ROADMAPS IN THE... NSF $99,997 $19,999
FEY-YENSAN, N. USDA/URI FOOD STAMP NUTRITION PROJECT STATE $450,450 $270,270
FEY-YENSAN, N. EVALUATION OF PRE-ENROLLMENT NUTRITION STATUS OF OLDER FOOD FEDSUB $21,177 $21,177
FEY-YENSAN, N. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $357,012
FEY-YENSAN, N. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $357,012
GREENE, G. BEHAVIOR CHANGE CONSORTIUM: NUTRITION WORKING GROUP DIETARY HHS $290,348 $261,313
GREENE, G. IPA FOR GEOFFREY GREENE HHS $49,994 $49,994
GREENE, G. BEHAVIOR CHANGE FOR OBESITY PREVENTION IN YOUNG ADULTS USDA $1,127,707 $1,127,707
GREENE, G. EFFICACY OF A HOME-BASED WEIGHT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM HHS $3,478,156 $347,816
GREENE, G. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $357,012
GREENE, G. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $357,012
LEE, C. TEXTURE TENDERIZATION OF CLAM MEAT PRIPRO $21,347 $21,347
LEE, C. DEVELOPMENT OF SQUID HYDROLYSATE-BASED MICRODIETS FOR LARVAL DOC $135,623 $101,717
LEE, C. FORMULATION AND PHYSICAL STABILIZATION OF SQUID HYDROLYSATE FEDSUB $125,000 $125,000
LEE, C. USE OF CETYLPYRIDINIUM CHLORIDE (CPC) TO INHIBIT LISTERIA... DOC $96,448 $24,112
MELANSON, K. METABOLIC HORMONAL AND APPETITIVE RESPONSES TO TEST MEALS... NONPRO $9,988 $9,988
MELANSON, K. PHYSIOLOGICAL AND METABOLIC RESPONSES TO WEIGHT MANAGEMENT.. NONPRO $726,841 $726,841
MELANSON, K. EFFICACY OF A HOME-BASED WEIGHT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM HHS $3,478,156 $173,908
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PIVARNIK, L. USE OF CETYLPYRIDINIUM CHLORIDE (CPC) TO INHIBIT LISTERIA... DOC $96,448 $48,224
PIVARNIK, L. DEVELOPING THE BEST OUTREACH METHOD FOR CONSUMERS ON SAFE... DOC $11,634 $11,634
PIVARNIK, L. INACTIVATION OF VIRUSES BY PRESSURE IN READY-TO-EAT FOOD USDA $40,448 $40,448
ROSSI, S. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $357,012
ROSSI, S. MAINTAINING EXERCISE AND HEALTHY EATING IN OLDER ADULTS HHS $3,570,123 $357,012
SEBELIA, L. USDA/URI FOOD STAMP NUTRITION PROJECT STATE $450,450 $180,180
Total for Department $5,877,657FOOD SCIENCE/NUTRITION
GEOLOGY (CHANGED FROM A&S 7/1/96)
BOOTHROYD, J. RI STATE MAP 2004 INT $32,215 $32,215
BOOTHROYD, J. CI - SHORELINE CHANGE MAPS FOR NARRAGANSETT BAY STATE $180,000 $180,000
BOOTHROYD, J. CI - BENTHIC GEOLOGIC MAPPING IN SUPPORT OF THE CRMC GREEN.. STATE $84,242 $84,242
BOOTHROYD, J. ADDENDUM - HARNESSING THE POWER OF RELATIONAL DATABASES FOR STATE $6,000 $1,200
BOVING, T. MONITORING A STORMWATER BMP AT METTATXUET BEACH, NARRA... STATE $30,002 $30,002
BOVING, T. HYDROLOGY IN THE IRON AGE: WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT IN THE NONPRO $13,738 $6,869
BOVING, T. INNOVATIVE STORMWATER RUNOFF TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY USING WOOD DOC $186,854 $186,854
BOVING, T. CONVERSION OF FOREST THINNING AND OTHER WOOD BASED MATERIALS USDA $482,317 $482,317
FASTOVSKY, D. COLLAB. RESEARCH: STRATIGRAPHY, GEOCHRONOLOGY AND LANDSCAPE NSF $200,724 $200,724
FASTOVSKY, D. EXPLORING THE DYNAMICS OF MOSASAUR DIVERSITY, EVOLUTION,... NSF $125,325 $125,325
FASTOVSKY, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: TESTING THE INFLUENCE OF ASTEROID... NSF $126,525 $126,525
FASTOVSKY, D. EXPLORING THE DYNAMICS OF MOSASAUR DIVERSITY, EVOLUTION, AND NONPRO $2,850 $ 0
FASTOVSKY, D. CATENARY SEQUENCES IN PALEOSOLS IN THE LATE TRIASSIC CHINLE NONPRO $2,670 $ 0
FASTOVSKY, D. HYDROLOGY IN THE IRON AGE: WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT IN THE NONPRO $13,738 $6,869
HAMIDZADA, N. NEW XRAY FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETER FOR URI (SUPPLEMENT) NSF $10,000 $3,000
HAMIDZADA, N. ADDENDUM - HARNESSING THE POWER OF RELATIONAL DATABASES FOR STATE $6,000 $1,200
HERMES, O. NEW XRAY FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETER FOR URI (SUPPLEMENT) NSF $10,000 $7,000
HERMES, O. ADDENDUM - HARNESSING THE POWER OF RELATIONAL DATABASES FOR STATE $6,000 $1,200
MARTIN-MCNAUGHTON, J CATENARY SEQUENCES IN PALEOSOLS IN THE LATE TRIASSIC CHINLE NONPRO $2,670 $2,670
MURRAY, D. PROGRAM FOR EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE STATE $17,927 $6,095
MURRAY, D. INQUIRY BASED LEARNING MODULES FOR EARTHSCOPE NSF $100,555 $100,555
MURRAY, D. ADDENDUM - HARNESSING THE POWER OF RELATIONAL DATABASES FOR STATE $6,000 $1,200
MURRAY, D. PATHWAYS THROUGH SCIENCE: ACADEMIC ROADMAPS IN THE... NSF $99,997 $19,999
MURRAY, D. PROGRAM FOR EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE STATE $75,280 $25,595
ROSS, M. EXPLORING THE DYNAMICS OF MOSASAUR DIVERSITY, EVOLUTION, AND NONPRO $2,850 $2,850
VEEGER, A. ADDENDUM - HARNESSING THE POWER OF RELATIONAL DATABASES FOR STATE $6,000 $1,200
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Total for Department $1,635,707GEOLOGY (CHANGED FROM A&S 7/1/96)
MARINE AFFAIRS
BURROUGHS, R. CI - IGERT: ASSESSING CHANGE IN COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS NSF $2,924,714 $584,943
DALTON, T. ECOFORE 2004: AN ECONOMIC ECOLOGICAL MODEL FOR COASTAL... FEDSUB $155,386 $155,386
MACINKO, S. GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE AND SHIFTING SEA ICE: PLANNING FOR NEW NSF $9,998 $9,998
MACINKO, S. A COMMUNITY BASED FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT PLAN, PHASE 1 NONPRO $48,558 $48,558
MACINKO, S. SUBSISTENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE IN FISHERIES DOC $70,665 $35,332
MACINKO, S. BUILDING FISHERIES SOCIAL SCIENCE CAPACITY DOC $30,202 $30,202
MACINKO, S. FISHING COMMUNITY IMPACES AND STUDY METHODS (AMENDMENT) MISC $35,000 $35,000
MORIN, T. CI OVERCOMING BARRIERS TO UTILIZING CLIMATE DATA IN MANAGING DOC $401,125 $80,225
NIXON, D. CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES EDUC $99,350 $24,838
THOMPSON, R. CI OVERCOMING BARRIERS TO UTILIZING CLIMATE DATA IN MANAGING DOC $401,125 $200,563
THOMPSON, R. SUBSISTENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE IN FISHERIES DOC $70,665 $35,332
THOMPSON, R. SUBURBAN SPRAWL AND DISTURBED LANDSCAPE: DECISION MAKING... NSF $1,998,825 $99,941
Total for Department $1,340,318MARINE AFFAIRS
NATURAL RESOURCES SCIENCE
AMADOR, J. EVALUATION OF LEACHFIELD AERATION TECHNOLOGY FOR IMPROVEMENT DOC $232,294 $92,918
AMADOR, J. SOIL AND MICROBIAL ASSESSMENTS OF SUBTIDAL WETLANDS FOR... USDA $306,235 $76,559
AUGUST, P. CI GIS SUPPORT FOR THE RI HABITAT RESTORATION PORTAL STATE $9,993 $3,398
AUGUST, P. CI GIS TECHNICAL SUPPORT INT $57,000 $14,250
AUGUST, P. A DIGITAL ORTHO UPDATE FOR RHODE ISLAND DOC $46,577 $23,289
AUGUST, P. CI - GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) SUPPORT FOR RHODE STATE $42,683 $10,671
AUGUST, P. CI - DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAM SUPPORT FOR THE NORTH INT $44,228 $15,038
AUGUST, P. CI CONTINUED GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM SUPPORT FOR MAN.. STATE $29,977 $7,494
AUGUST, P. CI - GEOSPATIAL INFORMATION IN RHODE ISLAND: MAKING A DIFFER USDA $299,964 $101,988
AUGUST, P. CI - RELATIONAL SPATIAL DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND INTERACTIVE STATE $54,808 $13,702
AUGUST, P. CI - FIELD IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT AND ANALYSIS OF SPATIAL... INT $75,000 $25,500
AUGUST, P. CI - NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL WATER QUALITY PROGRAM USDA $2,782,005 $278,201
AUGUST, P. SUBURBAN SPRAWL AND DISTURBED LANDSCAPE: DECISION MAKING... NSF $1,998,825 $199,883
BELLET, L. CI GIS TECHNICAL SUPPORT INT $57,000 $ 0
BRADLEY, M. CI CONTINUED GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM SUPPORT FOR MAN.. STATE $29,977 $7,494
BRADLEY, M. CI - RELATIONAL SPATIAL DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND INTERACTIVE STATE $54,808 $13,702
BUCKLEY, F. POPULATION ECOLOGY OF TICKS, LYME DISEASE AND NEOTROPICAL.. INT $17,000 $17,000
DAMON, C. CI GIS SUPPORT FOR THE RI HABITAT RESTORATION PORTAL STATE $9,993 $3,298
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DAMON, C. CI - GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) SUPPORT FOR RHODE STATE $42,683 $10,671
DUHAIME, R. CI GIS TECHNICAL SUPPORT INT $57,000 $14,250
DUHAIME, R. CI - GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) SUPPORT FOR RHODE STATE $42,683 $10,671
DUHAIME, R. CI - FIELD IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT AND ANALYSIS OF SPATIAL... INT $75,000 $24,750
ENDRULAT, E. CI - RELATIONAL SPATIAL DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND INTERACTIVE STATE $54,808 $13,702
GOLD, A. CI - NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL WATER QUALITY PROGRAM USDA $2,782,005 $1,669,203
GOLD, A. SUBURBAN SPRAWL AND DISTURBED LANDSCAPE: DECISION MAKING... NSF $1,998,825 $199,883
GOLD, A. CI - GEOSPATIAL INFORMATION IN RHODE ISLAND: MAKING A DIFFER USDA $299,964 $98,988
GOLD, A. ENHANCING THE EXTENSION VOLUNTEER MONITORING NETWORK USDA $399,852 $79,970
GOLD, A. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $123,750
GORRES, J. DO ANECIC EARTHWORMS CAUSE NITROGEN LOSSES FROM FIELD PLOTS USDA $74,922 $74,922
GORRES, J. EVALUATION OF LEACHFIELD AERATION TECHNOLOGY FOR IMPROVEMENT DOC $232,294 $46,459
GREEN, L. ENHANCING THE EXTENSION VOLUNTEER MONITORING NETWORK USDA $399,852 $239,911
GREEN, L. SUBURBAN SPRAWL AND DISTURBED LANDSCAPE: DECISION MAKING... NSF $1,998,825 $99,941
HERRON, E. ENHANCING THE EXTENSION VOLUNTEER MONITORING NETWORK USDA $399,852 $79,970
HUSBAND, T. ASSESSMENT OF SPATIAL SCALE FOR MAMMALIAN CARNIVORE... INT $41,956 $41,956
HUSBAND, T. PATHWAYS THROUGH SCIENCE: ACADEMIC ROADMAPS IN THE... NSF $99,997 $19,999
JOUBERT, L. SUBURBAN SPRAWL AND DISTURBED LANDSCAPE: DECISION MAKING... NSF $1,998,825 $99,941
LABASH, C. CI GIS TECHNICAL SUPPORT INT $57,000 $14,250
LABASH, C. A DIGITAL ORTHO UPDATE FOR RHODE ISLAND DOC $46,577 $23,289
LABASH, C. CI - FIELD IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT AND ANALYSIS OF SPATIAL... INT $75,000 $24,750
LABASH, C. CI GIS SUPPORT FOR THE RI HABITAT RESTORATION PORTAL STATE $9,993 $3,298
LABASH, C. CI - DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAM SUPPORT FOR THE NORTH INT $44,228 $14,595
LABASH, C. CI - GEOSPATIAL INFORMATION IN RHODE ISLAND: MAKING A DIFFER USDA $299,964 $98,988
LABASH, C. CI - GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) SUPPORT FOR RHODE STATE $42,683 $10,671
LABASH, C. CI CONTINUED GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM SUPPORT FOR MAN.. STATE $29,977 $7,494
LABASH, C. CI - RELATIONAL SPATIAL DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND INTERACTIVE STATE $54,808 $13,702
LOOMIS, G. EVALUATION OF LEACHFIELD AERATION TECHNOLOGY FOR IMPROVEMENT DOC $232,294 $46,459
MCCANN, A. CI - NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL WATER QUALITY PROGRAM USDA $2,782,005 $834,602
MCWILLIAMS, S. SHOREBIRDS AND WATERBIRDS AT CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE INT $11,678 $11,678
MCWILLIAMS, S. REU SUPPLEMENT TO NSF CAREER GRANT NSF $6,000 $6,000
MCWILLIAMS, S. SHOREBIRDS AND WATERBIRDS AT CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE INT $21,000 $21,000
NICOSIA, E. EVALUATION OF LEACHFIELD AERATION TECHNOLOGY FOR IMPROVEMENT DOC $232,294 $46,459
PATON, P. TERRESTRIAL HABITAT USE BY POND BREEDING AMPHIBIANS AT LAKE MISC $59,010 $59,010
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PATON, P. ASSESSING THE EFFECTS OF SALT MARSH RESTORATION ON AVIAN... INT $3,719 $3,719
PATON, P. VALIDATING BEST FOREST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AROUND VERNAL... USDA $800,000 $200,000
SKIDDS, D. CI - DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAM SUPPORT FOR THE NORTH INT $44,228 $14,595
SKIDDS, D. CI CONTINUED GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM SUPPORT FOR MAN.. STATE $29,977 $7,494
SKIDDS, D. CI GIS TECHNICAL SUPPORT INT $57,000 $14,250
STOLT, M. DEVELOPMENT OF FIELD PROTOCOLS FOR THREE-TIERED ASSESSMENTS E P A $25,271 $25,271
STOLT, M. SOIL AND MICROBIAL ASSESSMENTS OF SUBTIDAL WETLANDS FOR... USDA $306,235 $153,118
STOLT, M. SUBAQUEOUS SOIL MAPPING OF NINIGRET POND USDA $8,000 $8,000
STOLT, M. SUBURBAN SPRAWL AND DISTURBED LANDSCAPE: DECISION MAKING... NSF $1,998,825 $199,883
TRABER, M. REMOTE SENSING OF TERRESTRIAL AND SUBMERGED AQUATIC VEGETA.. INT $136,633 $ 0
TRABER, M. HIGH SPATIAL RESOLUTION SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING DATA IN... DOC $138,716 $69,358
WANG, Y. REMOTE SENSING OF TERRESTRIAL AND SUBMERGED AQUATIC VEGETA.. INT $136,633 $136,633
WANG, Y. SUBURBAN SPRAWL AND DISTURBED LANDSCAPE: DECISION MAKING... NSF $1,998,825 $599,648
WANG, Y. HIGH SPATIAL RESOLUTION SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING DATA IN... DOC $138,716 $69,358
WANG, Y. RESPONSIVENESS OF GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS TO LAND-USE AND.. NASA $597,677 $597,677
WANG, Y. MEASURING IMPERVIOUS SURFACE IN RI LAND COVER STATE $18,000 $18,000
WANG, Y. A TICK BORNE DISEASE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM FOR THE NORTH... NSF $1,095,162 $197,129
Total for Department $7,403,696NATURAL RESOURCES SCIENCE
PLANT SCIENCE
ALM, S. RISK MANAGEMENT AND CROP INSURANCE EDUCATION FOR RI GROWERS USDA $171,003 $171,003
ALM, S. NEW ENGLAND PEST MANAGEMENT NETWORK FEDSUB $25,000 $25,000
ALM, S. ENTOMOPATHOGENIC NEMATODES, MILKY SPORE DISEASE, AND... NONPRO $75,000 $75,000
ALM, S. RISK MANAGEMENT AND CROP INSURANCE EDUCATION FOR RI GROWERS USDA $157,000 $157,000
CASAGRANDE, R. DETERMINING THE ROLES OF CLIMATE AND COMPETITION IN SELECT.. USDA $59,840 $59,840
CASAGRANDE, R. EVALUATING AGENTS FOR AN INTERSTATE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL... FEDSUB $195,292 $195,292
ENGLANDER, L. IR4: MINOR USE CROP FUNGICIDE COMPATIBILITY FEDSUB $8,000 $8,000
ENGLANDER, L. THE MICROBIAL ECOGUARD FOR MANAGEMENT OF BOTRYTIS FLOWER... FEDSUB $12,709 $12,709
KAUSCH, A. ENVIRONMENTAL BIOTECHNOLOGY AT URI USDA $596,100 $89,415
LEBRUN, R. OPERATING BUDGET FOR THE USGS PWRC COASTAL FIELD STATION... INT $12,000 $6,000
MATHER, T. ASSESSING RISK COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES IN A TICK-BORNE... DOC $707,749 $450,836
MATHER, T. TICK WARNING SYSTEM FOR IMPROVING LYME DISEASE PREVENTION... HHS $783,005 $391,503
MATHER, T. ASSESSING COMMUNITY BASED TICK CONTROL FOR LD MITIGATION HHS $1,096,445 $1,096,445
MATHER, T. ROLE OF TICK SALIVA IN LYME DISEASE AND VACCINE STRATEGY HHS $452,955 $226,478
MATHER, T. A TICK BORNE DISEASE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM FOR THE NORTH... NSF $1,095,162 $898,033
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MATHER, T. SPECIAL GRANT PROGRAM: TICK-BORNE DISEASE PREVENTION, RI USDA $82,649 $82,649
MATHER, T. ENVIRONMENTAL BIOTECHNOLOGY AT URI USDA $596,100 $89,415
MAYNARD, B. NURSERY PRODUCTION, RI USDA $212,817 $212,817
MILLER, N. ASSESSING COMMUNITY BASED TICK CONTROL FOR LD MITIGATION HHS $1,096,445 $ 0
RODGERS, S. TICK WARNING SYSTEM FOR IMPROVING LYME DISEASE PREVENTION... HHS $783,005 $ 0
Total for Department $4,247,434PLANT SCIENCE
Total for College or Unit $38,416,464COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY
OCEANOGRAPHY
AUGUST, P. NUTRIENT TMDL FOR THE UPPER BAY E P A $60,000 $20,400
AUGUST, P. ANTHROPOGENIC INFLUENCE ON FISH HABITAT DOC $448,491 $448,491
AUGUST, P. CI NARRAGANSETT BAY PROGRAM FUNDING FOR 2003-2004 E P A $313,085 $313,085
AUGUST, P. CI INFORMATION RESCUE: ASSESSING VITAL SIGNS FOR NARRAGAN.. DOC $64,272 $64,272
AUGUST, P. CI - ASSESSMENT OF RESOURCE MANAGEMENT NEEDS FROM A SOUTH.. DOC $107,732 $26,933
AUGUST, P. CI - IGERT: ASSESSING CHANGE IN COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS NSF $2,924,714 $584,943
AUGUST, P. CI - EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANNING FOR RI STATE $82,350 $82,350
AUGUST, P. LTER: ECOSYSTEM RESPONSES TO VARIATIONS IN ANTHROPOGENIC... NSF $4,864,425 $812,359
AUGUST, P. THE 2004 NARRAGANSETT BAY WINDOW/COOPERATIVE PROGRAM DOC $206,000 $51,500
AUGUST, P. OPERATING BUDGET FOR THE USGS PWRC COASTAL FIELD STATION... INT $12,000 $6,000
BAKER, E. MODERNIZING THE ANN GALL DURBIN MARINE RESEARCH AQUARIUM NSF $492,024 $98,405
BALLARD, R. INSTRUMENTATION PACKAGE FOR AUTONOMOUS UNDERWATER VEHICLE N A V Y $281,775 $281,775
BALLARD, R. THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF WORLD WAR II.. DOC $345,642 $34,564
BALLARD, R. TELEPRESENCE NONPRO $187,000 $187,000
BALLARD, R. DEEP SUBMERGENCE VEHICLES AND TELEPRESENCE FEDSUB $421,590 $210,795
BASH, J. TECHNICIAN SUPPORT FOR BLACK SEA CRUISE NONPRO $26,437 $26,437
BASH, J. TECHNICIAN SUPPORT FOR R. WATTS PRIPRO $9,818 $9,818
BASH, J. OCEANOGRAPHIC TECHNICAL SERVICES NSF $299,314 $299,314
BASH, J. SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING FOR NOAA AND CREW TRAINING NSF $238,079 $38,093
BELKIN, I. THERMOHALINE STRUCTURE OF THE SUBARCTIC PACIFIC: ORIGIN AND NSF $317,860 $158,930
BELKIN, I. FRONTS OF THE BERING SEA, THEIR SYNOPTIC CLIMATOLOGY... NSF $166,452 $166,452
BELKIN, I. DECADAL VARIABILITY OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC FRONTS NASA $220,883 $220,883
BORKMAN, D. RESUMPTION OF MULTIDECADAL MONITORING OF PLANKTON AND... DOC $588,635 $294,318
BORKMAN, D. RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF A MULTIDECADAL PHYTOPLANKTON TIME E P A $296,574 $148,287
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BRUSH, M. CI - ASSESSMENT OF RESOURCE MANAGEMENT NEEDS FROM A SOUTH.. DOC $107,732 $26,933
BUCKLEY, B. 2003-2004 RIVER NUTRIENT SURVEY STATE $23,449 $11,725
BUCKLEY, B. SUPPLEMENT TO: 2003-2004 RIVER NUTRIENT SURVEY SUPPLEMENT STATE $4,303 $2,152
BUCKLEY, B. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $68,888
BUCKLEY, B. CI - FATE OF NITROGEN IN SUPPORT OF SAMP DEVELOPMENTS IN... STATE $177,425 $44,356
BUCKLEY, B. CI NATURAL RESOURCE CONSERVATION SERVICE EELGRASS RESTOR... NONPRO $11,600 $2,900
BUCKLEY, L. DEVELOPMENT OF HADDOCK FOR OFFSHORE AQUACULTURE IN THE US FEDSUB $296,815 $148,408
BUCKLEY, L. DEVELOPMENT OF HADDOCK FOR OFFSHORE AQUACULTURE IN THE US FEDSUB $144,721 $72,361
BUCKLEY, L. THE 2004 NARRAGANSETT BAY WINDOW/COOPERATIVE PROGRAM DOC $206,000 $26,780
CALLAHAN, J. JOHN FREITAG IPA N A V Y $157,349 $157,349
CALLAHAN, J. JOHN FREITAG - IPA N A V Y $147,518 $147,518
CALLAHAN, J. MODERNIZING THE ANN GALL DURBIN MARINE RESEARCH AQUARIUM NSF $492,024 $98,405
CAMPBELL, R. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: ROLE OF MESOZOOPLANKTON IN EXPORT... NSF $599,683 $200,294
CAMPBELL, R. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABILITY, BOWHEAD.. NSF $340,080 $340,080
CAMPBELL, R. MODERNIZING THE ANN GALL DURBIN MARINE RESEARCH AQUARIUM NSF $492,024 $98,405
CAREY, S. MARINE GEOLOGICAL SAMPLES LABORATORY: GRADUATE SCHOOL OF... NSF $186,734 $186,734
CAREY, S. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: KICK'EM JENNY: THE EVOLUTION OF AN.. NSF $354,386 $177,193
CAREY, S. EXPLORATION OF THE HYDROTHERMAL VENTS IN KICK'EM JENNY... DOC $341,052 $85,263
CODIGA, D. SPRING-NEAP PULSES AND TIDAL ASYMMETRY IN RESIDUAL... NSF $501,247 $25,062
COLEMAN, D. THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF WORLD WAR II.. DOC $345,642 $172,821
COLEMAN, D. DEEP SUBMERGENCE VEHICLES AND TELEPRESENCE FEDSUB $421,590 $210,795
COLLIE, J. ASSESSMENT AND RECOVERY OF GROUNDFISH HABITATS ON GEORGES... DOC $123,392 $123,392
COLLIE, J. POPULATION DYNAMICS OF THE SHORTFIN MAKO, AN IMPORTANT BLUE. FEDSUB $69,522 $69,522
COLLIE, J. POPULATION DYNAMICS OF THE SHORTFIN MAKO SHARK IN THE NORTH DOC $44,441 $44,441
COLLIE, J. THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF WORLD WAR II.. DOC $345,642 $27,651
COLLIE, J. THE 2004 NARRAGANSETT BAY WINDOW/COOPERATIVE PROGRAM DOC $206,000 $41,200
COLLIE, J. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $82,500
COLT, A. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $391,876
CORNILLON, P. MULTIPLE STEADY STATES AND HYSTERESIS OFF A BOUNDARY CURRENT NSF $586,673 $29,334
CORNILLON, P. WIND FORCING OF PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN THE... FEDSUB $201,000 $201,000
CORNILLON, P. WIND FORCING OF PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN THE... FEDSUB $124,000 $124,000
CORNILLON, P. SPRING-NEAP PULSES AND TIDAL ASYMMETRY IN RESIDUAL... NSF $501,247 $476,185
CORNILLON, P. COLLAB. RESEARCH: II: INTEGRATING DIGITAL LIBRARIES AND NSF $274,201 $274,201
CORNILLON, P. INFLUENCE OF CLIMATE FORCING ON THE COASTAL OCEAN OF THE US NASA $123,640 $123,640
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CORNILLON, P. FERRY-BASED OBSERVATIONS FOR SCIENCE TARGETING ESTUARINE... E P A $49,067 $49,067
CORNILLON, P. PRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF IMPROVED, GLOBAL, LONG-TERM... NASA $450,342 $90,068
COSTA-PIERCE, B. 2004 KNAUSS MARINE POLICY FELLOWSHIP - ROSEMARY KOSAKA DOC $38,000 $38,000
COSTA-PIERCE, B. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $783,753
COSTA-PIERCE, B. CI - ASSESSMENT OF RESOURCE MANAGEMENT NEEDS FROM A SOUTH.. DOC $107,732 $26,933
CRAWFORD, B. ENHANCING MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS OF MPAS: REGIONAL... DOC $100,000 $100,000
CRAWFORD, B. PARTNERSHIP IN INTEGRATED COASTAL MANAGEMENT IN THE PACIFIC A ID $699,987 $699,987
CRAWFORD, B. ENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE PHASE 2 (RFP NO. 492-04-004) FEDSUB $553,959 $553,959
CRAWFORD, B. LEADER WITH ASSOCIATES COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT IN INTEGRATED.. A ID $3,722,886 $1,861,443
DE LA HARPE, J. IMPROVING CLIMATE SCIENCE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN SCIENTISTS NSF $166,838 $25,026
DE LORENZO, A. HABITAT AND NUTRITION OF NORTH ATLANTIC RIGHT WHALES FEDSUB $10,000 $5,000
DESILVA, A. UNOLS OFFICE STAFF SUPPORT FEDSUB $133,342 $133,342
DHONDT, S. ACQUISITION OF FIELD LABORATORY FOR STUDY OF SUBSEAFLOOR... NSF $355,670 $142,268
DHONDT, S. SPACE GRANT VETLESEN GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP FEDSUB $23,682 $23,682
DHONDT, S. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: MICROBIAL DIVERSITY AND IMPACT OF... NSF $159,600 $52,668
DICKSON, M. OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENTATION 2004 NSF $45,336 $45,336
DICKSON, M. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: PRODUCTION, TRANSFORMATIONS AND FATE NSF $1,972,403 $394,481
DICKSON, M. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: SUBMESOSCALE INFLUENCES ON THE... NSF $1,546,392 $386,598
DICKSON, M. COLLABORATIVE PROPOSAL: PHYSICAL AND OXYGEN SIGNATURES OF... NSF $1,380,369 $690,185
DICKSON, M. SHIP AND MARINE TECHNICIAN SUPPORT OF ONR FUNDED CRUISES FOR N A V Y $550,440 $93,575
DICKSON, M. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $144,375
DONAGHAY, P. DURIP: OPTICAL PLANKTON CHARACTERIZATION SYSTEM (OPCS) N A V Y $314,778 $157,389
DONAGHAY, P. EU-US ECOHAB.EC-NSF COOPERATIVE ACTIVITY IN ENVIRONMENTAL... NSF $625,031 $312,516
DONAGHAY, P. LAYERED ORGANIZATION IN THE COASTAL OCEAN: 4-D ASSESSMENT... N A V Y $1,275,000 $1,275,000
DURBIN, E. HABITAT AND NUTRITION OF NORTH ATLANTIC RIGHT WHALES FEDSUB $10,000 $5,000
DURBIN, E. PROCESS CONTROLLING ABUNDANCE OF THE GULF OF MAINE CALANUS.. NSF $990,694 $990,694
DURBIN, E. EVALUATION OF AN AIRCRAFT-BASED LIDAR ZOOPLANKTON MEASURE... DOC $329,412 $329,412
DURBIN, E. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: ROLE OF MESOZOOPLANKTON IN EXPORT... NSF $599,683 $199,694
DURBIN, E. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $123,750
FARMER, D. OCEAN ACOUSTICS MONOGRAPH: THE ACOUSTICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF.. N A V Y $49,376 $49,376
FARMER, D. GAS VENTILATION IN A MODEL ESTUARY FEDSUB $237,811 $237,811
FARRELL, J. CI - SUPPLEMENT: LAUNCHING THE TEACHER RESEARCH AND MENTOR.. NSF $24,953 $6,238
FORD, K. BREACHWAYS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE IN RHODE ISLAND COASTAL NONPRO $6,096 $5,486
GIFFORD, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: TROPHIC ECOLOGY OF SMALL HYDRO... NSF $480,343 $480,343
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GIFFORD, D. LTER: LONG TERM ECOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON THE SOUTHERN NEW ENG NSF $5,020,437 $3,012,262
GIFFORD, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: PRODUCTION, TRANSFORMATIONS AND FATE NSF $1,972,403 $394,481
GIFFORD, D. PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF POPULATION GROWTH OF THE NSF $1,087,549 $271,887
GINIS, I. MODELING OF COUPLING THE UPPER AND DEEP OCEAN OVER TOPOGRA.. N A V Y $293,851 $88,155
GINIS, I. IMPACT OF SURFACE WAVE DEPENDENT AIR SEA FLUXES ON TROPICAL NSF $412,162 $82,432
GINIS, I. PROJECT: TRANSFER OF COUPLED HURRICANE WAVE OCEAN MODEL TO.. FEDSUB $52,151 $5,215
GINIS, I. TRANSFER OF COUPLED HURRICANE-WAVE-OCEAN MODEL TO... FEDSUB $78,702 $7,870
GRANGER, S. CI - FATE OF NITROGEN IN SUPPORT OF SAMP DEVELOPMENTS IN... STATE $177,425 $44,356
GRANGER, S. CI NATURAL RESOURCE CONSERVATION SERVICE EELGRASS RESTOR... NONPRO $11,600 $2,900
GRANGER, S. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $68,475
HAHN, W. TRAINING SUPPLEMENT NSF $12,907 $12,907
HAHN, W. SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING FOR NOAA AND CREW TRAINING NSF $238,079 $199,986
HAHN, W. SHIP OPERATIONS NSF $1,609,444 $1,609,444
HAHN, W. SHIPBOARD SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT EQUIPMENT NSF $25,450 $25,450
HAHN, W. SHIP AND MARINE TECHNICIAN SUPPORT OF ONR FUNDED CRUISES FOR N A V Y $550,440 $456,865
HAHN, W. NOAA SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING FOR THE R/V ENDEAVOR NSF $389,245 $389,245
HANSON, A. A REAL TIME DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM FOR MAPPING N A V Y $255,371 $255,371
HANSON, A. A NEW AUTONOMOUS TECHNOLOGY FOR MONITORING MICROBIAL... FEDSUB $199,460 $159,568
HANSON, A. CI - SENSING SHIPWRECKS: CHEMICAL SENSORS MARINE MAGNETOMETE DOC $186,528 $65,285
HARA, T. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: AIR SEA GAS TRANSFER - THE ROLE OF.. NSF $240,114 $240,114
HARA, T. IMPACT OF SURFACE WAVE DEPENDENT AIR SEA FLUXES ON TROPICAL NSF $412,162 $82,432
HARA, T. PROJECT: TRANSFER OF COUPLED HURRICANE WAVE OCEAN MODEL TO.. FEDSUB $52,151 $5,215
HARA, T. TRANSFER OF COUPLED HURRICANE-WAVE-OCEAN MODEL TO... FEDSUB $78,702 $7,870
HEBERT, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: SUBMESOSCALE INFLUENCES ON THE... NSF $1,546,392 $386,598
HEBERT, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: LABORATORY STUDIES OF STIRRING BY... NSF $273,769 $273,769
HEBERT, D. LIDEX: LAGRANGIAN ISOPYCNAL DISPERSION EXPERIMENT NSF $45,579 $45,579
HEBERT, D. COLLAB. RESEARCH: RESPONSE OF THE ECOSYSTEM TO SUBMESOSCALE NSF $764,687 $382,344
HEBERT, D. DEVELOPMENT OF A BOTTOM FOLLOWING RAFOS FLOAT NSF $476,479 $47,648
HEBERT, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: PRODUCTION, TRANSFORMATIONS AND FATE NSF $1,972,403 $394,481
HEIKES, B. AN AUGMENTATION: MEASUREMENT OF GAS-PHASE H202, CH300H AND.. NASA $134,060 $134,060
HEIKES, B. EVALUATION, IMPROVEMENT, AND IMPLEMENTATION OF IN SITU... NASA $151,088 $151,088
HEIKES, B. DOAS OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS DOC $389,936 $194,968
HICKOX, S. RHODE ISLAND JASON PROJECT SUPPORT STATE $4,500 $4,500
HICKOX, S. STRATEGIC APPROACH TO EDUCATION AND OUTREACH FOR THE CENSUS NONPRO $994,174 $497,087
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HICKOX, S. SUPPLEMENTAL AWARD ASSOCIATED WITH 2004 CENSUS OF MARINE... NONPRO $45,000 $22,500
HICKOX, S. IDEAL - INVESTIGATION, DISCOVERY, EDUCATION, APPLICATION... NSF $2,499,440 $499,888
HICKOX, S. CI - SUPPLEMENT: LAUNCHING THE TEACHER RESEARCH AND MENTOR.. NSF $24,953 $6,238
HICKOX, S. TEACHERS EXPERIENCING ANTARCTICA AND THE ARCTIC FEDSUB $312,000 $156,000
HICKOX, S. CONFERENCE ON TEACHER RESEARCH EXPERIENCES, A SUPPLEMENT TO NSF $243,045 $48,609
HICKOX, S. RI MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL GRADUATE TEACHING FELLOWS K-12 NSF $102,000 $33,660
HICKOX, S. IMPROVING CLIMATE SCIENCE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN SCIENTISTS NSF $166,838 $ 0
JAMES-PIRRI, M. ECOSYSTEM RESPONSE OF SALT MARSHES TO OMWM: COASTAL REFUGES INT $15,000 $15,000
JAMES-PIRRI, M. NORTH ATLANTIC COAST CESU RESEARCH AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT... INT $85,572 $85,572
JAMES-PIRRI, M. CI - NORTH ATLANTIC COAST CESU STATISTICS WORKSHOP FOR NPS.. INT $10,800 $10,800
KENNEY, R. MASTER CONSULTING AGREEMENT #0977MCN03-E FEDSUB $50,000 $50,000
KENNEY, R. PROCESSING AND QUALITY CONTROL OF 2003 SOUTHEAST AERIAL DOC $9,569 $9,569
KENNEY, R. AERIAL SURVEYS FOR BOTTLENOSE DOLPHINS IN JAMAICAN WATERS MISC $10,000 $10,000
KENNEY, R. A REVIEW OF ASPECTS OF DIVING BEHAVIOR IN RIGHT WHALES AND N A V Y $9,632 $9,632
KENNEY, R. GLOBAL APPROACH TO BEAKED WHALE HABITATS; ONR BAA 03-014 N A V Y $111,388 $111,388
KENNEY, R. MAINTENANCE, ARCHIVAL, AND ANALYSIS OF WESTERN NORTH... DOC $124,949 $124,949
KINCAID, C. NUTRIENT TMDL FOR THE UPPER BAY E P A $60,000 $19,800
KINCAID, C. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE UPPER MANTLE STRUCTURE BENEATH... NSF $288,601 $86,580
KINCAID, C. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: NOVA CANTON TROUGH RIFT SYSTEM... NSF $380,799 $19,040
KINCAID, C. PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF POPULATION GROWTH OF THE NSF $1,087,549 $271,887
KING, J. COLLAB. RESEARCH: UNDERSTANDING SENSITIVITY OF GREAT LAKES.. NSF $294,954 $147,477
KING, J. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: HIGH RESOLUTION LOW LATITUDE PALEO.. NSF $126,474 $126,474
KING, J. US SCIENCE SUPPORT PROGRAM SALARY SUPPORT: IODP ARCTIC COR.. FEDSUB $15,602 $15,602
KING, J. BREACHWAYS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE IN RHODE ISLAND COASTAL NONPRO $6,096 $610
KING, J. ACQUISITION OF FIELD LABORATORY FOR STUDY OF SUBSEAFLOOR... NSF $355,670 $35,567
KING, J. CI - SENSING SHIPWRECKS: CHEMICAL SENSORS MARINE MAGNETOMETE DOC $186,528 $27,979
KING, J. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $247,501
KINGSLEY, R. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF MANTLE WATER.. NSF $163,285 $81,643
KLEIN-MACPHEE, G. IN SITU EFFECTS OF SUSPENDED PARTICULATE LOADS PRODUCED BY.. NONPRO $16,000 $8,000
KLEIN-MACPHEE, G. MONITORING AND IDENTIFICATION OF ICHTHYOPLANKTON ABUNDANCE STATE $150,000 $150,000
LARSON, R. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: NOVA CANTON TROUGH RIFT SYSTEM... NSF $380,799 $95,200
LARSON, R. SUPPLEMENT TO OCE-0137386: COLLAB. RESEARCH: TESTS OF MODELS NSF $16,500 $1,650
LEE, V. THE NARRAGANSETT BAY COASTAL STEWARDS PROGRAM E P A $80,000 $72,000
LEE, V. REVISING THE PROVIDENCE HARBOR SPECIAL AREA MANAGEMENT PLAN E P A $300,000 $270,000
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LEE, V. GUIDE TO THE CRMC DESIGNATED RIGHTS-OF-WAY TO THE SHORE OF.. STATE $75,000 $75,000
LEE, V. PROVIDENCE SPECIAL AREA MANAGEMENT PLAN STATE $200,000 $180,000
LEE, V. PROMOTING EQUITABLE ACCESS, USE AND DECISION-MAKING IN THE.. E P A $30,000 $3,000
LEE, V. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $268,126
LEWIS, M. COLLAB. RESEARCH: UNDERSTANDING SENSITIVITY OF GREAT LAKES.. NSF $294,954 $117,982
LUO, Y. THERMOHALINE STRUCTURE OF THE SUBARCTIC PACIFIC: ORIGIN AND NSF $317,860 $158,930
MACY, W. IN SITU EFFECTS OF SUSPENDED PARTICULATE LOADS PRODUCED BY.. NONPRO $16,000 $8,000
MACY, W. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $123,750
MARANDA, L. EU-US ECOHAB EC-NSF COOPERATIVE ACTIVITY IN ENVIRONMENTAL... NSF $492,482 $492,482
MARANDA, L. DIARRHETIC SHELLFISH TOXINS IN NEW ENGLAND COASTAL WATERS DOC $414,908 $414,908
MARANDA, L. MICROARRAYS FOR THE DETECTION OF TOXIC ALGAE-MIDTAL NSF $492,521 $492,521
MCCANN, J. PROMOTING EQUITABLE ACCESS, USE AND DECISION-MAKING IN THE.. E P A $30,000 $27,000
MCCANN, J. REVISING THE PROVIDENCE HARBOR SPECIAL AREA MANAGEMENT PLAN E P A $300,000 $30,000
MCCANN, J. PROVIDENCE SPECIAL AREA MANAGEMENT PLAN STATE $200,000 $20,000
MCNEIL, C. USING SURFACE OCEAN N2 DISTRIBUTIONS TO IMPROVE AND BETTER.. DOC $241,538 $241,538
MCNEIL, C. A PRE PROPOSAL TO CICEET: DISTRIBUTED HYPOXIA WARNING SYSTEM FEDSUB $215,508 $215,508
MCNEIL, C. BUBBLE MEDIATED GAS SUPER SATURATION IN THE OCEAN: COMPARING NSF $294,380 $294,380
MCNEIL, C. GAS PROFILER FOR REAL-TIME CO2, N2 AND 02 MEASUREMENTS DOC $39,433 $39,433
MERRILL, J. RI MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL GRADUATE TEACHING FELLOWS K-12 NSF $102,000 $34,680
MERRILL, J. NARRAGANSETT OZONESONDE CAMPAIGN DOC $10,000 $10,000
MERRILL, J. DOAS OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS DOC $389,936 $194,968
MERRILL, J. OZONESONDE ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION DOC $136,299 $136,299
MOON, I. IMPACT OF SURFACE WAVE DEPENDENT AIR SEA FLUXES ON TROPICAL NSF $412,162 $247,297
MOON, I. PROJECT: TRANSFER OF COUPLED HURRICANE WAVE OCEAN MODEL TO.. FEDSUB $52,151 $41,721
MOON, I. TRANSFER OF COUPLED HURRICANE-WAVE-OCEAN MODEL TO... FEDSUB $78,702 $62,962
MORAN, K. LATERAL FLUID FLOW IN THE NANKAI TROUGH STUDY AREA FEDSUB $23,000 $11,500
MORAN, K. LAKE MALAWI SCIENTIFIC DRILLING SERVICES, PHASE II FEDSUB $1,124,000 $1,124,000
MORAN, K. COLLAB. RESEARCH: UNDERSTANDING SENSITIVITY OF GREAT LAKES.. NSF $294,954 $29,495
MORAN, K. CI - SUPPLEMENT: LAUNCHING THE TEACHER RESEARCH AND MENTOR.. NSF $24,953 $6,238
MORAN, S. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: ROLE OF MESOZOOPLANKTON IN EXPORT... NSF $599,683 $199,694
MORAN, S. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $103,125
MURRAY, C. A PROPOSAL FOR THE SUPPORT OF CONTINUING AND NEW ACTIVITIES DOC $209,587 $209,587
NIXON, S. CI NATURAL RESOURCE CONSERVATION SERVICE EELGRASS RESTOR... NONPRO $11,600 $2,900
NIXON, S. 2003-2004 RIVER NUTRIENT SURVEY STATE $23,449 $11,725
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NIXON, S. LTER: ECOSYSTEM RESPONSES TO VARIATIONS IN ANTHROPOGENIC... NSF $4,864,425 $2,432,213
NIXON, S. CI - EVALUATE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN WATER QUALITY, SEAGRASS. INT $99,500 $51,740
NIXON, S. SUPPLEMENT TO: 2003-2004 RIVER NUTRIENT SURVEY SUPPLEMENT STATE $4,303 $2,152
NIXON, S. CI - FATE OF NITROGEN IN SUPPORT OF SAMP DEVELOPMENTS IN... STATE $177,425 $88,713
NIXON, S. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $68,888
O'REGAN, M. LATERAL FLUID FLOW IN THE NANKAI TROUGH STUDY AREA FEDSUB $23,000 $11,500
OLSEN, S. IMPACTS OF ALTERED FRESHWATER FLOWS TO ESTUARIES: ... FEDSUB $143,528 $143,528
OLSEN, S. KENYA COASTAL WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PILOT PROGRAM FEDSUB $41,020 $41,020
OLSEN, S. GEOGRAPHIC TOOLS AND APPLICATIONS FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOP... NONPRO $75,000 $75,000
OLSEN, S. INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT IQC-TEAMING AGREEMENT FEDSUB $ 0 $ 0
OLSEN, S. LEADER WITH ASSOCIATES COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT IN INTEGRATED.. A ID $3,722,886 $1,861,443
OLSEN, S. THE NARRAGANSETT BAY COASTAL STEWARDS PROGRAM E P A $80,000 $8,000
OLSEN, S. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $268,126
OVIATT, C. MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF MARINE WATER TEMPERATURE STATE $392,713 $392,713
OVIATT, C. DETECTION OF NEKTON WITH A BOTTOM MOUNTED ACOUSTIC CURTAIN FEDSUB $258,955 $207,164
OVIATT, C. COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE SURROGATES FOR BALLAST WATER TREAT... CGD $1,522 $1,522
OVIATT, C. COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT TO ASSESS AND APPLY PROBABLISTIC... E P A $150,878 $150,878
OVIATT, C. COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT BETWEEN RI DEPT. OF ENVIRONMENTAL MGE STATE $29,325 $29,325
OVIATT, C. NARRAGANSETT BAY COMMISSION: CHLORPHYLL ANALYSES STATE $1,513 $1,513
OVIATT, C. THE 2004 NARRAGANSETT BAY WINDOW/COOPERATIVE PROGRAM DOC $206,000 $86,520
OVIATT, C. INVENTORY AND MONITORING AT THE CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE:N INT $5,750 $ 0
OVIATT, C. BENTHIC COMMUNITIES OF THE EAST BRANCH OF THE WESTPORT RIVER E P A $9,963 $ 0
OVIATT, C. CI - IGERT: ASSESSING CHANGE IN COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS NSF $2,924,714 $584,943
OVIATT, C. INVENTORY AND MONITORING OF MACROFAUNA AT THE CAPE COD... INT $6,262 $ 0
OVIATT, C. NUTRIENT TMDL FOR THE UPPER BAY E P A $60,000 $19,800
OVIATT, C. LTER: ECOSYSTEM RESPONSES TO VARIATIONS IN ANTHROPOGENIC... NSF $4,864,425 $807,495
POCKALNY, R. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: NOVA CANTON TROUGH RIFT SYSTEM... NSF $380,799 $266,559
POCKALNY, R. IGERT: PRE-PROPOSAL: MULTIDISCIPLINARY OCEAN SENSOR TECH... NSF $2,942,735 $2,942,735
POCKALNY, R. SUPPLEMENT TO OCE-0137386: COLLAB. RESEARCH: TESTS OF MODELS NSF $16,500 $14,850
PRATER, M. DEVELOPMENT OF A BOTTOM FOLLOWING RAFOS FLOAT NSF $476,479 $428,831
PRATER, M. PRECISION RAFOS FLOAT BALLASTING MISC $21,359 $21,359
PRATT, S. INVENTORY AND MONITORING AT THE CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE:N INT $5,750 $5,750
PRATT, S. BENTHIC COMMUNITIES OF THE EAST BRANCH OF THE WESTPORT RIVER E P A $9,963 $9,963
PRATT, S. INVENTORY AND MONITORING OF MACROFAUNA AT THE CAPE COD... INT $6,262 $6,262
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RIBB, R. CI - ASSESSMENT OF RESOURCE MANAGEMENT NEEDS FROM A SOUTH.. DOC $107,732 $26,933
RINES, J. LOCO: CHARACTERIZATION OF PHYTOPLANKTON IN THIN OPTICAL... N A V Y $523,212 $523,212
RINES, J. DURIP: OPTICAL PLANKTON CHARACTERIZATION SYSTEM (OPCS) N A V Y $314,778 $157,389
ROSSBY, H. COLLABORATIVE PROPOSAL: PHYSICAL AND OXYGEN SIGNATURES OF... NSF $1,380,369 $690,185
ROSSBY, H. COLLABORATIVE PROPOSAL: PHYSICAL AND OXYGEN SIGNATURES OF... NSF $1,374,079 $824,447
ROSSBY, H. SOUND SOURCE PROJECT FOR US NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL N A V Y $22,537 $22,537
RUBINOFF, P. ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE TRAINING FOR NATURAL RESOURCES PLANNING FEDSUB $25,177 $25,177
SCHILLING, J. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF MANTLE WATER.. NSF $163,285 $81,643
SCOWCROFT, G. DISCOVERING THE EFFECTS OF SOUND ON MARINE MAMMALS N A V Y $933,583 $933,583
SCOWCROFT, G. CONFERENCE ON TEACHER RESEARCH EXPERIENCES, A SUPPLEMENT TO NSF $243,045 $194,436
SCOWCROFT, G. DISCOVERY OF SOUND IN THE SEA N A V Y $105,456 $105,456
SCOWCROFT, G. STRATEGIC APPROACH TO EDUCATION AND OUTREACH FOR THE CENSUS NONPRO $994,174 $497,087
SCOWCROFT, G. SUPPLEMENTAL AWARD ASSOCIATED WITH 2004 CENSUS OF MARINE... NONPRO $45,000 $22,500
SCOWCROFT, G. IDEAL - INVESTIGATION, DISCOVERY, EDUCATION, APPLICATION... NSF $2,499,440 $1,999,552
SCOWCROFT, G. TEACHERS EXPERIENCING ANTARCTICA AND THE ARCTIC FEDSUB $312,000 $156,000
SCOWCROFT, G. RI MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL GRADUATE TEACHING FELLOWS K-12 NSF $102,000 $33,660
SCOWCROFT, G. CI - SUPPLEMENT: LAUNCHING THE TEACHER RESEARCH AND MENTOR.. NSF $24,953 $6,238
SCOWCROFT, G. LTER: ECOSYSTEM RESPONSES TO VARIATIONS IN ANTHROPOGENIC... NSF $4,864,425 $812,359
SHEN, Y. CHARACTERIZATION OF HYDROACOUSTIC SIGNALS OF TSUNAMIGENIC... DOC $131,928 $131,928
SHEN, Y. JOINT TOMOGRAPHY USING THREE DIMENSIONAL SENSITIVITY OF... NSF $329,530 $329,530
SHEN, Y. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE UPPER MANTLE STRUCTURE BENEATH... NSF $288,601 $202,021
SHEREMET, V. TRANSFER OF FUNDS FOR V. SHEREMET FROM WHOI TO URI FEDSUB $124,963 $124,963
SHEREMET, V. TRANSFER OF ONR FUNDS FROM WHOI TO URI FEDSUB $47,821 $47,821
SHEREMET, V. MULTIPLE STEADY STATES AND HYSTERESIS OFF A BOUNDARY CURRENT NSF $586,673 $557,339
SIGURDSSON, H. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: KICK'EM JENNY: THE EVOLUTION OF AN.. NSF $354,386 $177,193
SIGURDSSON, H. EXPLORATION OF THE HYDROTHERMAL VENTS IN KICK'EM JENNY... DOC $341,052 $85,263
SMAYDA, T. EU-US ECOHAB. EC-NSF COOPERATIVE ACTIVITY IN ENVIRONMENTAL NSF $394,961 $394,961
SMAYDA, T. RESUMPTION OF MULTIDECADAL MONITORING OF PLANKTON AND... DOC $588,635 $294,318
SMAYDA, T. RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF A MULTIDECADAL PHYTOPLANKTON TIME E P A $296,574 $148,287
SMITH, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: MICROBIAL DIVERSITY AND IMPACT OF... NSF $159,600 $54,264
SMITH, D. A NEW AUTONOMOUS TECHNOLOGY FOR MONITORING MICROBIAL... FEDSUB $199,460 $39,892
SMITH, D. COLLABORATIVE PROPOSAL: PHYSICAL AND OXYGEN SIGNATURES OF... NSF $1,374,079 $549,632
SMITH, D. EXPLORATION OF THE MARINE SUBSURFACE ENVIRONMENT FOR NOVEL.. DOC $599,118 $299,559
SMITH, D. LTER: LONG TERM ECOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON THE SOUTHERN NEW ENG NSF $5,020,437 $502,044
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SMITH, D. EXPLORATION OF THE HYDROTHERMAL VENTS IN KICK'EM JENNY... DOC $341,052 $85,263
SMITH, D. ACQUISITION OF FIELD LABORATORY FOR STUDY OF SUBSEAFLOOR... NSF $355,670 $71,134
SMITH, D. THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF WORLD WAR II.. DOC $345,642 $27,651
SPECKER, J. MODERNIZING THE ANN GALL DURBIN MARINE RESEARCH AQUARIUM NSF $492,024 $98,405
SPIVACK, A. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: MICROBIAL DIVERSITY AND IMPACT OF... NSF $159,600 $52,668
SPIVACK, A. ACQUISITION OF FIELD LABORATORY FOR STUDY OF SUBSEAFLOOR... NSF $355,670 $71,134
STEGMANN, P. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: SUBMESOSCALE INFLUENCES ON THE... NSF $1,546,392 $386,598
STEGMANN, P. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: PRODUCTION, TRANSFORMATIONS AND FATE NSF $1,972,403 $394,481
SULLIVAN, B. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: ANALYSIS OF A PROTIST ASSEMBLAGE OF NSF $45,477 $45,477
SULLIVAN, B. PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF POPULATION GROWTH OF THE NSF $1,087,549 $543,775
SULLIVAN, B. CHANGE ASSOCIATED WITH READINESS, EDUCATION, AND EFFICACY... NSF $2,080,446 $520,112
SULLIVAN, B. MODERNIZING THE ANN GALL DURBIN MARINE RESEARCH AQUARIUM NSF $492,024 $98,405
SULLIVAN, J. AN INTEGRATED OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR SYNOPTIC REMOTE SENSING... FEDSUB $52,422 $52,422
SULLIVAN, J. EU-US ECOHAB.EC-NSF COOPERATIVE ACTIVITY IN ENVIRONMENTAL... NSF $625,031 $312,516
SUTYRIN, G. INTERACTION OF WAVES JETS AND EDDIES NSF $559,363 $559,363
SUTYRIN, G. MODELING OF COUPLING THE UPPER AND DEEP OCEAN OVER TOPOGRA.. N A V Y $293,851 $205,696
TOBEY, J. HUMAN HEALTH IMPACTS AND AQUACULTURE: INTERNATIONAL EXTEN... FEDSUB $16,151 $16,151
TORELL, E. INTEGRATING HIV/AIDS, GENDER AND POPULATION DIMENSIONS AID $248,759 $248,759
TORELL, E. COASTAL HABITATS AND RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROGRAM THAILAND MISC $9,730 $9,730
TRABER, M. CI NATURAL RESOURCE CONSERVATION SERVICE EELGRASS RESTOR... NONPRO $11,600 $2,900
ULLMAN, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: FINITE AMPLITUDE INSTABILITIES OVER NSF $168,440 $168,440
ULLMAN, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: OBSERVATIONAL AND MODELING STUDIES.. NSF $89,468 $89,468
ULLMAN, D. COLLAB. RESEARCH: LAGRANGIAN DISPERSION AND PREDICTION IN... NSF $132,357 $132,357
ULLMAN, D. THE IMPROVEMENT AND TESTING OF A CODAR-BASED SURFACE CURRENT FEDSUB $27,386 $27,386
ULLMAN, D. PRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF IMPROVED, GLOBAL, LONG-TERM... NASA $450,342 $360,274
ULLMAN, D. LTER: LONG TERM ECOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON THE SOUTHERN NEW ENG NSF $5,020,437 $1,506,131
ULLMAN, D. COLLAB. RESEARCH: RESPONSE OF THE ECOSYSTEM TO SUBMESOSCALE NSF $764,687 $382,344
ULLMAN, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: SUBMESOSCALE INFLUENCES ON THE... NSF $1,546,392 $386,598
ULLMAN, D. COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: PRODUCTION, TRANSFORMATIONS AND FATE NSF $1,972,403 $394,481
ULLMAN, D. RI SEA GRANT OMNIBUS FY2004/2005 DOC $4,125,014 $144,375
WATTS, D. VARIABILITY IN THE JAPAN/EAST SEA: PROCESSES GOVERNING... N A V Y $195,374 $97,687
WATTS, D. MODEL 6.1E INVERTED ECHO SOUNDER WITH PRESSURE (PIES) NONPRO $115,754 $115,754
WATTS, D. INVERTED ECHO SOUNDER DOC $78,631 $78,631
WATTS, D. VARIABILITY OF THE KUROSHIO IN THE EAST CHINA SEA AND ITS... N A V Y $317,559 $158,780
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WATTS, D. VARIABILITY OF THE KUROSHIO IN THE EAST CHINA SEA AND ITS... N A V Y $320,526 $160,263
WIMBUSH, M. VARIABILITY OF THE KUROSHIO IN THE EAST CHINA SEA AND ITS... N A V Y $317,559 $158,780
WIMBUSH, M. VARIABILITY OF THE KUROSHIO IN THE EAST CHINA SEA AND ITS... N A V Y $320,526 $160,263
WIMBUSH, M. VARIABILITY IN THE JAPAN/EAST SEA: PROCESSES GOVERNING... N A V Y $195,374 $97,687
WISHNER, K. BIODIVERSITY OF THE BATHYPELAGIC FAUNA OF THE MID ATLANTIC.. NSF $232,482 $232,482
WISHNER, K. BIOLOGY OF HYDROTHERMAL VENT FAUNA ON A CARIBBEAN SUBMARINE NSF $295,284 $147,642
WISHNER, K. EXPLORATION OF THE HYDROTHERMAL VENTS IN KICK'EM JENNY... DOC $341,052 $85,263
YODER, J. GLOBAL PATTERNS IN "MODIS-AQUA AND SEAWIFS IMAGERY" NASA $252,978 $252,978
Total for Department $69,133,304OCEANOGRAPHY
Total for College or Unit $69,133,304GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
TRANSPORTATION CENTER
AMADOR, M. SUMMER TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE FEDSUB $38,979 $38,979
BERMAN, D. SAFETY BELT USAGE RATES AT HIGH SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES STATE $25,400 $25,400
CATHCART, J. DEVELOPMENT OF A CONSTRUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION SCHOOL TO.. STATE $12,000 $ 0
CATHCART, J. SUMMER TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE FEDSUB $38,979 $ 0
CATHCART, J. RI TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CENTER WORK PROGRAM STATE $282,000 $141,000
HORN, R. RIDOT/URITC TRANSPORTATION TECHNICAL TRANSFER PROGRAM STATE $246,358 $246,358
HORN, R. URI TRANSPORTATION CENTER DOT $1,812,000 $1,491,276
HORN, R. RI TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CENTER WORK PROGRAM STATE $282,000 $141,000
HORN, R. CONTINUITY OF OPERATION PLAN STATE $54,375 $54,375
HORN, R. DEVELOPMENT OF STATE HIGHWAY SAFETY PLAN FOR 2005 STATE $10,325 $10,325
HORN, R. DEVELOPMENT OF A CONSTRUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION SCHOOL TO.. STATE $12,000 $12,000
Total for Department $2,160,713TRANSPORTATION CENTER
Total for College or Unit $2,160,713PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
PROVOST
PROVOST
LAFAYETTE, B. LIBERIAN PEACE BUILDING AND CIVIC ACCOUNTABILITY PROJECT A ID $3,269,645 $3,269,645
SWIFT, J. PATHWAYS THROUGH SCIENCE: ACADEMIC ROADMAPS IN THE... NSF $99,997 $ 0
SWIFT, J. CI - IGERT: ASSESSING CHANGE IN COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS NSF $2,924,714 $584,943
Total for Department $3,854,588PROVOST
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THE RESEARCH OFFICE
TRUBATCH, J. NEAGEP AT URI FEDSUB $750,000 $750,000
TRUBATCH, J. PARTNERSHIPS RENEWING INNOVATION IN MANUFACTURING AND ENG... NSF $597,493 $298,747
Total for Department $1,048,747THE RESEARCH OFFICE
Total for College or Unit $4,903,334PROVOST
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
BRANDFORD-CALVO, D. URI PEACE CORPS RECRUITER OFA $16,000 $8,000
Total for Department $8,000UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Total for College or Unit $8,000UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
EMERY, J. STORAGE FURNITURE REQUEST OFA $4,981 $2,491
MACDONALD, M. PROJECT CECILS: CREATING EDUCATED COMMUNITIES OF INFORMATION OFA $245,553 $49,111
WYANT, S. STORAGE FURNITURE REQUEST OFA $4,981 $2,491
Total for Department $54,092UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
Total for College or Unit $54,092UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS
MULTICULTURAL CENTER
ESPINOSA, R. OUR VOICES: MINORITY YOUTH IN RHODE ISLAND STATE $1,200 $1,200
ESPINOSA, R. OUR VOICES: MINORITY YOUTH IN RI STATE $375 $375
Total for Department $1,575MULTICULTURAL CENTER
STUDENT LIFE
COHEN, F. ENVIRONMENTAL METHODS WITH TOWN AND GREEK COALITIONS HHS $819,906 $819,906
DOUGAN, T. EXPANSION AND REPLICATION OF A SUCCESSFUL MODEL TO FACILI... NONPRO $88,653 $4,433
DOUGAN, T. IMPLEMENTATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL CURRICULA AND CAREER... E P A $6,300 $315
DOUGAN, T. ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION TRAINING PROGRAM E P A $52,791 $2,640
DOUGAN, T. THE SMILE PROGRAM AMERICAN HONDA FOUNDATION GRANT NONPRO $34,713 $1,736
DOUGAN, T. THE SMILE PROGRAM GRANT PROPOSAL TO TOYOTA USA FOUNDATION MISC $78,783 $3,939
DOUGAN, T. PRE-COLLEGE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAM E P A $261,439 $13,072
ENGLANDER, C. EXPANSION AND REPLICATION OF A SUCCESSFUL MODEL TO FACILI... NONPRO $88,653 $84,220
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ENGLANDER, C. IMPLEMENTATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL CURRICULA AND CAREER... E P A $6,300 $5,985
ENGLANDER, C. ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION TRAINING PROGRAM E P A $52,791 $50,151
ENGLANDER, C. THE SMILE PROGRAM AMERICAN HONDA FOUNDATION GRANT NONPRO $34,713 $32,977
ENGLANDER, C. THE SMILE PROGRAM GRANT PROPOSAL TO TOYOTA USA FOUNDATION MISC $78,783 $74,844
ENGLANDER, C. PRE-COLLEGE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAM E P A $261,439 $248,367
REILLY, D. COLLEGE FACILITATION FOR ALCOHOL PROBLEMS FEDSUB $644,856 $644,856
ROHLAND, P. CHANGING THE CULTURE: ENHANCING THE INCLUSION AND RETENTION EDUC $277,459 $194,221
SOVET, C. GRANT TO REDUCE VIOLENT CRIMES AGAINST WOMEN OFA $299,980 $299,980
Total for Department $2,481,642STUDENT LIFE
Total for College or Unit $2,483,217VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS
Grand Total $257,918,054
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College Department Amount
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES DEAN'S OFFICE $561,375
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES ART $40,000
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES $1,329,796
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES CHEMISTRY $2,520,090
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES COMMUNICATION STUDIES $46,974
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES CANCER PREVENTION RESEARCH CENTER $26,428,661
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES COMPUTER SCIENCE/STATISTICS $4,414,484
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES ECONOMICS $396,000
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES ENGLISH $49,111
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES HISTORY $151,067
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES JOURNALISM $141,812
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES LANGUAGES $1,112,327
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES LIBRARY AND INFORMATION STUDIES $194,530
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES MATHEMATICS $824,752
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES PHYSICS $590,886
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES POLITICAL SCIENCE $99,941
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY $124,322
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES PSYCHOLOGY $3,348,187
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES WOMEN'S STUDIES $49,969
TOTAL $42,424,284
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MANAGEMENT $24,455
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION RESEARCH CENTER FOR BUSINESS ECONOMICS $5,000
TOTAL $29,455
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION CONTINUING EDUCATION $221,746
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION LABOR RESEARCH CENTER $153,417
TOTAL $375,163
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING CHEMICAL ENGINEERING $3,967,858
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING CIVIL/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING $3,012,653
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING DEAN'S OFFICE $998,475
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING $5,532,926
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING INDUSTRIAL/MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING $1,597,615
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING MECHANICAL ENGINEERING/APPLIED MECHANICS $7,649,283
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING OCEAN ENGINEERING $3,382,884
TOTAL $26,141,694
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES BIOCHEMISTRY/MICROBIOLOGY, MOLECULAR GENETICS $24,112
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES COOPERATIVE EXTENSION $14,926
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY $7,133,351
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES COMMUNITY PLANNING/AREA DEVELOPMENT $383,000
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES DEAN'S OFFICE $893,501
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES FISHERIES, ANIMAL & VETERINARY SCIENCE $5,088,891
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES FOOD SCIENCE/NUTRITION $5,877,657
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES GEOLOGY (CHANGED FROM A&S 7/1/96) $1,635,707
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES MARINE AFFAIRS $1,340,318
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES NATURAL RESOURCES SCIENCE $7,403,696
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES PLANT SCIENCE $4,247,434
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES ENV & NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS $4,373,870
TOTAL $38,416,463
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY OCEANOGRAPHY $69,133,304
TOTAL $69,133,304
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS $1,485,110
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE EDUCATION $24,243,992
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE GERONTOLOGY $1,889,084
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE HUMAN DEVELOPMENT/COUNSELING/FAMILY STUDIES $3,065,803
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE DEAN'S OFFICE $246,743
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE KINNESIOLOGY $2,086,894
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE PHYSICAL EDUCATION/HEALTH/RECREATION $4,018,459
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE PHYSICAL THERAPY $1,216,436
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICE TEXTILES/FASHION MERCHANDISING/DESIGN $258,846
TOTAL $38,511,367
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY UNIVERSITY LIBRARY $54,092
TOTAL $54,092
COLLEGE OF NURSING NURSING $2,979,534
TOTAL $2,979,534
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY APPLIED PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES $1,456,201
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES $28,000,180
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY CRIME LAB $632,543
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY DEAN'S OFFICE $145,500
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY PHARMACY PRACTICE $63,009
TOTAL $30,297,433
PROVOST PROVOST $3,854,588
PROVOST THE RESEARCH OFFICE $1,048,747
TOTAL $4,903,335
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE TRANSPORTATION CENTER $2,160,713
TOTAL $2,160,713
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE $8,000
TOTAL $8,000
VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS MULTICULTURAL CENTER $1,575
VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS STUDENT LIFE $2,481,642
TOTAL $2,483,217
ALL DEPARTMENTS TOTAL ############
URI RESEARCH OFFICE 
ANNUAL REPORT 2003-2004
College or Unit
ARTS AND SCIENCES
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
ART $114 $23,470 $335 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $28,186
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES $479,053 $251,533 $194,047 $195,869 $245,535 $235,163 $364,552 $344,668 $470,451
CANCER PREVENTION RESEARCH CENTER $0 $0 $4,575,154 $3,730,093 $2,848,552 $3,226,430 $4,226,599 $4,386,549 $3,166,254
CHEMISTRY $420,769 $534,312 $545,998 $492,235 $512,487 $340,840 $404,682 $568,652 $580,448
COMMUNICATIONS STUDIES $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $36,315 $43,867 $16,880
COMPUTER SCIENCE $141,635 $248,344 $129,900 $150,527 $140,030 $256,396 $237,716 $306,855 $548,661
DEAN ARTS AND SCIENCES $0 $6,933 -$366 $0 $2,200 $0 $42,026 $204,334 $89,375
ECONOMICS $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $9,438 $10,342 $6,784
ENGLISH $9,789 $0 $0 $19,986 $0 $0 $0 $200 $300
GRAD LIBRARY SCHOOL $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $101,464 $108,341 $15,091 $0
HISTORY $0 $39,785 -$9,785 $0 $0 $37,013 -$3,013 $44,498 $23,055
JOURNALISM $526 $0 $0 $75,870 -$720 $0 $0 $0 $0
LANGUAGES $184,305 $105,582 $123,176 $210,558 $245,004 $259,976 $122,810 $58,065 $36,318
MATHEMATICS -$32 $904 $1,326 $249 $47,880 $52,277 $27,628 $6,920 $29,413
MUSIC $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,714 -$114 $0 $0 $0
PHILOSOPHY $0 $0 $0 $11,555 $0 $121,729 $132,123 $49,465 $0
PHYSICS $488,396 $390,532 $250,521 $293,034 $371,789 $396,321 $353,510 $316,749 $292,327
POLITICAL SCIENCE $35,683 $35,514 $34,127 $88,428 $115,161 $35,423 $13,845 $38,597 $14,092
PSYCHOLOGY $6,113,945 $5,168,138 $216,474 $637,825 $603,614 $969,853 $1,082,247 $951,998 $590,559
SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY $217,284 $96,250 -$16,913 -$48,619 -$49,387 -$49,387 -$49,421 $0 $0
THEATRE $498 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
WOMEN'S STUDIES $0 $0 $6,974 $13,834 $39,079 $112,065 $82,360 $25,754 $62,701
Totals for College or Unit $8,091,965 $6,901,297 $6,050,968 $5,871,444 $5,122,938 $6,095,449 $7,191,758 $7,372,604 $5,955,804
College or Unit
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
DEAN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $195,567 $36,189 $72,849 $17,528
FINANCE $0 $0 $0 $15,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
MANAGEMENT $21,187 $19,846 $36,876 $76,851 $49,975 $40,592 $20,431 $13,993 $0
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE $50,633 $16,113 $11,076 $5,391 $99 $238 $220 $219 $0
MARKETING $51,576 $16,058 $12,528 $22,321 $46,873 $101,636 $58,372 $21,465 $0
RES CENTER BUS/ECON $142 $20 $1,705 $26,096 $3,504 $9,602 $0 $0 $2,206
Totals for College or Unit $123,538 $52,037 $62,185 $145,659 $100,451 $347,635 $115,212 $108,526 $19,734
College or Unit
CONTINUING EDUCATION
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
CCE OPERATIONS $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $117,820 $12,644
LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $32,407
URBAN AFFAIRS $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $35,373
URBAN FIELD CENTER $0 $0 $0 $230,799 $304,913 $337,593 $349,687 $0 $0
Totals for College or Unit $0 $0 $0 $230,799 $304,913 $337,593 $349,687 $117,820 $80,424
College or Unit
CONTROLLER
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
CONTROLLERS OFFICE $1,676 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Totals for College or Unit $1,676 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
College or Unit
ENGINEERING
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
CHEMICAL ENGR $578,305 $580,451 $489,958 $634,604 $496,815 $1,027,332 $924,122 $859,659 $749,297
CIVIL ENGR $1,376,826 $965,002 $794,541 $738,170 $902,782 $1,099,921 $1,067,754 $1,370,476 $641,973
DEAN ENGINEERING $1,540,757 $1,029,034 $557,420 $420,957 $367,363 $304,745 $356,742 $419,351 $4,729
ELECTRICAL ENGR $607,860 $518,218 $474,620 $571,805 $459,562 $692,396 $979,576 $1,023,480 $868,977
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES 
BY DEPARTMENT
1995-1996 TO 2003-2004
1
URI RESEARCH OFFICE 
ANNUAL REPORT 2003-2004
INDUSTRIAL ENGR $158,249 $80,440 $140,595 $131,004 $153,996 $189,252 $260,744 $222,096 $292,258
MECHANICAL ENGR $721,067 $635,866 $328,187 $345,815 $425,007 $836,487 $713,586 $333,542 $802,485
OCEAN ENGR $746,555 $741,284 $648,385 $614,861 $442,812 $564,763 $565,722 $812,207 $751,654
Totals for College or Unit $5,729,619 $4,550,295 $3,433,706 $3,457,216 $3,248,337 $4,714,896 $4,868,246 $5,040,811 $4,111,373
College or Unit
ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
BIOCHEMISTRY/MICROBIOLOGY $74,196 $77,287 $151,541 $212,286 $327,080 $268,877 $262,012 $448,229 $412,505
BIOTECH MFG PROVIDENCE COHORT $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $39,137
COMMUNITY PLANNING $784,825 $366,521 $228,754 $56,007 $45,822 $25,712 $437 $42,177 $76,430
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $397,368
DEAN ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES $362,403 $316,304 $56,528 $273,737 $4,600,240 $3,579,329 $192,988 $1,521,169 $2,167,393
ENVIR AND NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS $266,499 $373,284 $497,982 $594,504 $944,582 $964,159 $937,240 $848,453 $796,336
FISHERIES, ANIMAL AND VETERINARY SCIENCE $416,414 $614,996 $795,778 $692,799 $587,429 $570,205 $823,724 $712,156 $1,052,050
FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION $468,322 $469,476 $464,117 $417,945 $381,459 $523,435 $687,402 $792,627 $1,204,259
GEOSCIENCES $167,689 $161,293 $94,905 $26,424 $75,273 $183,138 $477,165 $683,233 $702,879
ICMRD $1 $2,760 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
MARINE AFFAIRS $0 $93 $0 $7,444 $509 $13,170 $104,468 $111,834 $80,754
NATURAL RESOURCE SCIENCE $739,031 $1,264,664 $1,037,785 $1,235,129 $1,255,743 $1,606,950 $1,833,713 $2,070,352 $2,876,337
PLANT SCIENCE $446,862 $554,002 $641,614 $899,086 $846,420 $846,608 $993,659 $1,140,420 $1,569,119
Totals for College or Unit $3,726,242 $4,200,680 $3,969,004 $4,415,361 $9,064,557 $8,581,583 $6,312,808 $8,370,650 $11,374,567
College or Unit
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
GRADUATE SCHOOL $55,153 $27,000 $78,623 $38,307 $40,042 $43,297 $500 $0 $0
Totals for College or Unit $55,153 $27,000 $78,623 $38,307 $40,042 $43,297 $500 $0 $0
College or Unit
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY $16,380,693 $18,478,693 $18,337,918 $21,703,628 $21,255,709 $23,274,473 $22,379,780 $26,225,517 $23,128,273
Totals for College or Unit $16,380,693 $18,478,693 $18,337,918 $21,703,628 $21,255,709 $23,274,473 $22,379,780 $26,225,517 $23,128,273
College or Unit
HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS $8,933 $5,406 $87,750 $116,296 $309,037 $246,330 $356,087 $245,249 $221,012
DEAN HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES $53,973 $136,359 $130,759 $289,449 $397,219 $427,563 $0 $17,243 $0
EDUCATION $236,804 $231,064 $909,190 $1,956,278 $2,358,319 $2,653,506 $2,902,849 $2,237,645 $1,847,001
EDUCATION AND SOCIAL POLICY RES $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,560
FACULTY-INSTRUCTION $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $13,133
GERONTOLOGY $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,440
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT $131,006 $150,174 $229,507 $504,333 $928,369 $1,025,199 $1,055,020 $1,017,961 $1,156,991
PHYSICAL EDUCATION $354,121 $487,175 $524,547 $694,191 $669,874 $656,462 $682,325 $901,781 $611,012
PHYSICAL THERAPY $87,039 $96,082 $85,782 $65,060 $115,152 $183,791 $114,397 $132,264 $456,459
TEACHER EDUCATION $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $286,211
TEXTILES $52,822 $38,755 $8,430 $10,470 $53,130 $83,785 $78,484 $134,194 $181,108
Totals for College or Unit $924,698 $1,145,015 $1,975,965 $3,636,077 $4,831,100 $5,276,636 $5,189,162 $4,686,337 $4,777,927
College or Unit
INFORMATION SERVICES
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
VICE PROVOST INFO SERVICES $0 $0 $0 $0 $193,783 $156,217 $0 $0 $0
Totals for College or Unit $0 $0 $0 $0 $193,783 $156,217 $0 $0 $0
College or Unit
LIBRARY
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
LIBRARY $5,449 $2,175 $0 $0 $3,450 $0 $0 $3,033 $0
Totals for College or Unit $5,449 $2,175 $0 $0 $3,450 $0 $0 $3,033 $0
College or Unit
NURSING
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
2
URI RESEARCH OFFICE 
ANNUAL REPORT 2003-2004
DEAN NURSING $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $101,986
NURSING INSTRUCTION $704,024 $505,642 $547,135 $828,277 $864,744 $684,981 $693,289 $739,201 $695,914
Totals for College or Unit $704,024 $505,642 $547,135 $828,277 $864,744 $684,981 $693,289 $739,201 $797,900
College or Unit
PHARMACY
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
APPLIED PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES $97,902 $93,725 $57,585 $41,433 $58,921 $110,023 $204,107 $190,880 $20,934
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES $45,880 $721,005 $955,115 $933,097 $926,918 $1,115,168 $1,874,776 $4,145,426 $3,426,008
BIOMEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,369,440
CRIME LAB $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $479,851
DEAN PHARMACY $69,318 $112,798 $153,145 $12,061 $8,625 $8,624 $2,062 $361,526 $653,133
PHARMACOGNOSY $420,242 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
PHARMACOLOGY $353,097 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
PHARMACY PRACTICE $28,678 $442,894 $52,463 $53,345 $56,258 $60,424 $64,170 $66,901 $14,236
Totals for College or Unit $1,015,117 $1,370,422 $1,218,308 $1,039,936 $1,050,722 $1,294,239 $2,145,115 $4,764,733 $5,963,602
College or Unit
PRESIDENTS OFFICE
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
TRANSPORTATION CENTER $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,194,377
Totals for College or Unit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,194,377
College or Unit
PROVOST
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
IPAP $39,193 $79,882 -$712 $43 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
LABOR RESEARCH CENTER $0 $0 $0 $0 $5,346 $27,944 $234,671 $10,361 $0
PROVOST $9,552 $3,430 $0 $0 $90,788 $89,592 $877,254 -$2,032 $0
RESEARCH $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $139,526
Totals for College or Unit $48,745 $83,312 -$712 $43 $96,134 $117,536 $1,111,925 $100,329 $139,526
College or Unit
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE $0 $0 $3,738 -$88 $0 $430 $320 $0 $41,262
Totals for College or Unit $0 $0 $3,738 -$88 $0 $430 $320 $0 $41,262
College or Unit
VP BUSINESS/FINANCE
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
VP BUSINESS/FINANCE $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $9,991 -$112 $0 $0
Totals for College or Unit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $9,991 -$112 $0 $0
College or Unit
VP STUDENT AFFAIRS
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
ASST VP CAMPUS LIFE $0 $31,966 $64,289 $87,925 $160,342 $340,279 $423,735 $310,500 $166,741
MULITCULTURAL CENTER $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $20,424
STUDENT LIFE $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $259,089
Totals for College or Unit $0 $31,966 $64,289 $87,925 $160,342 $340,279 $423,735 $310,500 $446,254
College or Unit
W ALTON JONES
Department 1995-1996 1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004
WJ OPERATIONS $834 $1,414 $4,700 $4,362 $0 $12,708 $1,180 $7,054 $64
Totals for College or Unit $834 $1,414 $4,700 $4,362 $0 $12,708 $1,180 $7,054 $64
Grand Totals $36,807,753 $37,349,948 $35,745,827 $41,458,946 $46,337,222 $51,287,943 $50,782,605 $57,847,115 $58,031,087
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Name Research Donor Amount
Biological  Sciences
Goldsmith, M. Silkworm Research Other $ 2,000
Communication Studies
Conlon, M. HW Doc Other $ 6,000
Derbyshire, L. Non-Violence Hasbro Charitable Trust $ 15,000
Languages
Grandin, J & Hedderich, N. German Summer School Goethe Institute $ 8,950
Grandin, J. German Student Exchange Van Meeteren Stiftung $ 27,306
Political Science
Killilea, A.& Moakley, M.  Ethics Mentoring Other $ 30,000
History
Findlay, J. Grant Louisville Seminar $ 7,549
Chemistry
Brown, C.W. Grant CB Analysis Inc. $ 20,000
Dain, J. Diabetes Research Other $ 10,100
Rosen, W. Grant Other $ 5,000
Oxley, J. & Smith, J. Forensic Science Training Lab Champlin Foundations $ 110,000
Oxley, J. & Smith, J. Grant BASF $ 3,500
Oxley, J. & Smith, J. Grant Other $ 15,000
TOTAL: COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES $ 241,905
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Fischer, G. Grant Vicor Corp $ 3,000
Ohley, W. Grant Life Recovery Systems $ 9,000
Ohley, W. Grant Datascope Corp $ 12,790
Sun, Y. Biomedical Engineering Champlin Foundations $ 106,000
Mechanical Engineering
Sodhi, M. Grant Triton Systems, Inc $ 11,007
Taggart, D. Grant Rogers Tool Works $ 31,250
Meyer, D. Grant Howmedica Osteonics $ 5,000
Shukla, A. Dynamic Fracture Materials Sciences Corp. $ 25,000
Chemical Engineering
Barnett, S Separation and Delivery Systems Other $ 5,000
Gregory O. Grant HiTec Products, Inc $ 20,000
Civil Engineering
Marcus, A. Mentoring Other $ 1,000
Urish, D. Environmental Reseach Other $ 4,000
Urish, D. Environmental Reseach Universidade dos  Acores $ 20,000
Ocean Engineering
Grilli, S. & Miller, J. AUV Competition General Dynamics orp $ 2,500
TOTAL: COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING $ 255,547
                 RESEARCH  AND  OTHER GRANTS TO THE URI FOUNDATION
Grant Minimum $1,000
July 01, 2003- June 30, 2004
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
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Communicative Disorders
Singer, J. Grant Other $ 49,083
Education
Boulmetis, J. & Michaud C. Grant RI Foundation $ 75,000
Human Devopment & Family Studies
Anderson, J./Kerbel C. Center for Personal Finance CDNE Foundation $ 30,000
TOTAL: COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCES & SERVICES $ 154,083
Nursing
Burbank, P. Geriatric Nursing Amer. Assn of Colleges of Nursing $ 25,000
Joseph, D. Grant Independence Foundation $ 10,000
Joseph, D. & Miller J. Death Education RI Foundation $ 64,086
TOTAL: COLLEGE OF NURSING $ 99,086
Dean's Office
Simeone, M. Continuing Education 22 Donations $ 98,910
Pharmacy 
Owens, N. Medical Associates Astra Zeneca $ 3,000
Owens, N. Medical Associates Takeda Pharmaceuticals $ 2,500
Rosenbaum, S. Grant Pfizer Incorporated $ 14,500
Applied Pharmaceutical Sciences
Kislalioglu, S. Grad Student Support Roche Group $ 12,000
Kislalioglu, S. Grad Student Support Novartis $ 31,979
Zia, H. Grant Hoffman LaRoche $ 24,000
Biomedical Sciences
Cho, Parang, Chichester Visualization Facility Champlin Foundations $ 102,265
Crime Lab
Hilliard, D. Grant RI Criminalists Assoc $ 5,000
TOTAL: COLLEGE OF PHARMACY $ 294,154
Plant Sciences
Alm, S. Turf & Ornamental Insect Research Bayer Crop Management $ 6,000
Alm, S. Turf & Ornamental Insect Research Spectrum Brands $ 1,200
Alm, S. Turf & Ornamental Insect Research FMC Corp $ 19,000
Alm, S. Turf & Ornamental Insect Research Scotts Company $ 3,500
Casagrande, R. Grant N.A. Lily Society $ 7,000
Casagrande, R. & Mitkowski, N. Turf Pathology RI Golf Course Superintendants Assn. $ 2,500
Casagrande, R./Taylorson, R. Turf Weed Management Valent $ 1,500
Casagrande, R./Taylorson, R. Turf Weed Management Bayer Crop Management $ 7,500
Casagrande, R./Taylorson, R. Turf Weed Management BASF $ 2,000
Casagrande, R./Taylorson, R. Turf Weed Management Monsanto Company $ 17,000
Mitkowski, N. Englander, L. Turf Disease W.A. Cleary Chemical Corp. $ 4,200
Mitkowski, N. Englander, L. Turf Disease Lesco $ 2,000
Mitkowski, N. Englander, L. Turf Disease Anderson's Inc $ 7,200
Mitkowski, N. Englander, L. Turf Disease Cerexagri, Inc $ 1,200
Mitkowski, N. Englander, L. Turf Disease Cape Cod Turf Mgrs Assoc. $ 1,000
Mitkowski, N. Englander, L. Turf Disease BASF $ 3,000
Mitkowski, N. Englander, L. Turf Disease Bayer Crop Management $ 6,000
ENVIRONMENT & LIFE SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCES AND SERVICES
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Mather, T. Virus Research VI Technologies, Inc $ 30,100
Maynard, B. Ornamental Horticulture New England Grows, Inc $ 5,750
Fisheries, Animal & Veterinary Sciences
Rice, M  Aquaculture New England Biolabs Foundation $ 2,500
Rice, M Shellfish Aqua Research Project Aware $ 3,500
Bengston, D. Grant Other $ 2,500
Gomez-Chiarri, M. & Rice, M Fish Pathology Quebec-Labrador Fdn, Inc $ 1,800
Food Science and Nutrition
Lee, C. Grant Marine Seafood Mktg Inc $ 1,000
Natural Resource Science
Green, L., Herron, E., Gold, A. Watershed Watch Tour Unlimited $ 1,200
Amador, J. Grant Geomatrix, LLC $ 15,000
McWilliams, S./Paton, P. Kingston Wildlife Audobon Society of RI $ 16,000
Paton, P. Biodiversity Nope's Island Conservation Assn $ 12,000
Community Planning and Landscape Architecture
Feld, M. Grant RI Bar Association $ 6,785
Environmental & Natural Resource Economics
Tyrell, T. & Anderson, J. Newport Traffic Preservation Society of Newport $ 5,000
Dean's Office
Grossman-Garber, D Assesment Support Davisville Educational Fdn $ 111,000
TOTAL: COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES $ 305,935
Dean's Office
Amaral, M. & Moreau, C. Conservation Fellow New England Aquarium $ 50,000
Costa_Pierce, J & Colt, A. Marine Advisory Service RI Foundation $ 5,000
Farmer,  D. Grant G. Unger Vetlesen Fdn. $ 100,000
DeLaHarpe, J. Marine & Environmental Issues Telaka Foundation $ 3,000
DeLaHarpe, J. William & Flora Hewitt Foundation $ 150,000
DeLaHarpe, J. Marine & Environmental Issues Grantham Charitable Trust $ 5,000
DeLaHarpe, J. Marine & Environmental Issues New York Times $ 1,500
DeLaHarpe, J. Marine & Environmental Issues Other $ 14,000
DeLaHarpe, J. Marine & Environmental Issues RI Foundation $ 2,500
DeLaHarpe, J. Marine & Environmental Issues Robertson Foundation $ 1,000
DeLaHarpe, J. Marine & Environmental Issues Providence Journal Foundation $ 63,900
Lee, V. & Moreau, C. RI Foundation RI Foundation $ 49,100
Oceanography
Hickox, S. & Miner, J. Jason Project Jason Foundation for Education $ 27,300
Hickox, S. & Miner, J. Jason Project Oshean, Inc $ 3,000
Hickox, S. & Snowcroft,C. GSO Partners in Education Ocean State Research & Education LTD $ 5,000
Hickox, S. & Snowcroft,C. GSO Partners in Education Ocean State Jobbers, Inc $ 5,000
Hickox, S. & Snowcroft,C. GSO Partners in Education Oshean, Inc $ 2,500
King, J. Salt Pond Research Other $ 11,082
King, J. Salt Pond Research Shelter Harbor Cons.Society $ 5,200
King, J. Salt Pond Research OW Casperson Foundation $ 50,000
Miner, J. & Squillante, L. Fiji Project David & Lucille Packard Fdn $ 50,000
Miner, J. & Squillante, L. Wild David & Lucille Packard Fdn $ 85,000
Moreau, C. & Squillante, L. Mariculture David & Lucille Packard Fdn $ 196,967
Moreau, C. & Squillante, L. Indonesia Unocal $ 100,000
Hale, L. & Hadley, N. Grant The Nature Conservancy $ 1,000
Olsen, S.& Hale, L. Aquidneck Island Van Beuren Charitable Trust $ 20,000
Olsen, S.& Hale, L. Aquidneck Island Prince Charitable Trust $ 40,000
Specker, Callahan, Beck Marine Biology Chamber Champlin Foundation $ 150,000
TOTAL: GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY $ 1,197,049
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY
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Jones Campus
Mitchell, T. Summer Camperships Champlin Foundations $ 11,382
RI Smile Program
Englander, C. RI Smile Dow Chemical Corp $ 2,000
Englander, C. RI Smile Glenda Kirby Investments $ 4,000
Englander, C. RI Smile APC $ 13,000
Englander, C. RI Smile Toray Plastics $ 9,000
Englander, C. RI Smile Perkin Elmer $ 7,500
Englander, C. RI Smile Nulman Foundation $ 7,000
Englander, C. RI Smile Home Fabric Mills Inc $ 2,000
Englander, C. RI Smile Arnold Lumber $ 1,000
Englander, C. RI Smile Gilbane Builders $ 1,500
Englander, C. RI Smile Rotary Club of Wakefield $ 1,500
Englander, C. RI Smile Stanley Works $ 4,000
Englander, C. RI Smile Met Life $ 2,500
Englander, C. RI Smile Amgen $ 10,000
Englander, C. RI Smile CVS $ 15,000
Health Services
Henderson, C. Grant South County Consultants $ 15,000
Henderson, C. Grant Education Development Center $ 1,000
Center for Peace & Non Violence
Layfayette, B. Grant William Bingham Foundation $ 14,000
Layfayette, B. Grant Other $ 1,000
Information and Instructional Technical Services
Batson, T. & Wessells, C. E- Portfolio Andrew W Mellon Foundation $ 49,225
TOTAL: OTHER $ 171,607
TOTAL RESEARCH AND OTHER GRANTS: $ 2,719,366
EVERYTHING ELSE
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AGENCY ABBREVIATIONS
AID    Agency for International Development
AIRFOR   US Air Force
ARMY   US Army
CFI    Corporations, Foundations and Institutions (Non-Governmental)
CG    US Coast Guard
DOD    US Department of Defense (excludes Army, Navy & Air Force)
DOC    US Department of Commerce
DOT    US Department of Transportation
EDUC   US Department of Education
ENERGY   US Department of Energy
EPA    Environmental Protection Agency
FEDSUB   Subcontract/Subgrant from an Institution w/Prime Federal Award
HHS    US Department of Health & Human Services
INT    US Department of the Interior
MISC    Miscellaneous
MUNICI   Municipalities-Town or City Governments
NASA   National Aeronautic & Space Administration
NAVY   US Navy
NONPRO   Private Not-for-Profit Corporations & Other Entities
NSF    National Science Foundation
OFA    Other Federal Agencies
PRIPRO   Private For Profit Corporations & Other Entities
STATE   State of Rhode Island
USDA   US Department of Agriculture
USDACE   US Department of Agriculture/Cooperative Extension
UNIV    University Funds other than URI
Division of Research and Economic Development
Annual Report
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UNIVERSITY CODES & ABBREVIATIONS
A&S    College of Arts & Sciences
BUS    College of Business Administration
CCE    College of Continuing Education
CRD    College of Resource Development
EGR    College of Engineering
ELS    College of the Environment & Life Sciences
GRD    Graduate School
GSO    Graduate School of Oceanography
HSS    College of Human Science & Services
LIB    University Library
NUR    College of Nursing
PHA    College of Pharmacy
PRS    President’s Office
PRO    Provost
UCL    University College
VPB    Vice President, Administration (formerly Business & Finance)
VPS    Vice President, Student Affairs
Division of Research and Economic Development
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